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Abstract 

 This dissertation is composed of three manuscripts, all of which focus on the role 

of followers in leadership.  Manuscript 1 investigates followers’ preferences for leader 

characteristics.  Guided by social identity theory and the similarity-attraction paradigm, 

followers’ preferences were examined using a vignette-type approach.  The results show 

that follower self-worth moderated the relationship between leader-follower similarity 

and follower preference for leader characteristics.  Under conditions of low self-worth, 

followers preferred leaders whose characteristics were opposite from their own; 

conversely, under conditions of high self-worth, followers preferred leaders whose 

characteristics were similar to their own.  Despite the importance of leaders, attention is 

drawn towards followers’ cognitions about themselves. 

 Manuscript 2 argues that followers are equal exchange partners with their leaders, 

thus actively contributing to the nature of their relationships with their leader.  Consistent 

with social exchange theory, there was a significant relationship between followers’ pro-

social behaviors associated with secure attachment style and conscientiousness and 

leaders’ pro-social behaviors such as helping and trust.  In addition, anti-social follower 

behaviors begat anti-social leader behaviors; followers’ fearful attachment style predicted 

abusive supervisory behaviors.  These findings contrast leader-centric notions, and they 

emphasize that followers can participate in determining the nature of their relationships 

with leaders. 

 Manuscript 3 evaluates bidirectional influence between leaders and followers on 

three work values: humanistic beliefs, organizational beliefs, and work ethic.  Although 
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there was no support for upward influence, the short-term nature of the study may have 

limited the opportunity for sequential bidirectional influence to occur.  There was, 

however, a significant downward influence upon followers’ organizational beliefs.  These 

results suggest that leader influence may be particularly effective, or followers may be 

particularly vulnerable to leader influence on some dimensions (e.g., the importance of 

the collective) versus others (e.g., individualism at work, and the extent to which work 

fulfills people).   

 Finally, in the general discussion, directions for future research are discussed. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Haida artist, Bill Reid, is one of the most prominent Canadian icons.  Reid’s 

repertoire consisted of many famous pieces including Lootas, a war canoe, and The Jade 

Canoe showcased at the Vancouver Airport.  However, Reid’s legacy also included a 

controversy regarding authorship.  Although this controversy has been contained within 

the art world, its relevance to leadership studies is evident in O’Hara’s (1999) Maclean’s 

article.  O’Hara (1999) interviewed several individuals who worked closely with Reid.  

Their experiences illuminated the reality that Reid was not only an artist, but also a 

leader.    

In their conversations, interviewees disclosed that Reid’s charm and charisma 

were apparent (“He had a way of drawing people into his web.”), but so was his ability to 

further his own reputation at the expense of others (“Some artists use clay – Bill used 

people.”).  The potential for Reid to abuse his power was highlighted near the end of his 

career, when Parkinson’s disease limited Reid’s ability to carve many of his 

masterpieces.  As a result, his apprentices and fellow artists, such as Jim Hart, a Haida 

carver, and George Rammell, a Caucasian sculptor, were responsible for realizing many 

of Reid’s visions – with or without formal credit or adequate compensation.   

It is not surprising that there is an ongoing debate regarding authorship of many of 

Reid’s masterpieces.  Conclusions about authorship would not only have consequences 

for the value of the artwork, but also unravel the intricacies between Reid’s work and that 
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of his apprentices.  Expectedly, O’Hara’s (1999) critical article was not welcomed by all. 

By pinpointing some of Reid’s shortcomings, it implicitly challenged the “great man” 

theory and heroic images people cherished about him, and leaders in general.  In contrast, 

it implicitly drew attention to the enormity of his apprentices’ skills.  

The Romance of Leaders and the Un-romance of Followers 

Whether known for their extraordinary capabilities or malevolence, leaders in 

popular culture and scholarly texts often take precedence over followers.  Meindl, 

Ehrlich, and Dukerich (1985) refer to this phenomenon as the romance of leadership.  

The romance of leadership is not unlike a persistent halo effect (Nathan & Lord, 1983), 

such that leaders are perceived as consistently “almighty” regardless of their strengths 

and weaknesses.  To assess individuals’ propensity to romanticize leadership, The 

Romance of Leadership Scale (RLS; Meindl, 1998) was developed, and empirical 

evidence showed that individuals who romanticized leadership tended to overestimate 

leader competencies (Felfe & Petersen, 2007).  Leaders are also capable of romanticizing 

their own leadership; for example, leaders can unconsciously or consciously deemphasize 

their faults (Gray & Densten, 2007).   

In Reid’s case, there are two likely reasons for the romance of his leadership.  

First, his artistic talent roused attention and admiration.  Second, he fulfilled a formal 

leadership role by becoming a spokesperson for the Haida nation.  Consequently, in 

juxtaposition to the romance of his leadership, Reid’s apprentices were overshadowed – a 

common fate for many followers (Baker, 2007).   
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To address this imbalance in the scholarly literature, a stream of follower-centric 

research emerged: followers as substitutes for leadership (Kerr & Jermier, 1978), 

followers enacting self-leadership (Manz, 1986), and courageous (Chaleff, 1995) or 

exemplary (Kelley, 1992) followers.  However, championing followers does not preclude 

appreciating leaders.  For example, notwithstanding Reid’s apprentices’ skills, Reid 

himself possessed the networks to promote Haida art, the creativity to design his pieces, 

and early on in his career, the physical capability to execute his designs.  It is evident that 

a mutual interdependence connected Reid and his apprentices: Reid needed his 

apprentices for manual labor as much as they needed him for a platform, opportunities, 

mentoring, and experience.  Thus, in the spirit of appreciating and emphasizing both the 

art of following and leading, this thesis is comprised of three empirical studies, each of 

which examine leadership in relation to followership.  

Overview of Manuscripts 

The first study, Follower Characteristics Predict Preferences for Leader 

Characteristics, investigated followers’ preferences for leadership.  This is an important 

but neglected topic.  Leader traits and behaviors have been extensively studied to 

understand effective leadership, as exemplified by leader-centric frameworks such as 

transformational leadership and charismatic leadership.  However, if leaders depend on 

followers, and vice versa, then it is likely that followers’ own characteristics and 

preferences also determine the effectiveness of leadership.  Indeed, followers’ 

preferences for leadership have been associated with superior follower performance (e.g., 

Chelladurai, 1990; Kristof-Brown, Barrick, & Stevens, 2005).   
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In this first manuscript, the leader and follower characteristics that I examined 

were extraversion, neuroticism, attachment style, and moral reasoning.  Using the 

similarity-attraction paradigm and social identity theory, the results indicated that there is 

a correspondence between follower characteristics and leader characteristics.  More 

specifically, followers’ self-perceptions significantly moderated the relationship between 

leader-follower similarity and followers’ preferences for leaders.  At first glance, it may 

seem contrary that followers’ self-perceptions, or in particular, their self-worth, were 

integral to followers’ preferences for leaders.  However, if leaders function as role 

models for followers (Winston & Patterson, 2006), then it is fitting that followers look 

inwards to inform their preferences for the persons they would choose to interact with, 

and like to emulate.  Overall, given the past preoccupation with leader traits (House & 

Aditya, 1997), these findings shift our attention towards leader traits in relation to 

follower traits.   

Understanding leadership in relation to followership can also be realized in terms 

of leaders’ and followers’ behaviors, as they are enacted in response to one another.  To 

this end, the second empirical study, Explaining Pro-Social and Anti-Social Exchanges in 

Leader-Follower Relationship, uses a social exchange framework to describe how both 

positive and negative leader-follower relationships unfold.  The social exchange 

framework underscores the balance that individuals strive for in their relationships.  As 

such, a negative action (whether enacted by the leader or follower) is likely to elicit a 

negative reaction in return, and likewise, a positive action (whether enacted by the leader 
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or follower) is likely to elicit a positive reaction in return.  In this framework, leaders and 

followers are posited as equal partners in their relationship.   

The social exchange framework has been used in previous leadership research, 

most notably in leader-member exchange theory (LMX; e.g., Liden, Sparrowe, & Wayne 

1997; Uhl-Bien & Maslyn, 2003).  LMX research has established that leader-follower 

relationships range in quality.  Higher-quality relationships are associated with positive 

exchanges and reciprocity, whereas lower-quality relationships are associated with 

negative exchanges and a lack of reciprocity.  Consistent with leader-centric notions, 

leaders have been regarded as the initiators of the exchange relationship (Graen & Uhl-

Bien, 1995), but even so, how do leaders choose the followers with whom high- or low-

quality relationships will be formed?   

In the second empirical study, I hypothesized that follower characteristics, and the 

behavioral manifestation of those characteristics, inform leader behaviors towards that 

follower.  Specifically, follower conscientiousness, attachment style, and self-monitoring 

were hypothesized to upwardly influence pro-social leader behaviors (i.e., helping, trust), 

as well as anti-social leader behaviors (i.e., abusive supervision).  As expected, the results 

supported social exchange theory:  the pro-social behaviors associated with 

conscientiousness and secure attachment style were met with pro-social leader helping 

and trust behaviors.  Conversely, the anti-social behaviors associated with fearful 

attachment style were met with anti-social abusive supervisory behaviors.  These findings 

substantiate followers as equal contributors to the leader-follower exchange relationship; 
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the ways in which followers behave towards leaders are partly responsible for the ways in 

which leaders treat followers. 

Extending these results regarding behavioral interdependencies between leaders 

and followers, the third empirical study, entitled Looking Upwards and Downwards: 

Influence in Leader-Follower Dyads, examines the ways in which leaders and followers 

influence each others’ work values, particularly humanistic beliefs, organizational beliefs, 

and work ethic.  The notion that leaders influence followers’ values is prevalent in many 

leader-centric frameworks, such as authentic leadership (e.g., Avolio, Gardner, 

Walumbwa, Luthans, & May, 2004) and ethical leadership (e.g., Brown, Treviño, & 

Harrison, 2005).   Although less discussed, lower members of a hierarchy can also affect 

the values of those above them, as documented in studies with parents and their children 

(e.g., Devor, 1970; Glass, Bengtson, & Dunham, 1986), and as suggested by Hollander 

and Julian (1969) in a leadership context.   

Accordingly, a short-term, longitudinal study was conducted over 12 weeks to 

detect both downward (leader to follower) and upward (follower to leader) influence 

upon work values.  The results unexpectedly varied across humanistic beliefs, 

organizational beliefs, and work ethic.  Therefore, in discussing the transmission of work 

values, it is important to acknowledge the nature of the values being transmitted.  For 

example, organizational beliefs were transmitted from leaders to followers, but not vice 

versa.  On the other hand, there was no association between leader and follower 

humanistic beliefs or work ethic.  Based on these findings, I recommend that more 

empirical research is required to fully understand whether and how leaders affect 
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followers’ values, and vice versa.  In addition, the lack of upward influence in this study 

indicates that although there is previous evidence for followers’ influence upon leader 

behaviors (e.g., Wayne, Liden, Graf, & Ferris, 1997), it may not extend to leader values.  

However, before concluding that followers do not influence leader values, the possibility 

that influence is exerted sequentially is discussed in the manuscript.  In brief, upward 

influence may take place after downward influence, and thus the opportunity to observe 

upward influence could have been limited by the 12-week timeframe of this study.  To 

my knowledge, this is the only longitudinal investigation into bidirectional leader-

follower influence upon work values, so future research is needed before definitive 

conclusions can be drawn.   

Collectively, these three manuscripts evaluate followers as active contributors to, 

and partners in leadership.  Having recognized the traditional, leader-centric method of 

looking to leaders’ traits and behaviors to understand what followers find preferable in 

leaders, the first manuscript hypothesized an association between follower traits and 

leader traits.  This investigation uncovered why (i.e., follower similarity) and under what 

conditions (i.e., levels of follower self-worth) certain leader traits were more sought after 

than others.   The second and third manuscripts address followers’ roles in the 

socialization of leadership.  More specifically, the second manuscript demonstrated how 

followers participated in pro-social and anti-social exchanges with leaders.  As a result, 

followers influence how they are led.  Lastly, in a further test of the extent to which 

leaders and followers influence each other, the third manuscript examined leaders’ and 

followers’ bidirectional influence upon each others’ work values.  Leaders had a 
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significant downward influence on followers’ organizational beliefs, but there was no 

support for upward influence.  Further, it was unexpected that leaders did not influence 

followers’ work ethic or humanistic beliefs.  These findings merit future research and 

may be encouraging of refinements to our expectations of the follower values that leaders 

can affect, and, by extension, curb our assumptions about followers’ vulnerabilities to 

leader influence.     

Conclusion 

Although anecdotal evidence and preliminary follower-centric research attest to 

followers’ importance to leaders and leadership, leader-centric studies which underplay 

the role of followers, dominates the scholarly literature.  In response, depictions and 

studies of active followership are a burgeoning area of research (Baker, 2007), but not 

necessarily a novel idea.  Many early leadership scholars posited that leadership was 

about leaders’ and followers’ relationships and their interdependence.  For example, 

Hollander and Webb (1955) argued that ‘leader’ and ‘follower’ roles were connected, 

such that good leadership included elements of followership.  Additionally, Burns (1978) 

characterized transforming leadership as mutual stimulation and elevation between leader 

and follower.  Nonetheless, the romance of leadership remains strong and pervasive.  

Perhaps this is because the romance of leadership conveniently helps followers make 

sense of organizational life (Pfeffer, 1977), where leaders are held responsible for 

successes and failures (Meindl & Ehrlich, 1987). 

The Bill Reid controversy (described earlier) is but one example of how success is 

attributed to leaders, despite evidence to the contrary.  In fact, the talents of Jim Hart and 
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George Rammell have guided them to be leaders in their own right.  George Rammell is a 

faculty member at Capilano University, and Jim Hart dedicates time to mentoring 

emerging artists (Lederman, 2007) such as Michael Nicoll Yahgulanaas who was labeled 

a ‘rising star’ (Griffin, 2008) 1.  However, rather than sway the pendulum to the other 

extreme, and argue that Reid was not responsible for his successes, this thesis would 

argue that it would be impossible to carve accurately the image of Reid and his successes 

without mentioning and fully appreciating the role of his followers.  And more generally, 

this thesis would implore readers to acknowledge that alongside leaders’ talents, their 

followers are integral to their successes and failures.   

For organizational scholars, the Bill Reid story represents the necessity to 

appreciate the shared experiences that bind leaders and followers.  By doing so, 

longstanding assumptions about followers, leaders, and leadership may be challenged, 

and a deeper understanding of leader-follower dynamics and relationships can emerge.  

Consequently, in this thesis, I examine the interdependencies between leader and 

follower roles, actions, and outcomes. As a result, the three studies that comprise this 

thesis contribute to the advancement of both leadership and followership literatures. 

  

 
1In addition to Rammell and Hart, Reid worked with many others such as Guujaaw, Don Yeomans, Robert 
Davidson.  It is telling that despite criticisms of Reid’s leadership, his apprentices continue to make their 
way in the art world after Reid’s passing’ yet, information about them is limited to their involvement with 
Reid. 
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Chapter 2  

Manuscript 1: Follower Characteristics Predict Preferences for Leaders’ 

Characteristics 

Abstract 

Two studies were conducted to test whether follower self-worth moderates the relationship 

between leader-follower similarity and followers’ preferences for leader characteristics.   

The first study (60 males, 72 females; M age = 20 years, SD = 1.52 years) examined leader-

follower similarity on neuroticism, extraversion, and attachment style; the second study (57 

males, 89 females; M = 20 years, SD = 1.28 years) investigated leader-follower similarity on 

moral reasoning.  Binary and multinomial logistic regressions yielded significant interactions 

between self-worth and neuroticism, and between self-worth and extraversion: Followers low in 

self-worth were attracted to dissimilar leaders, whereas followers high in self-worth preferred 

similar leaders.  Results for attachment style were aligned with social identity theory: the 

attachment styles characterized by negative self-views predicted a preference for dissimilar 

leaders.  Perceived (but not actual) similarity supported the similarity-attraction hypothesis for 

moral reasoning.  The findings encourage further attention to followers’ self-evaluations in 

understanding their preferences for leaders’ characteristics. 
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2.1 Theoretical Development 

As evidenced by the findings from innumerable studies (e.g., Burke, Stagl, Klein, 

Goodwin, Salas & Halpin, 2006; Gerstner & Day, 1997; Wang, Law, Hackett, Wang & Chen, 

2005), leaders make an important contribution to organizational performance and success.  A 

large part of leadership research strives to identify leader characteristics and behaviors that are 

associated with superior performance and success.  Indeed, the leadership literature is rich with 

prescriptions for qualities that make an effective leader.  One example of this might be taken from 

the voluminous research on transformational leadership, which shows that transformational 

leadership has consistent positive effects for employees and their organization (e.g., Barling, 

Weber, & Kelloway, 1996; Elenkov, 2002; Howell, Neufeld, & Avolio, 2005); the perceived 

utility of this (and other) leadership frameworks then derives from its predictive utility. What this 

approach ignores is a follower perspective: Followers’ preferences for leader characteristics and 

the heterogeneity of those preferences.  There are at least four reasons to caution against the 

assumption that the follower perspective would champion the same leaders as those determined 

effective by empirical research. 

First, this assumption hinges upon followers being able to discern different leadership 

styles and traits, and possessing the knowledge and interest to identify which styles and traits will 

reap superior organizational effectiveness.  To gain the skills to distinguish leadership styles, 

followers must be exposed to a variety of leader behaviors and their consequences; yet, Hunter, 

Bedell-Avers and Mumford (2007) argue that despite working in the same organization, 

followers’ opportunities to witness and experience their leaders’ behaviors cannot be taken for 

granted.  Further, even if leadership styles were distinguishable, followers would have to 

continually update their knowledge about leadership behaviors as these behaviors develop and 

change over time (Day, Sin & Chen, 2004).   

Second, there is some debate as to how long leadership effects take to emerge. For 

example, delayed (e.g., Oskamp, 1971), sleeper (e.g., Jacoby, Kelley, Brown, & Jasechko, 1989), 
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and honeymoon (e.g., Helmreich, Sawin, & Carsrud, 1986) effects would suggest that leaders’ 

effectiveness or ineffectiveness may not emerge immediately.  As a result, it would be incorrect 

to assume that followers have full information about a leader’s effectiveness before forming an 

attitude about that leader.  Accordingly, one may expect tenure with the leader to be critical in 

informing leadership perceptions, but this adds an additional level of ambiguity.  With time, 

follower affinity for a leader could be due to the leader’s effectiveness, or to the “mere exposure 

effect” where familiarity, rather than effectiveness, breeds attraction (Zajonc, 1968).    

Third, even if followers could identify effective leadership styles and traits, persuasion 

research tells us that preference for, and attraction to individuals can be determined by peripheral, 

rather than central characteristics.  As one example, physical attractiveness is significantly related 

to interpersonal attraction (e.g., Pallak, Murroni, & Koch, 1983; Patzer, 1983).  Consequently, 

followers’ emotions may be stronger than their rational thoughts in determining their reactions to, 

and perceptions of their leaders.   

Fourth, followers differ in how they perceive leadership (e.g., Eagly, Johannesen-

Schmidt, & van Engen, 2003), what they expect from leadership (e.g., Ayman, 1993), and what 

they receive from leadership (e.g., Eagly & Johnson, 1990).  These differential experiences might 

account for differential preferences for leader characteristics, explaining followers’ heterogeneous 

preferences for leaders.   

Followers’ preferences for leaders are an important foundation for the leader-follower 

relationship, and are associated with superior performance (Chelladurai, 1990; Kristof-Brown, 

Barrick, & Stevens, 2005).  In response, followers’ preferences for leader characteristics are 

examined.  Unlike past research which has investigated leader attributes and behaviors to explain 

followers’ preferences for leaders, this study investigates follower attributes.  More specifically, 

in this study, it is argued that follower preference for leader characteristics is a function of leader-

follower similarity and follower self-worth.  To explain this argument further, I appeal to the 

similarity-attraction paradigm and social identity theory. 
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“Birds of a Feather Flock Together” versus “Opposites Attract” 

A prevailing notion in social psychology is that individuals who are similar to each other 

like each other more than individuals who are different from each other.  Byrne (1971) first 

illustrated this effect, and it has been replicated frequently.  For example, Jones, Pelham, Carvallo 

and Mirenberg (2004) found that arbitrary similarities affect interpersonal attraction; participants 

were even attracted to others who had similar first or last names.  Likewise, demographic 

similarity was associated with more liking between leaders and followers (Ferris, Judge, 

Rowland, & Fitzgibbons, 1994).  The predominant rationales behind such findings is that 

superficial similarities serve as a heuristic indicating that deeper similarities must also exist  

(Duffy & Ferrier, 2003) and showing a preference for anything associated with the self (e.g., a 

surname) reflects a positive self-perception.   

In those previous examples, actual similarity was associated with greater attraction, but 

perceived similarity has shown analogous results.  Acitelli, Douvan and Veroff (1993) reported 

that perceived similarity in newlywed couples was a strong predictor of marital satisfaction, and 

that perceived similarity was more predictive of marital well-being than actual similarity.  

Specific to the leadership context, Engle and Lord (1997) found that leaders and subordinates 

who perceived each other as similar in attitudes reported higher quality relationships.  Consistent 

with such findings, leadership research has emphasized the importance of matching leader and 

follower perceptions (e.g., Becker, Ayman, & Korabik, 2002; Gerstner & Day, 1997).   

An alternate perspective to the similarity-attraction paradigm is the repulsion hypothesis: 

similarity does not drive attraction, but rather dissimilarity leads to repulsion (Rosenbaum, 1986).   

In other words, because being with dissimilar others is unappealing, individuals choose to 

associate with similar others by default.  Therefore, we should not expect liking to increase in 

couples who are alike; instead, we should expect liking to decrease when couples are dissimilar.  

Despite the intuitive appeal of the repulsion hypothesis, supporting evidence is scarce (e.g., 

Smeaton, Byrne, & Murnen, 1989; Tan & Singh, 1995; Singh & Ho, 2000).  More specific than 
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Rosenbaum’s (1986) repulsion hypothesis are arguments for complementarity, or the 

phenomenon of “opposites attract”.  The repulsion hypothesis predicts that dissimilar others will 

be repulsed by each other; however, dissimilarity does not necessarily mean “opposite”. 

Research on the “opposites-attract” hypothesis documents how complementary 

characteristics can result in attractive and effective relationships.  Opposites offset each other as 

one quality supplements the other and vice versa.   Complementarity is illustrated in Tiedens and 

Fragale’s (2003) study of nonverbal behavior.   “Power moves” which are characteristic of high-

status individuals (e.g., crossing one’s arms, curving the torso inwards, and extending one’s legs 

outward) prompted others to exhibit complementary behaviors such as opening the body, curving 

the torso outwards, and sitting with one’s legs together.  This complementarity was associated 

with liking and comfort.   In a different study (Kristof-Brown et al., 2005), individuals were most 

attracted to teams whose members’ levels of extraversion complemented their own level of 

extraversion, i.e., extraverts were not attracted to groups comprised of other extraverts.  The 

authors argue that this attraction is explained by introverts and extraverts being able to fulfill each 

others’ needs; extraverts need to be heard and introverts need to listen.  Thus, their study finds 

support for complementarity.    

Neglected in this review thus far is particular attention to whether the similarity-attraction 

and repulsion hypotheses would apply to leader-follower relationships.  Given that leaders are 

frequently defined as role models for their followers (Winston & Patterson, 2006), it could be 

argued that leaders should be unconventional, or even ‘superhuman’, and thus, dissimilar from 

followers so that they offer an awe-inspiring image (e.g., Conger & Kanungo, 1987).  Similarly, 

May, Chan, Hodges, and Avolio (2003) argued that standing apart from others is how leadership 

is demonstrated.  On the other hand, the social identity analysis of leadership argues that the 

congruence between group characteristics and leader characteristics is critical to that leader 

gaining endorsement and trust from his/her followers (e.g., Giessner & van Knippenberg, 2008; 

Hogg, 2001; van Knippenberg & van Knippenberg, 2005).  The congruence between group and 
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leader characteristics strengthens group members’ confidence in the leader’s abilities and 

endeavors to protect collective interests.   

It appears that there are theoretical arguments and empirical evidence for two seemingly 

disparate phenomena in both general relationships, as well as the leader-follower relationship: 

“birds of a feather flock together” and “opposites attract”.  Social identity theory might be useful 

in disentangling these apparent contradictions.  

Social Identity Theory 

Social identity theory posits that people form in-groups and out-groups, and favor 

individuals who belong to their in-groups.  In-group members enjoy shared experiences, qualities, 

and goals; even demographic characteristics can be a source of in-group definition.  Because of 

these commonalities, favoring one’s in-group is essentially favoring (aspects of) oneself, and self-

serving biases help maintain positive self-perceptions (Tajfel & Turner, 1979).  By extension, if 

and when individuals are attracted to similar others also reflects their motivation to maintain, 

reinforce, and express positive self-perceptions. 

However, not everyone holds positive self-perceptions.  Social identity theory views self-

perceptions as a moderator of the similarity-attraction relationship: positive self-perceptions 

augment the relationship and negative self-perceptions weaken the relationship (Gaertner & 

Dovidio, 2000).  Within this perspective, individuals with negative self-perceptions and those 

with positive self-perceptions are both motivated to protect the self; in the case of negative self-

perceptions, favoring opposites effectively distances oneself from in-group members who share 

the very qualities associated with the negative self-perceptions (Gaertner & Dovidio, 2000).  

Klohnen and Mendelsohn (1998) cogently articulate the logic behind “opposites attract”: “it 

makes [no] sense…to expect that we would be motivated to seek in others what we deplore in 

ourselves” (p. 269). 

Thus, social-identity theory reconcile findings supporting the “opposites attract” and 

“similarity-attraction” explanations, and provides a framework for understanding followers’ 
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preferences for leadership.  Following from social identity theory, followers should show a 

preference for leaders who are similar to themselves under conditions of high follower self-worth; 

conversely, under conditions of low follower self-worth, followers should show a preference for 

leaders who are dissimilar to themselves. 

To investigate leader-follower similarity and preferences for leader characteristics, four 

characteristics were studied: neuroticism, extraversion, attachment style, and moral reasoning.  

These characteristics were chosen because within a separate relational context—intimate 

relationships, couples who are similar on personality characteristics (e.g., Glicksohn & Golan, 

2001; Russell & Wells, 1991), attachment style (e.g., Banse, 2004), and cognitive variables (e.g., 

Glickson & Golan, 2001; Sabatelli, Dreyer, & Buck, 1983) were more satisfied with their 

relationships.  Although leader-follower relationships are not equivalent to romantic relationships, 

it is probable that these same constructs will play a role leader-follower relationship dynamics.  

Second, in the quest to prescribe effective leader behaviors and characteristics, neuroticism and 

extraversion (e.g., Bono & Judge, 2004), attachment style (e.g., Popper, Mayseless, & 

Castelnovo, 2000), and moral reasoning (e.g., Schminke, Ambrose, & Neubaum, 2005) have all 

emerged as significant correlates.  To build upon this previous research, investigating leader-

follower similarity on each of these characteristics makes it possible to evaluate followers’ 

preferences for these characteristics and whether, like researchers, followers generally endorse 

certain leader characteristics over others.    

Personality 

As noted earlier, a plethora of studies have been devoted to identifying the correlates of 

leadership.  For example, Bono and Judge’s (2004) meta-analysis revealed that extraversion and 

neuroticism were the strongest personality correlates of transformational leadership, with 

neuroticism negatively and extraversion positively associated with transformational leadership.  

Thus, in this research, we ask whether follower neuroticism and/or extraversion predict whether 

followers prefer leaders who have a neurotic and/or extraverted personality.   
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 Neuroticism. The neurotic personality is characterized by self-consciousness, 

vulnerability, anger, anxiety, and fear (Costa & McCrae, 1992).  Neuroticism is correlated with 

self-oriented perfectionism (in which individuals focus on their flaws and failures; Hill, McIntire, 

& Bacharach, 1997), decreased life satisfaction (Law, Wong, & Song, 2004), depression (e.g., 

Chien, Ko, & Wu, 2007), and low self-esteem (e.g., Aluja, Rolland, García, & Rossier, 2007; 

Grumm & von Collani, 2007).  

In line with social identity theory, the neurotic personality is expected to be attracted to 

similar others given positive self-perceptions; however, in the presence of the negative self-

perceptions, the neurotic personality is expected to be attracted to its opposite, an emotionally-

adjusted personality (i.e., low levels of self-consciousness, vulnerability, anger, anxiety and fear).  

Indeed, there is evidence for an attraction between neuroticism and emotional adjustment.  When 

neurotic personalities were paired with emotionally-adjusted personalities, negative emotions 

were repressed (McCrae & Costa, 1991).  In the context of leader-follower relationships, Keller 

(1999) showed that neurotic individuals preferred leaders who showed sensitivity, which is 

characteristic of an emotionally-adjusted personality.  One possibility is that an emotionally-

adjusted personality, which includes the ability to soothe fears and insecurity, compensates for the 

neurotic personality’s chronic anxieties, fears, and vulnerabilities.  It follows that the neurotic 

personality is expected to be attracted to similar others in the presence of positive self-worth; 

however, in the presence of the negative self-worth, the neurotic personality is expected to be 

attracted to its opposite, an emotionally-adjusted personality (i.e., low levels of self-

consciousness, vulnerability, anger, anxiety and fear).   

Hypothesis 1:  Self-worth moderates the neurotic personality’s preference for leaders with 

neurotic personality. 

  Extraversion.  Unlike the neurotic personality, the extraverted personality has been linked 

to well-being and positive affect; it is characterized by the presence of optimism, energy and 

enthusiasm (McCrae & Costa, 1991).  Although these are generally considered desirable 
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characteristics in a partner, findings on the extraverted personality and the similarity-attraction 

hypothesis are mixed.  Supporting the similarity-attraction hypothesis, individuals high on 

extraversion preferred extraverted/charismatic leaders (Keller, 1999).  In contrast, Kristof-Brown 

et al. (2005) showed that individuals worked best with complementary others, with extraverted 

individuals showing a preference for introverted team-mates.   

One important difference between Keller (1999) and Kristof-Brown et al.’s (2005) 

studies is that the former examined hierarchical relationships, whereas the latter examined peer 

relationships.  The status difference inherent in these relationships may account for the differing 

findings.  Individuals look to their leaders as role  models (Bass & Riggio, 2006), and so, leaders 

serve as an image of what followers would like to become. In contrast, support and friendship are 

likely sought from peers.  Given the leader-follower focus on this research, it is expected that the 

attraction-similarity phenomenon will be supported, and that followers with an extraverted 

personality will show a preference for leaders’ with an extraverted personality.   

The moderating role of self-worth on the effects of follower extraversion on leadership 

preference will also be explored.  We expect that in the presence of low self-worth, support for 

the “opposites-attract” phenomenon will emerge, such that followers with an extraverted 

personality will prefer leaders with introverted personality.  However, in the presence of high 

self-worth, the similarity-attraction hypothesis should be supported. 

Hypothesis 2: Self-worth moderates the extraverted personality’s preference for leaders with 

extraverted personality. 

Attachment Style.  Attachment style describes the propensity to form relationships with 

others, and the types of relationships in which an individual tends to engage (Bartholomew, 

1990).  How leaders and followers interact is likely to be a consequence of both their attachment 

styles.  There are four attachment styles (see Figure 2-1): (1) secure, (2) preoccupied, (3) 

dismissing, and (4) fearful (Bartholomew, 1990), and each style corresponds to how positively 

individuals view themselves and others.  Secure attachment style portrays an individual who is 
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comfortable in intimate relationships and displays high self-esteem (i.e., positive views of others 

and the self).  In contrast, individuals with preoccupied attachment style seek intimate 

relationships because of a strong desire to gain others’ approval (i.e., positive view of others and 

negative view of the self).  Dismissing attachment style depicts individuals who find intimate 

relationships disinteresting or undesirable because they are distrusting of others, and therefore, 

they avoid intimate relationships (i.e., negative view of others and positive view of the self).  

Finally, it is also possible that individuals avoid intimate relationships because they are afraid of 

being hurt by others and see themselves as prone to rejection (i.e., negative views of others and 

the self); such a pattern of behavior is characteristic of fearful attachment style.    

Attachment style has received less empirical attention than personality in the leadership 

literature.  Keller and Cacioppe (2001) argued that attachment style not only relates to how 

leaders interact with their followers, but also to followers’ needs from and expectations of the 

leader-follower relationship.  For example, they postulated that securely-attached followers will 

expect their leaders to be supportive, responsive, and trustworthy, as that would be consistent 

with their experiences with their caregivers during infancy, when attachment patterns develop 

(Bowlby, 1982).  Additionally, in Popper et al.’s (2000) study, secure attachment style was 

positively related to transformational leadership, which is consistent with transformational 

leaders’ abilities to project belief in themselves and others.  

The similarity-attraction hypothesis has yet to be investigated in leader-follower 

relationships, but Klohnen and Luo (2003) investigated it using undergraduate Psychology 

students.  They found that individuals are most attracted to others with an attachment style like 

their own, thus supporting the similarity-attraction hypothesis.  Thus, extending their findings to 

the leadership domain, it is hypothesized that securely-attached followers should prefer securely-

attached leaders, preoccupied-attached followers should prefer preoccupied-attached leaders, and 

so on.   

Hypothesis 3a:  Followers will prefer leaders who most resemble their own attachment style. 
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Nevertheless, Hypothesis 3a is not wholly consistent with social identity theory, which 

would posit that those with fearful and preoccupied attachment styles prefer dissimilar others 

because fearful and preoccupied attachment prototypes typify individuals who have a negative 

view of the self (e.g., see themselves as prone to rejection, exhibit low self-esteem).  To alleviate 

feelings of low self-worth, such individuals would prefer dissimilar others (Gaertner & Dovidio, 

2000).   

In light of the differing predictions derived from social identity theory and the similarity-

attraction paradigm, competing hypotheses will be evaluated: 

Hypothesis 3b: Attachment styles characterized by a negative self-model (i.e., preoccupied and 

fearful) will be positively associated with preference for dissimilar leaders, whereas attachment 

styles characterized by a positive self model (i.e., secure and dismissing) will be associated with 

preference for similar leaders. 
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2.1.1 Method 

Participants 

One-hundred-thirty-three undergraduate students (60 male, 72 female, 1 not disclosed) 

from a Canadian university volunteered for this study.  The mean age of participants was 20 years 

(SD = 1.52).  Participants were given one bonus course credit in exchange for their participation. 

Procedure 

Participants completed all questionnaires online.  Participants first completed the 

personality, attachment, and demographic questionnaires.  Thereafter, they were asked to read a 

total of eight leader descriptions: 1) leader with neurotic personality, 2) leader with emotionally-

adjusted personality, 3) leader with extraverted personality, 4) leader with introverted personality, 

5) leader with secure attachment style, 6) leader with preoccupied attachment style, 7) leader with 

dismissing attachment style, and 8) leader with fearful attachment style.  The descriptions were 

presented to participants in three sections: first, descriptions 1 and 2, then descriptions 3 and 4, 

and last, descriptions 5 – 8.   

Measures 

 Ten items from the International Personality Item Pool (IPIP; Goldberg, 1999) were used 

to measure each of neuroticism and extraversion (both α = .88).  These items were rated on a 

scale from 1 (Very inaccurate) to 5 (Very accurate).   

The Relationship Questionnaire (RQ; Bartholomew & Horowitz, 1991) was used to 

evaluate participants’ attachment style. The RQ contains four paragraphs that describe the four 

different attachment-style patterns.  The RQ is used to assess one’s own attachment style 

(Bartholomew & Horowitz, 1991), and that of others (e.g., Riggs & Bretz, 2006).  Participants 

read the RQ paragraph descriptions (written in the first-person singular) and indicated which 

description was most characteristic of them in relationships, and then rated the extent to which 

each description corresponded to their general relationship style.  The attachment style given the 

highest rating was interpreted as the participants’ attachment style; if two styles or more were 
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rated equally highly, their forced choice response was used as a tie-breaker (Bartholomew & 

Horowitz, 1991). 

To measure self-worth, Rosenberg’s (1965) 10 item Self-Esteem Scale was used (α = 

.91).  These items were rated on a scale from 1 (Strongly agree) to 4 (Strongly disagree).  

Example items include “On the whole I am satisfied with myself” and “I am able to do things as 

well as most other people”.   

To control for desirable responding, participants completed the 40 item Balanced 

Inventory of Desirable Responding (BIDR) (Paulhus, 1991).  Each item is rated on a scale from 1 

(Not true) to 7 (Very true), yielding two subscales: Impression Management (IM) (α = .66) and 

Self-Deception (SDE) (α = .71).  Example items include “My first impressions of people usually 

turn out to be right” (IM), and “When I hear people talking privately, I avoid listening” (SDE).   

To measure leader preference, leader descriptions were presented to participants.  

Descriptions 1-4 were inspired by the IPIP (Goldberg, 1999).  For descriptions 1 and 2, 

participants were given “copies” of two leaders’ hypothetical responses to the same IPIP 

questionnaire assessing neuroticism.  One set of responses depicted a leader who had a neurotic 

personality, and the other set of responses depicted a leader who had an emotionally-stable 

personality.  Based on those leaders’ responses to the questionnaires, participants chose the leader 

with whom they preferred to work.  Descriptions 3 and 4 were similar in design; participants were 

given access to two leaders’ responses to the extraversion IPIP items.  One leader was depicted as 

extraverted, and the other leader depicted as introverted.  Table 2-1 lists the items and responses 

depicting the neurotic and emotionally-stable leaders; Table 2-2 depicts the items and responses 

depicting the extraverted and introverted leaders.   
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The approach of providing participants with leader’s responses (rather than written 

descriptions that could potentially contain loaded words, thus biasing responses) is consistent 
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with previous research concerning the utility of trait-information in impression formation (e.g., 

Shaw & Steers, 1996; Steers & Shaw, 1993).  It has been suggested that perceivers seek out trait-

information because it should be more stable, and therefore allow perceivers to predict and make 

sense of others’ behaviors (e.g., Heider, 1958; Jones & Davis, 1965). 

To measure and control for participants’ perceived similarity to each 

(neurotic/emotionally stable/extraverted/introverted) leader, participants rated the extent to which 

each leader was most like them, and then participants recorded their leadership preference (e.g., 

“Out of the leaders just described to you, which leader would you prefer to have as your leader?).  

To reduce ambiguity, all participants were told that “in this study, a leader is someone who is 

directly in charge of you, evaluates your work, and has more experience than you in your field of 

work.”  Therefore, their preferred leader would have direct implications for their jobs. 

To describe leaders with different attachment styles, descriptions 5-8 were based on the 

RQ.  Instead of each paragraph written in the first-person, each paragraph corresponded to a 

different leader and based on those paragraphs, participants had to decide with which leader they 

would prefer to work.  The four attachment-style descriptions that participants read were as 

follows: 

It is easy for S. D. to become emotionally close to others.  S.D. is comfortable 

depending on them and having them depend on herself.  S. D. doesn’t worry 

about being alone or having others not appreciate her.  (Secure attachment 

style) 

P. B. is uncomfortable getting close to others.  P. B. wants emotionally close 

relationships, but finds it difficult to trust others completely, or to depend on 

them.  P. B. worries that she will be hurt if she allows herself to become too 

close to others.  (Fearful attachment style) 

M. C. wants to be completely emotionally intimate with others, but often fi 

nds that others are reluctant to get as close as M. C. would like.  M. C. is 
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uncomfortable being without close relationships, but sometimes worries that 

others do not value her as much as she values them.  (Preoccupied attachment 

style) 

K. T. is comfortable without close emotional relationships.  It is very 

important to K. T. to feel independent and self-sufficient, and K. T. prefers not 

to depend on others of have others depend on her.  (Dismissing attachment 

style) 

After reading the descriptions, participants recorded their leadership preference (e.g., 

“Out of the leaders just described to you, which leader would you prefer to have as your 

leader?”).  As before, all participants were told that “in this study, a leader is someone who is 

directly in charge of you, evaluates your work, and has more experience than you in your field of 

work.”   

Means, and standard deviations are in Table 2-3, and correlations for all these measures 

are in Table 2-4.1 

2.1.2 Results 

Manipulation Checks 

A single item manipulation check (“Who do you believe is able to deal with stress better 

and is less anxious in daily life?”) showed that participants correctly identified the neurotic leader 

from the emotionally stable leader (χ2 (1, N = 133) = 96.01, p < .01).  The extraverted leader was 

also correctly identified (χ2 (1, N = 131) = 84.16, p < .01) in response to a single-item 

manipulation check question: “Who do you believe is more sociable and outgoing?”  These 

results confirm that the intended extraverted and neurotic leaders were indeed perceived as such. 

                                                                 
1 In addition, two measurement models were conducted.  A one factor model produced a poor fit (χ2 = 247.47, df = 54; 
RMSEA = .17; AIC = 319.47; CFI = .51; NFI = .48; PNFI = .33); and in comparison, a five factor model (χ2 = 92.10, 
df = 44; RMSEA = .09; AIC = 184.10; CFI = .88; NFI = .81; PNFI = .45) was a significantly better fit (χ2 difference = 
155.37, df = 10).  The five factors were desirable responding, self-worth, neuroticism, extraversion and attachment 
style. 
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To check the validity of the attachment-style vignettes, participants were asked to rate 

each fictitious leader on (1) fearing rejection, (2) having negative relationship experiences, (3) 

finding intimate relationships difficult, and (4) being comfortable in close relationships.  Leaders 

were perceived to differ on fearing rejection (F (3, 393) = 135.57, p < .01), experiencing negative 

relationships (F (2.92, 376.56) = 97.43, p < .01 with Huynh-Feldt correction), their abilities to 

form intimate relationships (F (3, 390) = 80.75, p < .01), and their comfort in close relationships 

(F (2.40, 312.50) = 246.06, p < .01 with Huynh-Feldt correction).  Table 2-5 lists the pairwise 

comparisons; the direction of, and differences between the means, are consistent with attachment 

theory. 
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Test of Hypotheses for Study 1 

All independent and control variables were centered before conducting regressions 

(Aiken & West, 1991).  Due to the nature of the dependent variable (leader preference), binary 

logistic regressions were conducted to evaluate Hypothesis 1 (see Table 2-6).  Model 1 includes 

gender, Model 2 incorporates socially desirable responding, and Model 3 adds participants’ 

perceived similarity to the depicted neurotic and emotionally-stable leaders as an additional 
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control, as well as their actual neuroticism and self-worth scores.  Finally, Model 4 includes the 

interaction between neuroticism and self-worth.  Positive coefficients indicate the tendency to 

choose the neurotic leader. 

As seen in Table 2-6, neuroticism did not predict leader preference.  However, the 

significant interaction indicates that self-worth moderated the relationship between neuroticism 

and leader preference (see Figure 2-2).  Low levels of neurotic personality paired with high self-

worth decreased the chances of choosing the leader depicted as neurotic; in contrast, low levels of 

neurotic personality paired with low self-worth increased the chances of choosing the leader 

depicted with neurotic personality.   
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Hypothesis 2 was also assessed using binary logistic regression (see Table 2-7).  As with 

Hypothesis 1, Model 1 included gender, Model 2 added socially desirable responding to Model 1, 

in Model 3, participants’ perceived similarity to the depicted extraverted and introverted leaders 

were added, and finally, in Model 4, the interaction between extraversion and self-worth was 

included.  For this analysis, positive coefficients indicate the tendency to choose the extraverted 

leader. 
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As reported in Table 2-7, extraversion did not predict leader preference, but self-worth 

moderated the relationship between extraversion and preference for leader characteristics (see 

Figure 2-3).  Individuals low in self-worth showed a preference for dissimilar leaders, whereas 

individuals high in self-worth showed a preference for similar leaders.   
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 To evaluate Hypotheses 3a and 3b, a binomial logistic regression was computed.  The 

dependent variable was coded as 1 (‘similar’) or 0 (‘dissimilar’); ‘similar’ was defined as 

participants selecting a leader who characterized the same attachment style as their own (e.g., a 

securely-attached individual selecting the securely-attached leader), and ‘dissimilar’ was defined 

as all other pairings.  If Hypothesis 3a is supported, then coefficients for all the attachment styles 

should be positive and significant.  However, if Hypothesis 3b is supported, then coefficients 

should be positive and significant for secure and dismissing attachment styles, but negative and 

significant for preoccupied and fearful attachment styles.   

Table 2-8 contains the results of the binomial logistic regression.  Model 1 contained 

gender, Model 2 controlled for socially desirable responding, and Model 3 adds four dummy 

variables to account for attachment.   (To circumvent the dummy variable trap, the intercept was 

not included in the model; see Lin, 2001.)  Positive coefficients indicate the tendency to choose a 

leader with the same attachment style. 
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Three significant effects emerged. Supporting Hypothesis 3b, identifying with fearful or 

preoccupied attachment styles decreased the odds of choosing a similar leader.  However, 

contrary to either hypothesis, dismissing attachment style was also associated with a preference 

for dissimilar leaders.   

 
 

2.1.3 Discussion 

As hypothesized, self-worth moderated the relationship between neuroticism and 

preference for the leader with neurotic personality.  Although, as depicted in Figure 2-2, the 

moderating effect of self-worth was stronger for low levels of neuroticism than for high levels of 

neuroticism.  This could be due to the significant positive correlation between neuroticism and 

self-worth, making it unlikely that there would be much variance in ratings of self-worth for high 

levels of neuroticism to yield moderating effects. Self-worth also moderated the relationship 

between extraversion and preference for the leader with extraverted personality.  In both these 

cases, followers were significantly more likely to be attracted to similar leaders when followers 
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are high in self-worth.  If followers are low in self-worth, then it is more likely that they will 

show a preference for dissimilar leaders. 

Likewise, the results for Hypotheses 3a and 3b revealed that fearful and preoccupied 

attachment styles, both consistent with negative self-worth, were associated with a preference for 

dissimilar leaders.  However, positive self-views, typical of secure and dismissing attachment 

styles, did not significantly predict preference for similar leaders.  In fact, dismissing attachment 

style was associated with a preference for dissimilar leaders.  Therefore, no support for 

Hypothesis 3a was found, and only partial support for Hypothesis 3b was obtained.  One possible 

explanation for these results is that individuals who manifest fearful and preoccupied attachment 

patterns may be motivated to augment their negative self-views by preferring dissimilar leaders; 

however, those with secure attachment pattern would not have this motivation because they 

already possess positive self-views.  On the contrary, those with dismissing attachment pattern 

also have positive self-views, yet demonstrated a preference for a dissimilar leader.  One could 

conjecture then, that either a negative self or other view would propel an affinity for opposites.  

After all, if a leader and follower both have negative views of others, as in dismissing and fearful 

attachment styles, then it is likely that they have negative views of each other which would make 

for a dysfunctional relationship, or at least stunt its growth. 

These results also speak to the argument that leaders should be dissimilar, and stand apart 

from their followers (e.g., Conger & Kanungo, 1987; May et al., 2003).  Although stereotypes 

and general impressions may promote expectations about leader’s standing apart from followers, 

thus relevant to implicit leadership research (e.g., Lord & Maher, 1993; Offermann, Kennedy, & 

Wirtz, 1994), it is possible for those stereotypes and general impressions to change over time, and 

likely that each individual has different expectations of leaders based on their own experiences 

(Lord & Maher, 1993).  Therefore, evidence for similarity-attraction (as was found under 

conditions of high self-worth) could be indicative of followers whose general impressions about 

preferred leader characteristics used to  but no longer include leader distinctiveness, or it could be 
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indicative of followers whose experiences never established the expectation that leaders should 

stand apart from followers.   

Alternatively, it could also be argued that any general expectation that followers have of 

leaders is born out of a comparison to non-leaders, or from comparing their ideal leaders to 

imperfect leaders, but not necessarily in comparison to themselves which was the focus of this 

current research.  In fact, the tendency to associate oneself with attractive others, including 

‘superhuman’, and awe-inspiring others, is called “basking in reflected glory”, and it serves to 

maintain self-worth (Cialdini, Borden, Thorne, Walker, Freeman & Sloan, 1976).   As a result, 

the relationship between leader-follower similarity and follower preference may be one way in 

which followers maintain their (high) self-worth. 

 These findings focus on personality and attachment style predictors of followers’ 

preference for leadership characteristics. Study 2 extends this research by investigating follower 

moral reasoning and its relationship to preferences for leader characteristics.  Unlike neuroticism, 

extraversion, and attachment style, moral reasoning is a cognitive variable that is not necessarily 

manifest in behaviors, making it a different test of leader-follower similarity. 

2.2 Study 2 

 The research and discussions on cognitive similarities between follower and leader span 

various dimensions, including humor styles (Cooper, 2008), perceptions of leadership (Tekleab, 

Sims, Yun, Tesluk & Cox, 2008), and decision making styles (Palan & Wilkes, 1997).  Consistent 

with the similarity-attraction paradigm, when individuals share cognitive similarities, their 

relationship quality is enhanced.   For example, when leaders saw themselves as their followers 

saw them, followers reported greater satisfaction with that leader (Tekleab et al., 2008).  As 

another example, Krupat, Bell, Kravitz, Thom, and Azari (2001) studied physicians and their 

patients; when the physicians and their patients held similar beliefs about how much information 

doctors should share with or withhold from their patients, patients reported more trust in their 

physicians.  Thus, the similarity-attraction hypothesis is extended to the cognitive domain, 
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suggesting that leader-follower similarity in the cognitive domain will predict follower preference 

for that leader. 

In the face of corporate scandals, interest in leaders’ integrity, ethics, and morality 

prompted this study’s focus on leader and follower moral reasoning.  Moral reasoning concerns 

the ethical reasoning underlying decisions individuals make.  Moral reasoning focuses on the 

values and beliefs individuals hold to guide their actions (e.g., why would it be wrong to lie?).  As 

role models, leaders’ moral competency is especially important for their followers’ moral 

development, and leader-follower similarity on moral reasoning was associated with greater 

follower commitment and satisfaction (Schminke et al., 2005).    

There are three stages of moral reasoning/development: (1) pre-conventional, (2) 

conventional, and (3) post-conventional (Kohlberg, 1981).  At the pre-conventional stage, 

individuals are egocentric; they disregard others’ interests and find it difficult to comprehend 

another’s point of view.  At the conventional stage, individual interests are eclipsed by the 

awareness of shared feelings and expectations, resulting in the ability to be empathetic.  At the 

post-conventional stage, individuals make their decisions and guide their behavior based on 

universal ethical principles, such as upholding equal rights for all human beings.   

Although individuals generally understand moral reasoning below, but not above their 

own stage of moral development (Kohlberg, 1981), Rest, Narvaez, Bebeau, and Thoma (1999) 

challenge the similarity-attraction hypothesis, arguing that higher levels of moral reasoning are 

preferred regardless of whether or not individuals can reason at that level.  Nonetheless, similarity 

in moral reasoning may still be upheld; when couples are not at the same level of moral 

reasoning, the couple functions “by the lower stage partner pulling the higher stage partner down” 

(Krebs, Denton, Wark, Couch, Racine, & Krebs, 2002, p. 309) so that they are at the same level. 

These insights underscore the importance of accounting for leaders’ and followers’ moral 

reasoning stages in tandem.  
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Unlike previous hypotheses, the moderating role of self-worth on moral reasoning will 

not be evaluated for two reasons.  First, there is no intrinsic ‘opposite’ for any moral reasoning 

stage.  Second, as previously mentioned, individuals’ moral reasoning can shift to accommodate 

others’ reasoning levels and as a result, dissimilarity cannot be established.  Therefore, only the 

similarity-attraction hypothesis will be tested:  

Hypothesis 4:  Followers’ moral reasoning stage will positively predict follower preference for 

leaders at higher stages of moral development.   

2.2.1 Method 

Participants 

Undergraduate students (N = 147; 57 male, 89 female, 1 not disclosed; M age = 20 yrs, 

SD = 1.28) participated in this study on moral reasoning.  In exchange for participation, one 

bonus course credit was provided. 

Procedure 

Questionnaires for Study 2 were completed online and contained measures of moral 

reasoning, socially desirable responding, and separate vignettes describing three different leaders’ 

moral reasoning.  Based on the vignettes, participants selected their preferred leader.  The leaders 

were described as being at the pre-conventional, conventional, or post-conventional stages of 

moral reasoning.  The context in which participants read about the leaders was as follows: 

SenterTech is a large, publicly traded company.  It is a consulting 

organization focused on helping other companies’ technological and 

integration problems.  Its latest project was helping a new law firm acquire the 

computing equipment needed to be compatible with their partner law firms 

across the globe, including Asia and Western Europe. 

SenterTech, however, is facing a serious problem.  Recently, the Senior 

VP for Finance left the organization for unnamed reasons and this sudden 

change left SenterTech’s hiring committee in a lurch.  Your role as the Chair 
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of the Hiring Committee is to review three finalists for the position and decide 

who you would recommend to the CEO of SenterTech.  You have an added 

interest in this hiring decision because you are currently the Director of 

Finance and this new hire would be your new supervisor.   

Placed in the hypothetical position of the Chair of the Hiring Committee, participants saw 

an excerpt from each candidate’s job interview.  In the excerpt, candidates were asked the 

following ethical decision-making question: “What is your stance on euthanasia?  If a dying 

patient requests a physician to end his/her pain and suffering and ‘let him/her go’ by prescribing 

life-threatening medication, how would you advise the physician?” One candidate’s answers 

focused on self-interest (e.g., what are the chances of getting caught; pre-conventional moral 

reasoning), another candidate’s answers focused on social conventions (e.g., what would public 

opinion say; conventional moral reasoning), and the last candidate’s answers focused on social 

welfare (e.g., what is good for society; post-conventional moral reasoning).  Table 2-9 contains 

the complete responses.   

Before selecting their preferred leader, participants were told that the successful 

candidate will become their immediate supervisor; they will report directly to them.   
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Measures 

To assess participants’ stages of moral reasoning, the short form of the Defining Issues 

Test (DIT; Rest, 1986) was administered.  A commonly-used measure to assess moral reasoning 

(Loviscky, Treviño, & Jacobs, 2007), the DIT short-form consists of three moral dilemmas. One 

of the dilemmas explored the reasons for and against stopping the print of a newspaper which was 

rousing its readers and causing conflict.  A second dilemma described the possibility of stealing 

expensive medication to save a life.  The final dilemma required participants to consider the 

reasons for turning in a fugitive who had seemingly turned his life around. As stated in the DIT 

Manual, the reliability for the DIT short-form was .76 using a sample of 160 respondents in the 

original study. 

In addition to providing their reactions to each dilemma (e.g., stop the newspaper, steal 

the drug, report the fugitive), participants were also asked to read a list of reasons (including 
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“nonsense reasons” to check for the quality of responding), and rate how important each reason 

was in informing their ultimate decision.  Lastly, participants had to provide the top four reasons 

from the list that were the most critical to their decision making.   

To evaluate participants’ perceived stage of moral development, before selecting their 

preferred leader, participants were asked to rate the similarity between each candidate’s beliefs 

and attitudes, and the participant’s own beliefs and attitudes.   

As in Study 1, participants completed the BIDR with two subscales to control for 

desirable responding: IM (α = .69) and SDE (α = .66).   Means, standard deviations, and 

correlations for all of these measures are in Table 2-10. 

 

2.2.2 Results 

Manipulation Checks 

Manipulation checks were conducted to ensure that the leader responses were consistent 

with each moral reasoning stage.  Participants were asked to rate how much each leader was (1) 
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concerned with self-interest, (2) laws and social conventions, and (3) social welfare.  As 

expected, the leaders differed on concern for self-interest (F (1.88, 274.39) = 37.36, p < .01 with 

Huynh-Feldt correction), social conventions (F (2, 292) = 35.94, p < .01) and social welfare (F 

(1.85, 269.67) = 38.29, p < .01 with Huynh-Feldt correction). Table 2-11 lists the pairwise 

comparisons; the means are in the predicted direction to characterize pre-conventional, 

conventional, and post-conventional moral reasoning stages. 

 

Test of Hypothesis for Study 2 

All independent and control variables were centered before conducting regression 

analyses.  After accounting for nonsense reasons, inconsistencies in responses, and incomplete 

responses, 93 of 147 possible moral-reasoning scores were included in the analyses.  To place 

participants into stages of moral reasoning, participants’ p scores were divided into three groups 

(low third, middle third, and high third) as instructed in the DIT Manual.  A multinomial logistic 

regression was conducted (Table 2-12; negative coefficients indicate increased likelihood of 
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choosing the leader depicted at the conventional stage of moral reasoning)2.  The significant 

model (χ2 (16) = 107.15, p < .01) indicated that after controlling for age, gender, impression 

management, and self-deception, participants’ perceived similarity, rather than their actual 

similarity, to the leader’s moral reasoning stage predicted their preferences for leaders.   

 

2.2.3 Discussion 

In evaluating cognitive variables (Hypothesis 4), evidence of similarity-attraction was 

found.  However, actual similarity on moral reasoning did not predict leader preference – 

perceived similarity significantly predicted leader preference.  On the dimension of moral 

reasoning, perceived similarity may have exerted greater effects than actual similarity because 

moral reasoning is not readily observable; two people may perform the same behavior and 

assume that they used similar reasoning to justify enacting those behaviors.  Although 

participants were provided with leaders’ reasoning for the euthanasia moral dilemma, participants 

                                                                 
2 The same multinomial logistic regression was also conducted using p scores as a continuous variable.  The results of 
this additional logistic regression were the same as those reported in Table 2-12; perceived similarity, rather than actual 
similarity, predicted preferences for leaders. 
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may have been preoccupied with anticipating whether those reasons would bias the leaders 

towards one behavior (e.g., against euthanasia) versus another (e.g., for euthanasia).  Therefore, 

measuring leader-follower congruence on the cognitive dimension may pose unique challenges 

because it is difficult to direct attention towards the reasoning behind behaviors and away from 

the (presumed) enacted behaviors. 

Although perceived similarity on moral reasoning predicted preferences for leaders, it 

remains to be seen whether matching leaders and followers at moral reasoning stages is more 

beneficial than harmful.  On the one hand, being at similar stages should enhance their 

understanding of one another and facilitate the ease of decision making; on the other hand, 

suboptimal decisions may result because neither partner would be able to challenge the reasons 

behind decisions.  Alternatively, if leaders and followers were paired at dissimilar stages, then it 

is likely that one partner will be ‘pulled down’ to the other partner’s level (Krebs et al., 2002).  

Therefore, it would be valuable to invest future research into defining the conditions in which a 

partner is ‘brought up’ to match the more advanced stage of moral reasoning. 

Additionally, these results are consistent with the social identity analysis of leadership.  

Followers’ perceived similarity to the leader is not unlike the perceived congruence between 

leader and follower characteristics which amount to leader prototypicality - the extent to which 

leaders represent group norms, values and standards (Turner, Hogg, Oakes, Reicher, & Wetherell, 

1987).  In terms of gaining followership, perceived similarity and prototypicality are assets.  

However, after gaining followership, there is an expectation that leaders can transmit their values 

to followers (e.g., Bass & Riggio, 2006), and be role models for followers (e.g., Winston & 

Patterson, 2006).  Nonetheless, if followers are actively dissuaded from working with leaders 

whom they perceive to be at a different moral reasoning stage than their own, then what are the 

chances that leaders can make a difference to how those followers make moral decisions?  And 

conversely, if followers are actively swayed towards working with leaders who they perceive to 

be at the same moral-reasoning stage as their own, then are leaders truly affecting how followers 
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make moral decisions, or are they ‘preaching to the choir’?  Akin to Giessner and van 

Knippenberg’s (2008) work concerning leader failures, it may be necessary for leaders to be 

perceived as similar so that they are afforded leeway in exercising their differences later on in the 

relationship. 

2.3 General Discussion 

Collectively, the results of Studies 1 and 2 found evidence for the presence of both 

similarity-attraction and opposites-attract.  In particular, follower self-worth and social identity 

theory were used to explain the attraction to similar or dissimilar individuals. Having conducted 

these studies in a laboratory, they provide the first step to establishing a link between leader-

follower similarity and follower preferences, and are encouraging of extending these results to the 

field.   

One of the foremost reasons I conducted this research in the laboratory was for the 

control that it afforded me; the laboratory studies enabled me to limit competing explanations for 

the relationships between leader-follower similarity and follower preferences. For example, in the 

field, it would be challenging, if not impossible to circumvent the likelihood that existing leaders 

and followers, no matter how different, may perceive themselves as similar to one another 

because they belong to the same organization, and are therefore part of an ingroup.  

Consequently, ingroup biases are likely to occur, thus affecting attitudes/preferences (Gaertner & 

Dovidio, 2000).  Additionally, field research would have to ensure that participants’ preferences 

were based on participants’ perceptions of leader variables of interest (e.g., personality, 

attachment style, moral reasoning) and not extraneous variables that could influence their 

preferences (e.g., the leader’s tenure in the organization, past working experiences with the 

leader, hearsay about the leader).  In a controlled laboratory study, there is also the added benefit 

of controlling the information that participants have about the leaders; whereas in the field, 

contact with leaders can be limited (Hunter et al., 2007), and in the absence of having relevant 
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information about their leaders to base their judgments, it is more likely that preferences would be 

based on extraneous variables.  

Although the use of laboratory studies may have been effective in controlling for 

alternative explanations and ensuring fair tests of the hypotheses, their use may have been at the 

expense of the generalizability of their results.  For example, although participants were asked to 

record their preferences for leaders, it is unknown whether these preferences were significantly 

different from their preferences for coworkers, friends, subordinates, or other types of 

relationships.   This is of particular concern because this study used a student sample, and 

students may have had few experiences with leaders, thus limiting their knowledge of how their 

preferences for leaders would differ from their preferences for friends, coworkers, subordinates, 

etc.   Order effects may also be of interest because there was no counterbalancing of 

questionnaires and descriptions.  For example, by the end of the survey, participants may be tired 

of repeatedly reading and responding to questions, thereby, decreasing their thought and effort as 

the survey progressed.  In fact, it was my awareness of a possible fatigue effect that led to the 

decision to separate the surveys into Studies 1 and 2, and both surveys were designed to take 30 

minutes or less.  In another example of a possible order effect, when presented with a list of 

possible candidates from which to choose, there could have been a systematic bias in the way that 

participants made their choices.  The candidate most recently presented may be at an advantage 

because that description is most fresh in the participant’s memory, or conversely, the candidate 

presented first could be at an advantage because the first description had more time to be 

processed by the participant.  However, as studied by Miller and Campbell (1959), such 

systematic biases are suppressed when items, in this case descriptions of leaders, are presented 

one after the other without any time delay in between.  Therefore, such systematic biases should 

be less concerning.  Nevertheless, the challenges to generalizing laboratory research to the 

general population and to ‘real world’ situations are encouraging of future research to test the 
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relationships between similarity and preferences in the field, effectively capturing leader-follower 

similarity in action. 

By doing so, a number of compelling research opportunities arise.  Having investigated 

leader-follower similarity on personality, attachment style, and moral reasoning in isolation of 

each other, the outcome and effects of being similar in one domain (e.g., personality), but 

different in the others (e.g., attachment style and moral reasoning) remains to be seen. Further, it 

is possible that being similar in one domain takes precedence over being similar in another 

domain; so, gaining insight from existing leaders and followers about the domains in which they 

would strive for similarity would be intriguing.   

In the field, not only do leaders and followers have occasions to evaluate each others’ 

similarities and differences, but they also have the opportunity to negotiate similarities and 

differences throughout their relationship, such as socializing each others’ work attitudes and work 

practices.  It would be fascinating to study how leaders and followers grow more similar or 

dissimilar to each other.  Research in organizations can also shed light on what occurs when 

followers do not have any preferences, or the consequences of followers not being paired with 

their preferred leader.     

Some researchers may interpret these results as supporting leaders’ attempts to accentuate 

or persuade followers of leader-follower (dis)similarity (assuming that actual (dis)similarity is 

absent) so as to increase the follower’s preference for that leader.   This interpretation deserves 

caution for three main reasons.  First, recall that the relationship between similarity and leader 

preference is dependent on the follower’s level of self-worth; so, knowledge about the follower’s 

self-worth would be vital.  Second, if attempts to persuade followers fail, then the leader places 

perceptions of his/her authenticity and sincerity at risk.  Third, the dimension upon which 

similarity is perceived may change over time.  Unless the leader and follower change together 

(and in the same direction), the benefits of similarity could be temporary.  
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Moreover, because followers and leaders evolve and change over time, it would be 

imprudent to expect that followers’ preferences for leaders remain stable.  In fact, proponents of 

transformational leadership should anticipate preferences for leaders to change as evidence of 

(transformational) leaders’ abilities to contribute to follower development, and practitioners 

should therefore encourage polygamous leader-follower relationships.  One could even question 

whether it is unproductive and unhealthy for a follower to consistently show a preference for the 

same leader.   Alongside concerns of becoming dependent on the leader, showing a preference for 

the same leader over time could be an indication of stilted follower development.   

An alternative interpretation of these results is that the temptation to apply a “one-size-

fits-all” approach to leadership in research and in practice would be misguided.  By 

demonstrating the variability in followers’ preferences for leaders, this research suggests that 

some leaders may be a fit for some followers, but not a fit for others.  The conclusions drawn 

from these results further argue that how followers value themselves is critical in informing the 

right fit.  Thus, aligned with follower-centric research and social identity theory, these studies 

underscore that cognitions about leadership are important but cognitions about the followers 

themselves are equally significant to understanding their preferences for leader characteristics.  

Should these findings be replicated in an organizational sample, they would complement the need 

for follower-centric research with reasons for follower-centric practices in the workplace.  
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Chapter 3 

Manuscript 2: Explaining ProSocial and AntiSocial Exchanges in 

LeaderFollower Relationships 

Abstract  

This paper integrates social exchange theory and leadership by examining interdependent 

pro- and anti-social leader-follower transactions. Data were collected from two separate 

samples: 166 (119 female, 25 male, 22 undisclosed) subordinates and 99 (60 female, 16 

male, 23 undisclosed) supervisors.  Subordinates self-reported conscientiousness, self-

monitoring, and attachment styles, and also rated a supervisor’s helping, trust, and 

abusive supervisory behaviors.  Supervisors rated their own helping, trust, and abusive 

supervisory behaviors, and rated a subordinate’s conscientiousness, self-monitoring, and 

attachment styles. Guided by social exchange theory, pro-social follower behaviors 

(associated with conscientious personality, self-monitoring, secure and preoccupied 

attachment styles) were expected to predict pro-social leader behaviors (trust and 

helping), and anti-social follower behaviors (associated with fearful and dismissing 

attachment styles) were expected to predict abusive supervision. The regression analyses 

showed that follower conscientiousness was associated with leader trust, secure 

attachment style was associated with leader helping behaviors, and fearful attachment 

style significantly predicted abusive supervision.  Exclusive to the supervisor sample, 

followers’ identification with secure attachment style positively predicted leader trust.  

These findings encourage future researchers to investigate how positive and negative 

social exchange relationships unfold, and emphasize followers as active contributors to 

the quality and formation of relationships with leaders.   
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3.1 Theoretical Development 

Successful, productive, and healthy relationships have long been a source of 

intrigue for researchers across divergent disciplines.  For organizational scholars, the 

leader-follower relationship has merited special interest; not only have high-quality 

leader-follower relationships been linked to positive outcomes (e.g., Gerstner & Day, 

1997; Graen & Uhl-Bien, 1995), but also low-quality leader-follower relationships have 

been a significant detriment to organizations and organizational members (e.g., Vecchio, 

1997).  In response, I examine possible antecedents of high- and low-quality 

relationships, and ask, “What predicts leaders’ and followers’ experiences of negative and 

positive exchanges in their relationships with each other?”   

To understand the development of high-quality leader-follower relationships, 

many researchers have turned to leader and follower characteristics, as well as the 

‘match’ between leaders and followers.  For example, Bernerth, Armenakis, Field, Giles, 

and Walker (2007) found that similarity between leader and follower conscientiousness 

was associated with greater relationship quality.  Like Bernerth et al., my study explores 

how attributes contribute to leader-follower dynamics; but, more specifically, I argue that 

particular follower attributes are manifest in and promote pro-social and anti-social 

exchanges with their leaders.  As such, those exchanges comprise interdependent 

contributions that leaders and followers make to their relationships.   

Integral to this research is that followers are posited as active and equally-

contributing partners in their leader-follower relationships.  Such a stance challenges the 

predominantly passive depictions of followers that pervade much leadership research.  

One reason for followers’ perceived passivity is that they are frequently contrasted with 
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leaders for whom heroic images often exist.  Therefore, while romanticized beliefs about 

leaders and their power persist (Meindl, Ehrlich, & Dukerich, 1985), followers are 

attributed a lack of power (Baker, 2007).  Nonetheless, the follower role in organizational 

life is not necessarily passive, as illustrated by the evidence for upward influence and 

leading “upwards” in organizations (e.g., Cable & Judge, 2003; Deluga & Perry, 1991; 

Farmer, Maslyn, Fedor, & Goodman, 1997; Tepper, Brown, & Hunt, 1993).   

Consistent with an active depiction of leaders and followers, Bernerth et al. 

(2007) argued that conscientiousness begets more conscientiousness; because 

conscientiousness is associated with hard work, discipline, and diligent performance, 

leaders and followers feel indebted to repay one another for such efforts.   In essence, 

Bernerth et al. invoked social exchange theory to account for the interdependence of such 

relationships because behaviors are enacted in response to another’s behaviors.  

Furthermore, a social exchange approach to leadership effectively considers leaders and 

followers as equal partners in the dyad: both partners’ actions contribute equally to the 

development of the relationship.  As the leader responds to the follower’s actions, and the 

follower responds to the leader’s actions, the nature and quality of the relationship is 

affected equally by both parties.  Thus, like others, (e.g., Chaleff, 1995; Howell & 

Shamir, 2005), I underscore an active role for followers, and I adopt a social-exchange 

perspective to guide this research.  

Social Exchange Theory 

Interdependent transactions constitute social exchange relationships, such as 

employees receiving organizational support (i.e., transaction 1) and their subsequent 

citizenship behaviors (i.e., transaction 2; Cropanzano & Mitchell, 2005).  In this example, 
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the well-known exchange rule of reciprocity is demonstrated: the motivation to perform 

citizenship behaviors is expected to be a form of repayment for organizational support 

(Cropanzano & Mitchell, 2005). This rule implies that individuals strive for equity, 

meaning that they strive to maintain a balance between what they give and receive within 

a relationship (Walster, Walster, & Berscheid, 1978).  Where an imbalance exists, those 

who over-benefit feel guilt and shame for not being able to reciprocate, while those who 

under-benefit are less satisfied because of the resulting injustice (Walster et al., 1978).  In 

addition to reciprocal exchanges, negotiated and generalized exchanges are also a part of 

social exchange theory (Flynn, 2005).  My research, however, focuses on reciprocal 

exchanges.  Unlike the self-interest inherent in negotiated exchange, reciprocal exchange 

incorporates a relational (e.g., leader-follower) component, and unlike generalized 

exchange, reciprocal exchange is applicable to dyadic relationships (Flynn, 2005). 

As the exchange relationship develops, relational benefits accrue including 

genuine concern for and loyalty to the exchange partner.  However, social exchange 

relationships are not always characterized by the norm of reciprocity, and are not always 

positive in nature.  Short-term relationships, for example, often focus on immediate gains.  

Consequently, reciprocity may not be upheld, and self-interests (e.g., over-benefitting) 

take precedence over maintaining a healthy and productive relationship (Emerson, 1976; 

Lawler & Thye, 1999).  Furthermore, negative exchanges can also take place, such as 

retaliatory behavior.  For example, stealing from someone who stole from you is a form 

of reciprocity and creates balance, but the nature of the exchange (i.e., stealing) 

distinguishes it as a negative social exchange relationship (Gouldner, 1960; Liden, 

Sparrowe, & Wayne, 1997; Uhl-Bien & Maslyn, 2003).    
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Social exchange theory has raised important questions, such as whether social 

exchanges are rational, and conscious, or more habitual.  In response, Emerson (1976) 

recommended that we view social exchange theory as a framework, despite its label.  

Accordingly, I do not test the tenets of the social exchange framework in this study, but 

rather use it to guide an understanding of how leadership emerges from interdependent 

transactions between leaders and followers.   

Leader-Follower Social Exchanges.  Past research has used social exchange 

theory to describe and characterize leader-follower relationships (e.g., Bernerth et al., 

2007; Liden et al., 1997; Uhl-Bien & Maslyn, 2003; Zahn & Wolf, 1981).  In particular, 

social exchange theory is discussed extensively in leader-member exchange (LMX) 

research, which, historically, was referred to as vertical dyad linkage theory.  Unique to 

LMX research is its focus on relationship quality, which is determined from leaders’ and 

followers’ interactions with each other.  For example, Maslyn and Uhl-Bien (2001) found 

that leaders and followers reciprocate each others’ efforts to maintain and improve their 

relationship’s quality.  Overall, there has been more interest in high-quality relationships 

(e.g., their development and outcomes) than low-quality relationships.  In this study, I 

address this imbalance by investigating why leaders engage in pro-social behaviors with 

some followers, and less pro-social or anti-social behaviors with others1 .  Maslyn and 

Uhl-Bien (2001) considered the purposeful and effortful attempts that individuals make to 

foster high-quality relationships.  The same authors argued, however, that it is unlikely 

that individuals purposefully strive for low-quality relationships, despite their emergence.  

                                                            
1 Although there the nature of leader-follower exchanges is likely to affect their relationship quality, it is 
important to note that this is not a study about relationship quality.  Interest lies in predicting positive and 
negative exchanges between leaders and followers, and it is from these exchanges that high- and low-
quality relationships could emerge. 
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Therefore, rather than focusing on obvious and/or purposeful attempts to affect leader-

follower dynamics, I posit that followers’ characteristics and the behavioral manifestation 

of those characteristics play an important role in informing the nature of their leader-

follower relationships.   

In general, leadership research has focused mainly on positive leadership 

behaviors because of a general interest in what determines positive relationships (and its 

effects) at work.  As a result, negative leadership behaviors have been neglected (Hunter, 

Bedell-Avers, & Mumford, 2007); yet, their presence must contribute to the quality of 

leader-follower relationships.  Because social exchange theory is helpful for 

understanding the development of both positive and negative transactions, it could be 

especially relevant to negative leader-follower relationships.  To illustrate, Pillemer 

(1985) described elder abuse as a series of interactions whereby elderly persons establish 

their dependency on their caregivers, and due to this dependency cannot reciprocate the 

care giving.  Consequently, caregivers can become frustrated in that unreciprocated 

relationship, thus fueling their use of abusive behaviors towards the elder.  Similar 

transactions may transpire between leaders and followers.  Followers can also be 

dependent on their leaders; for example, leaders provide guidance and resources.  

Nonetheless, followers are unlikely to have the power and/or ability to reciprocate leader 

behaviors.  As a result, leaders could perceive that they under-benefit from the 

relationship, and manifest their dissatisfaction in the form of abusive supervisory 

behaviors. 

The application of social exchange theory to the leader-follower relationship must 

also consider the hierarchical roles that differentiate leaders from followers; some 
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behaviors may be more consistent with higher-status individuals (i.e., leaders) and others, 

more consistent with lower-status individuals (i.e., followers).  For example, Flynn, 

Reagans, Amanatullah, and Ames (2006) found that individuals in an organization who 

were status-conscious were more likely to provide help to others, but significantly less 

likely to seek help from others.  While social exchange theory would predict that helping 

behaviors from one partner would precipitate future helping behaviors from the other 

partner, Flynn et al.’s (2006) results indicate that the inability to reciprocate serves the 

purpose of maintaining and signaling status positions in the relationship.  Consequently, 

due to the hierarchical nature of leader-follower relationships, it would be unreasonable 

to expect that leaders and followers repay each other using the exact same behaviors (i.e., 

helping behaviors for helping behaviors), but rather, behaviors of the same ilk will be 

exchanged (i.e., pro-social behaviors for other pro-social behaviors).   

Additionally, while status distinctions hinder followers from repaying leaders in 

the identical ‘behavioral currency’, they may also explain why leaders are credited with 

more control over the development of the exchange relationship, such as initiating 

exchange behaviors (Bauer & Green, 1996).  If behaviors indicate status and power, then 

it is likely that followers must constrain their behaviors, especially at the start of the 

leader-follower relationship, to respect that hierarchy.  As a result, we may expect that 

followers’ influence upon their leaders will emerge later on in the relationship; however, 

according to Liden et al. (1997), the nature of the exchange relationship is relatively 

stable from its start, diminishing the impact of future transactions.  In other words, if pro-

social exchanges take place at the start of the relationship, they will likely continue for 

the relationship’s duration; likewise, if anti-social exchanges are present at the start of the 
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relationship, then they too are likely to persist.  This discussion begs the question: how 

can followers be active and equal partners in a social exchange relationship while being 

mindful of their status in the hierarchy? 

Upward Influence   

To answer this question, we turn to the literature on upward influence in 

organizations (e.g., Cable & Judge, 2003; Kapoor et al., 1986; Krone, 1991), which 

characterizes upward influence as intentional and strategic to the extent that followers use 

particular influence techniques (e.g., consultation, ingratiation) to gain desired outcomes 

via their leaders.   This research has revealed interesting results as to how individuals 

select their influence tactics.  Illustrative of this, Cable and Judge (2003) found that 

followers’ personality traits corresponded with their use of particular influence tactics 

over others.  These authors also reported that leadership style significantly predicted the 

use of influence tactics.  Although armed with workplace implications for how followers 

can bring about desirable leader exchanges, the strategic nature of upward influence is 

challenged to explain the upward influence of negative exchange behaviors; for example, 

would followers strategically encourage abusive supervisory behaviors?   

Indeed, when Bernerth et al. (2007) posited that conscientiousness in one partner 

in a relationship begat more conscientiousness in the other, they did not mention 

intentionality or strategic motives.   In another example, in their study of military units, 

Dvir and Shamir (2003) found that ratings of transformational leadership decreased over 

a four-month period, and these ratings were from followers who were classified as 
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advanced2 from the start of the four month period.   One explanation for this finding is 

that in response to followers’ advancement, leaders could relax their transformational 

leadership behaviors.  Considering the empirical support for transformational leadership’s 

effectiveness on follower development (e.g., Dvir, Eden, Avolio & Shamir, 2002), the 

decrease in transformational leadership is a negative outcome; it would be self-defeating 

for followers to intentionally influence their leaders’ decrease in transformational 

leadership.  In response, and in contrast to strategic upward influence, a focus on 

nonstrategic upward influence should reveal both desirable and undesirable 

consequences which could appear immediately, or after an indefinite amount of time.   

Accordingly, my study uses social exchange theory to explain the nonstrategic 

upward influence of three follower characteristics (i.e., conscientiousness, attachment 

style and self-monitoring) upon desirable (i.e., pro-social) and undesirable (i.e., anti-

social) leader behaviors.  I argue that each of those follower characteristics corresponds 

to behaviors that contribute to the leader-follower relationship, and in exchange leader 

behaviors are enacted to reciprocate followers’ contributions.  The focus on relatively 

stable follower characteristics has two main purposes.  First, it is more faithful to a study 

of upward influence because the stability of each characteristic increases their resistance 

to leader influence (i.e., downward influence).  And second, due to their stability, the 

behavioral manifestation of these traits should be relatively consistent over time, thus 

reducing the potential for strategically modifying those behaviors.  To elaborate on these 

traits and their connection to leader behaviors, the pro-social and anti-social leader 

behaviors are described in the following paragraphs; thereafter, attention is drawn to how 

                                                            
2 Dvir and Shamir (2003) quantified followers’ advancement by measuring their motivation (i.e., 
“aspiration to realize one’s own potential” (p. 331), morality (i.e., the extent to which followers are guided 
by inner moral principles), and empowerment (e.g., openness to taking initiative and being proactive). 
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the pro-social or anti-social nature of conscientiousness, attachment style, and self-

monitoring contribute to the leader-follower relationship. 

Pro-social Exchange Behaviors 

As mentioned earlier, there is interest in optimizing leader-follower relationship 

quality for the betterment of organizations, leaders, and followers.   Pro-social exchange 

behaviors between leaders and followers would be one way to improve and maintain their 

relationship quality, and two indicators of a high quality relationship would include 

interpersonal trust, and helping behavior.   

Interpersonal Trust.  Trust is defined as the faith an individual has in another’s 

intentions and behavior (Rousseau, Sitkin, Burt & Camerer, 1998).  McAllister (1995) 

distinguished two forms of trust: cognition- and affect-based.  Cognition-based trust 

concerns the dependability and reliability of the trustee, while affect-based trust addresses 

the emotional bond that exists between the trustor and the trustee (McAllister, 1995).  

Accordingly, the amount and frequency with which two individuals interact is likely to 

impact affect-based trust, whereas an individual’s “track record” and performance ratings 

are likely to impact cognition-based trust (McAllister, 1995).  By extension, one can 

expect affect-based trust to create and encourage openness between individuals, whereas 

cognition-based trust is expected to create and encourage professional collaborations.   

The importance of followers’ trust in leaders has been emphasized extensively in 

previous work (e.g., De Cremer & van Knippenberg, 2005; Gardner, Avolio, Luthans, 

May & Walumbwa, 2005; Giessner & van Knippenberg, 2008); however, leaders’ trust in 

followers is equally important, yet largely neglected.  One example of an exception is 

Lau and Liden’s (2008) research; they found that followers who gained leaders’ trust 
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were also more likely to be perceived as trustworthy by coworkers.  Additionally, 

Salamon and Robinson (2008) concluded that followers’ perceptions of being trusted by 

leaders positively impacted follower performance.  Evidently, gaining trust is not only 

beneficial to the trustee, but also critical to healthy social relationships because it is 

inclusive, and initiates and sustains relationships in the workplace.  Moreover, there is an 

established link between trust and social exchange theory.  Previous research has 

operationalized leaders’ social exchanges as leaders’ trust behaviors (e.g., Ambrose & 

Schminke, 2003), and furthermore, leaders’ trust in followers, as exhibited by their 

willingness to share control with followers, has been conceptualized as an initiator of the 

exchange relationship (Whitener, Brodt, Korsgaard, & Werner, 1998). 

Helping Behavior.   Helping is a commonly studied pro-social behavior (Bartlett 

& DeSteno, 2006; Hopkins, Reicher, Harrison, Cassidy, Bull & Levine, 2007).  Ng and 

Van Dyne (2005) define helping behavior as “voluntarily assisting other group members 

in work related areas” (p. 515).  Examples of helping behavior include sharing 

information and resources, and assisting others with work.  Cultural norms and 

expectations including perceived fairness in the organization (Organ & Konovsky, 1989), 

organizational (Perlow & Weeks, 2002) and national (Miller & Luthar, 1989) culture, as 

well as individual differences such as gratitude (Bartlett & DeSteno, 2006) and sensation 

seeking (Zuckerman, 1979) have explained an individual’s propensity to engage in 

helping behaviors.  Helping behaviors have also been conceptualized as role behaviors 

(e.g., Callero, Howard & Piliavin, 1987), and in particular inherent in the leader role 

(Anderson, 1992; Drach-Zahavy & Somech, 2006; Kaplan & Cowen, 1981; Nadler, Ellis 

& Bar, 2003).  Indeed, providing help to others has not only been linked to eliciting 
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future pro-social behaviors (e.g., Blau, 1963; Lee 1997), but, as described earlier, also 

indicates (leader) status (Flynn et al., 2006).  Interestingly, then, leaders may receive the 

benefit of being perceived as high(er) status, although under-benefitting in terms of 

reciprocated helping behaviors from their (respectively lower status) followers. 

Anti-Social Exchange Behaviors 

 As interpersonal trust and helping behavior encourage pro-social exchanges, and 

can be evidence for high relationship quality between leaders and followers, abusive 

supervision constitutes an anti-social exchange, and compromises leader-follower 

relationship quality. 

Abusive Supervision.  In this study, the anti-social behavior of interest is abusive 

supervision, thus clearly focusing on the negative behaviors of a higher-status leader on a 

lower-status follower.  Tepper (2000) defines abusive supervision as “subordinates’ 

perceptions of the extent to which supervisors engage in the sustained display of hostile 

verbal and nonverbal behaviors, excluding physical contact” (p. 178).  Abusive 

supervision includes putting down followers, and dismissing followers’ thoughts and 

feelings.  As previously mentioned, the correlates of negative leadership are understood 

less well than positive leadership (Hunter et al., 2007), and one reason for this could be 

researchers’ reluctance to “blame the victim”.  Nonetheless, of the empirical studies on 

abusive supervision, followers’ personality (Tepper, Duffy, & Shaw, 2001) and substance 

abuse (Bamberger & Bacharach, 2006) were identified as correlates of abusive leader-

follower relationships. 

Given the dearth of research on negative leadership, the family psychology 

literature may provide some direction for understanding the leader-follower relationship.  
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In the context of child abuse, social exchange theory has been used to describe the power 

that abusers gain by exchanging ‘threats’ for ‘secrecy’ (i.e., “If you tell, then I will not 

love you anymore”).  In addition, it is not uncommon for victims of abuse, as well as the 

abusers, to convince themselves that the relationship is equitable because the victim is 

‘getting what they deserve’ (Leonard, 1996).   Similarly, Pillemer (1985) concluded that 

elderly victims remained in relationships where they gave more than they received 

because they were trapped by familial obligations to support the abusers.   Overall, the 

social exchange framework has been useful for describing and explaining the 

proliferation of negative exchange relationships.   

Follower Characteristics 

 I now explain how three follower characteristics, namely conscientiousness, 

attachment style, and self-monitoring will be associated with pro-and anti-social leader 

behaviors.  Each of these characteristics contributes to the leader-follower relationship in 

different ways, and in exchange, leaders respond with trust, helping, and/or abusive 

supervisory behaviors. 

Conscientiousness.  Findings from leader-member exchange research showed that 

leaders initiate an exchange relationship by signaling a desire for interpersonal 

attachment (e.g., Graen & Uhl-Bien, 1995); but how do leaders select a recipient for the 

relationship signal?  I predict that follower conscientiousness, which is inferred from a 

proven track record of timeliness, dedication, discipline, dependability, and reliability 

(Digman, 1990) will attract leaders’ attention and signal that they would be receptive to 

and merit a long-term exchange relationship.   
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Conscientious personality is stable over time (e.g., Robers & DelVecchio, 2000) 

and is associated with superior job performance (e.g., Barrick & Mount, 1991; Thoresen, 

Bradley, Bliese, & Thoresen, 2004) and a positive work ethic (Schmidt & Hunter, 1992). 

Social exchange theory would predict that followers’ conscientious behaviors should be 

reciprocated in the form of pro-social exchange behaviors, in particular leader cognition-

based trust (e.g., more interesting work assignments, as well as greater decision latitude at 

work).  If follower conscientiousness is not reciprocated, or reciprocated with negative 

exchanges (e.g., taking away work privileges), then the follower under-benefits, and the 

leader over-benefits from the relationship. To restore equity in the relationship, 

conscientious followers could exit the relationship, or purposefully withdraw productive 

work behaviors.  Thus, it is in the leader and follower’s best interests to reciprocate 

follower conscientiousness, and that reciprocation is expected to be in the form of 

cognition-based trust.   

Hypothesis 1: Follower conscientiousness positively predicts leader cognition-based 

trust. 

 Although I hypothesized that leaders’ cognition-based trust reciprocates for 

followers’ conscientiousness, conscientious followers may still under-benefit from the 

relationship in terms of helping behavior.  Given conscientious followers’ probable track 

record of good performance, leaders may assume that they do not need help, and thus 

offer them less support than they would to less conscientious followers.  Indeed, based on 

the servant leadership literature, leaders should be concerned with serving followers’ 

needs (Greenleaf, 1970; Mayer, Bardes & Piccolo, 2008); because conscientious 

followers are disciplined and dedicated to their work, their need for leaders’ help is less 
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than that of less conscientious followers.  In addition, if it is true that a group is only as 

strong as its weakest member, then aiding less conscientious followers would serve the 

organization’s needs to maximize its outputs.  Because conscientious followers need less 

help, and it is the best interest of leaders and organizations to focus attention towards less 

conscientious followers, I hypothesize that:  

Hypothesis 2: Follower conscientiousness negatively predicts leader helping behavior. 

Attachment Style.  Attitudes towards and behaviors in close relationships 

characterizes individuals’ attachment styles (Bartholomew, 1990).  According to 

Bartholomew (1990), there are four attachment styles: (1) secure, (2) preoccupied, (3) 

fearful, and (4) dismissing.  These attachment styles fall along two dimensions: how 

positively one sees oneself, and how positively one sees others.  Individuals who view 

themselves and others positively are comfortable in close relationships, tend to foster 

fulfilling relationships with others, and thus identify with a secure attachment style.  In 

contrast, preoccupied attachment characterizes individuals with a negative view of the 

self but a positive view of others; as such, individuals who manifest a preoccupied 

attachment style desire closeness with others and seek others’ approval to combat their 

feelings of unworthiness.  Finally, the last two types of attachment style are avoidant in 

nature.  A negative view of the self and of others is referred to as fearful avoidance.  

Fearfully avoidant individuals desire intimacy but distrust others, fear rejection, and see 

themselves as particularly vulnerable to rejection.  Dismissing individuals also have a 

negative view of others, but have a positive view of themselves; consequently, they avoid 

close relationships, place value on independence, and focus on impersonal aspects of life, 

such as work.   
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Attachment styles were first studied in children (e.g., Bowlby, 1982).  Research 

now shows that attitudes towards and behaviors in close relationships are relatively stable 

across time (Scharfe & Bartholomew, 1994).  Furthermore, following from the studies on 

children, an extensive literature on attachment-style exists on romantic relationships.  

Taken together, much has been learned about how individuals with particular attachment 

styles interact in relationships, and I suggest that those patterns are applicable to leader-

follower relationships too. 

Consistent with their positive views of others, preoccupied and secure attachment 

styles have been linked to many pro-social behaviors such as support seeking (Ognibene 

& Collins, 1998), maintenance of close friendships (Bippus & Rollin, 2003), and 

providing physical comfort to partners (Kunce & Shaver, 1994).  Specific to the 

workplace, Hazan and Shaver (1990) showed that attachment style was related to work 

attitudes: securely attached individuals reported more positive feelings about work (i.e., 

satisfaction, opportunities for advancement, job security, coworkers, income), and more 

positive work orientations (i.e., less difficulty with tasks, procrastination, and fear of 

rejection) than their insecure counterparts.  As the evidence for attachment style’s 

relevance within organizations grows, studies have also uncovered an association 

between secure attachment style and effective leadership (Keller & Cacioppe, 2001; 

Popper, Mayseless, & Castelnovo, 2000).  These studies demonstrate that individuals 

differentially navigate their social behaviors within the workplace, and those behaviors 

correspond to different attachment styles.  Specifically, the styles associated with positive 

views of others (i.e., secure and preoccupied attachment style) are encouraging of pro-

social behaviors at work.  For example, seeking help effectively entrusts others with 
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one’s vulnerabilities, and engenders openness to others.  In another example, the 

inclination to provide support to others demonstrates that one can be depended on, and 

thus fosters the affective bonds between the support provider and the recipient. 

To maintain equity in the leader-follower relationship, the pro-social behaviors 

associated with secure and preoccupied attachment styles should be reciprocated with 

pro-social behaviors, such as affect-based trust and helping behavior.  Consistent with 

this hypothesis, Guerrero and Burgoon (1996) reported that individuals with a 

preoccupied attachment style experienced more reciprocation and compensation in 

interactions with others, and Grau and Doll (2003) noted that individuals were more 

likely to characterize their relationships as equitable when they identified with a secure 

attachment style.  Therefore, I predict that  

Hypothesis 3a: Followers’ secure and preoccupied attachment styles positively predict 

leader helping behavior. 

Hypothesis 3b: Followers’ secure and preoccupied attachment styles positively predict 

leader affect-based trust. 

With regard to avoidant attachment styles, it is expected that followers who 

strongly identify with dismissing and fearful attachment styles will be vulnerable to anti-

social leader behaviors, specifically abusive supervision.  Of the four attachment styles, 

dismissing and fearful attachment styles are associated with insensitivity, such as 

ignoring, and tuning out partners’ cries for help, as well as being distant with partners, 

such as withholding physical contact from partners (Kunce & Shaver, 1994).   

Kunce and Shaver (1994) argued that these sorts of behaviors have implications 

for romantic relationships in adulthood.  Likewise, I hypothesize that they will have 
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implications for work relationships because an individual could perform the same anti-

social behaviors described by Kunce and Shaver (1994) in leader-follower relationships.  

For example, followers who identify with dismissing and fearful attachment styles would 

likely reject leaders’ attempts to form a bond, and moreover, display inconsiderate 

behaviors towards leaders (and co-workers).  As a result, such anti-social behavior lays 

the foundation for negative leader-follower relationships to ensue.  Although it might 

seem insensitive to explain abusive behavior by “blaming” the victim, studying 

characteristics of the victim may reveal ways in which victims can improve their 

situations, and increase awareness of their vulnerabilities.  These findings would be 

useful in understanding why leaders behave abusively toward some followers and not 

others.  

Hypothesis 4:  Followers’ dismissing and fearful attachment styles positively predict 

abusive supervision. 

Self-Monitoring.  Self-monitoring is considered both a personality trait and a skill 

(Barrick, Parks, & Mount, 2005).  Like other traits, the stability of self-monitoring has 

been documented (e.g., Graziano, Leone, Musser & Lautenschlager, 1987; 

Lautenschlager & Graziano, 1990; Musser & Browne, 1991).  The skill component of 

self-monitoring is evident when individuals modify their behavior to manage impressions 

in both public settings and relationships (Snyder, 1987).  To facilitate the measurement of 

self-monitoring, Snyder (1974) developed the Self-Monitoring Scale and distinguished 

between high and low self-monitors using a cut-score.  As such, self-monitoring is often 

discussed as if it were a dichotomous variable.   
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High self-monitors are sensitive to their social context (e.g., what others would 

say about their behaviors), and conversely, low self-monitors are more concerned with 

behaving consistently with what they believe is true to their selves (Snyder & Tanke, 

1976).  It follows that in social situations, prototypic high self-monitors are focused on 

their projected image, whereas prototypic low self-monitors are preoccupied with how 

sincerely they express themselves.   Thus, in comparison to conscientiousness and 

attachment style, self-monitoring is more likely to be manifested strategically because, as 

a social skill, it serves one’s self-interests. 

In the workplace, Barrick et al. (2005) found that employee self-monitoring was 

positively related to supervisors’ ratings of interpersonal performance (e.g., cooperative 

social behavior).   Moreover, given their ability to manage impressions, high self-

monitors can actively seek leaders’ approval and gain their favor.  Gaining leaders’ 

approval is a means to an end for prototypic high self-monitors; they are concerned with 

status and advancing in the organization (Flynn et al., 2006; Gangestad & Snyder, 2000).  

Indeed, a positive relationship exists between high self-monitoring and leadership 

emergence (Day & Schleicher, 2006).  Further illustrative of high self-monitors’ 

impression management skills, Caligiuri and Day (2000) found that high self-monitors 

performed extra-role behaviors to enhance their image in the eyes of their supervisors.   

Regardless of the authenticity of the behaviors, high self-monitors go out of their way to 

perform behaviors that make them stand out (Snyder & Monson, 1975), and appear 

worthy of accolades (Premeaux & Bedeian, 2003).   

As a result, I expect that follower self-monitoring will positively predict pro-

social leader behaviors for three reasons.  First, to maintain balance in the relationship, 
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leaders’ pro-social behaviors (e.g., helping behavior) would reciprocate those follower 

behaviors that not only signal follower competence, but also facilitate organizational 

goals.  Second, because of their impression-management tactics, high self-monitors are 

often liked by others, including their leaders (Day & Schleicher, 2006); such affectivity 

should also elicit pro-social behaviors, particularly affect-based trust.  Third, there is a 

relatively small but robust effect of self-monitoring and intellectual ability; in general, 

high self-monitors have higher levels of intellectual ability than low self-monitors (Day 

& Schleicher, 2006).  This finding suggests that self-monitoring should also be associated 

with leaders’ cognition-based trust.  Accordingly, 

Hypothesis 5a: Follower self-monitoring will predict leader helping behavior.  

Hypothesis 5b: Follower self-monitoring will predict leader cognition-based trust. 

Hypothesis 5c: Follower self-monitoring will predict leader affect-based trust. 

3.2 Method 

Participants 

Participants were employees of a mid-sized Canadian university in Ontario.  An 

organization-wide recruitment email was sent to 6, 270 employees inviting them to 

participate in the study; 265 of whom (i.e., 4.2% response rate3) responded to the 

recruitment email.  Of those, 166 (119 female, 25 male; 22 did not disclose their sex) 

self-identified as subordinates (i.e., very little to none of their job description required 

supervisory responsibilities).   Their mean age was 43 years (SD = 10.62 years).  These 

participants estimated that the mean age of their supervisors was 48 years (SD = 8 years), 

                                                            
3 The response rate is a conservative estimate because some employees were not eligible for the study (e.g., 
emeritus faculty) yet, still received the recruitment email.  Due to confidentiality, it was not possible to 
gather information on the exact breakdown of employees who received the email (e.g., part-time, full-time, 
on-leave), but this information would have provided a more accurate response-rate estimate. 
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and they reported that on average, they interacted with their supervisors four days a week 

(SD = 1.83).  Additionally, 17.5% reported seeing their supervisors outside of work (e.g., 

going for coffee).  Subordinates reported that the average length of the subordinate-

supervisor relationship was 4 years (SD = 5 years). 

The remaining 99 participants (60 female, 16 male; 23 did not disclose their sex) 

self-identified as supervisors (i.e., most of their job description required supervisory 

responsibilities).  The mean age of these participants was 45.17 years (SD = 10.82 years), 

and they estimated the mean age of their subordinates as 39 years (SD = 12.7 years). On 

average, supervisors reported interacting with their subordinates three days a week (SD = 

2.04), and 29% saw their subordinates outside of work.  The average length of the 

supervisor-subordinate relationship in the supervisor sub-sample was 4 years (SD = 4 

years). 

Measures  

The same measures were used for both supervisor and subordinate samples.  

However, instructions differed for all but one questionnaire (i.e., Balanced Inventory of 

Desirable Responding; BIDR); to further customize the measures for subordinates and 

supervisors, two versions of each measure were created.  In the following paragraphs, the 

subordinate sample’s survey is presented first, and thereafter, the supervisor sample’s 

version.  Table 3-1 contains descriptive statistics, reliabilities, and intercorrelations for all 

of the measures for the subordinate sample.  Table 3-2 contains the descriptive statistics, 

reliabilities, and intercorrelations for these measures exclusive to the supervisor sample.
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Subordinate sample.4   To measure conscientiousness, 20 items from the 

International Personality Item Pool (IPIP; Goldberg, 1999) were used.  Items were rated 

on a Likert-type scale (1 = Very inaccurate, 5 = Very accurate).   Participants from the 

subordinate sample rated the extent to which each item (e.g., “I am always prepared.”) 

reflected their own personality. 

 To measure self-monitoring, the 18-item Self-Monitoring Scale (Snyder, 1974) 

was administered.  Participants read each statement (e.g., “I’m not always the person I 

appear to be.”) and indicated whether the statement was a ‘true’ or ‘false’ depiction of 

their character.  Thereafter, participants’ self-monitoring scores were calculated using 

Snyder’s (1974) answer key. 

 The Relationship Questionnaire (RQ; Bartholomew & Horowitz, 1991) was used 

to measure attachment style.  Participants from the subordinate sample read four 

paragraphs that described a secure, fearful, preoccupied or dismissing attachment pattern.  

After nominating one of those paragraphs that most closely identified how they behave in 

relationships, they rated the degree to which each paragraph characterized their general 

behaviors in relationships on a Likert-type scale (1= Not at all like me, 7 = Very much 

like me).  Rather than using the RQ to force individuals into a best-fitting pattern, all four 

ratings of participants’ identification with each attachment style were used in the 

analyses, as individuals can identify with more than one attachment style (Griffin & 

Bartholomew, 1994). 

                                                            
4 Two measurement models were conducted on the subordinate sample.  A one factor model produced a 
poor fit (χ2 = 1086.27, df = 170; RMSEA = .18; AIC = 1206.27; CFI = .26; NFI = .25; PNFI = .20); and in 
comparison, a seven factor model (χ2 = 205.6910, df = 149; RMSEA = .05; AIC = 367.69; CFI = .95; NFI 
= .86; PNFI = .61) was a significantly better fit (χ2 difference = 880.58, df = 21).  The seven factors were 
impression management, conscientiousness, self-monitoring, attachment style, trust, helping behavior, and 
abusive supervision. 
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     The next three questionnaires required participants in the subordinate sample to 

reflect upon one supervisor at work.  In the event that subordinates had more than one 

current direct supervisor at work, they were asked to elect the direct supervisor with 

whom they had the most contact. First, subordinates’ perceptions of their supervisors’ 

interpersonal trust behaviors were assessed using McAllister’s (1995) 11-item measure.  

Five of those items assess affect-based trust (e.g., “We have a sharing relationship.  We 

can both freely share our ideas, feelings, and hopes.”), and the remaining six items 

correspond to cognition-based trust (e.g., “My direct supervisor thinks I approach my job 

with professionalism and dedication.”).  Responses were rated on a Likert-type scale 

ranging from 1 (Strongly disagree) to 7 (Strongly agree).   

Second, subordinates also rated their supervisors’ helping behaviors on Ng and 

Van Dyne’s (2005) four-item measure (e.g., “My direct supervisor volunteered to do 

things for me.”).  All responses to this set of questions were rated on a Likert-type scale 

(1 = Strongly disagree, 5 = Strongly agree). 

Third, to measure abusive supervisory behaviors, Tepper’s (2000) 15-item 

measure was used (e.g., “My direct supervisor ridicules me.”).  Items were rated on a 

Likert-type scale from 1 (I cannot remember him/her ever using this behavior with me) to 

5 (S/he uses this behavior very often with me).   

Due to the sensitive nature of abusive supervisory behaviors, we controlled for 

subordinates’ desirable responding using the 20-item Impression Management subscale 

from the BIDR (Paulhus, 1991).  An example item from this scale is “I don’t gossip about 

other people’s business”.  The items were rated on a 1 (Not true) to 7 (Very true) Likert-

type scale. 
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Supervisor sample.5   Supervisors were asked to reflect upon one of their direct 

subordinates for the duration of the survey, and in the event that they had more than one 

direct subordinate, they were instructed to select the direct subordinate with whom they 

had the most contact.  Using the same scales described previously, supervisors were 

asked to rate their own abusive supervisory, helping, and trust behaviors directed towards 

their direct subordinate.  Supervisors’ impression management was also assessed using 

the aforementioned Impression Management subscale of the BIDR. 

Additionally, supervisors rated their direct subordinates’ conscientiousness (e.g., 

“My direct subordinate likes to tidy up.”), self-monitoring (e.g., “In a group of people, 

my direct subordinate is rarely the center of attention.”), and attachment style, as 

measured by the IPIP conscientiousness items, Self-Monitoring Scale, and Relationship 

Questionnaire (respectively) described earlier.   

3.3 Statistical Analysis 

All quantitative independent and control variables were centered, and all analyses 

included the binary variable ‘role’ which identified whether the data were collected from 

the supervisor or subordinate sample.   

The variable ‘role’ makes it possible to test whether the results held for both 

supervisor and subordinate samples.  This is important as it enables me to exclude 

alternative explanations for the findings.  For example, if only a sample of subordinates 

was used, then one could argue that any relationship between subordinate 

                                                            
5 Two measurement models were conducted on the supervisor sample.  A one factor model produced a poor 
fit (χ2 = 534.78, df = 170; RMSEA = .18; AIC = 654.78; CFI = .38; NFI = .33; PNFI = .27); and in 
comparison, a seven factor model (χ2 = 235.27, df = 149; RMSEA = .08; AIC = 397.27; CFI = .85; NFI = 
.71; PNFI = .50) was a significantly better fit (χ2 difference = 880.58, df = 21).  The seven factors were 
impression management, conscientiousness, self-monitoring, attachment style, trust, helping behavior, and 
abusive supervision. 
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conscientiousness and trust is indicative of the inclination of those with a conscientious 

personality to perceive that they are more trustworthy, and thus not representative of 

actual leader trust behaviors.  Therefore, while there is no reason to believe that the 

results should differ between supervisors and subordinates, a direct test of this will 

assuage concerns about the generalizability of the findings, and specifically address 

concerns about mono-method bias.     

3.4 Results 

To evaluate Hypotheses 1 – 5c, four multiple regressions were conducted, each 

controlling for supervisor and subordinate gender, age of the participant, impression 

management and length of the supervisor-subordinate relationship.   

First, the hypotheses concerning cognition-based trust were evaluated 

[Hypotheses 1 (conscientiousness), and 5b (self-monitoring)] in a multiple regression 

analysis.  Control variables (i.e., supervisor and subordinate gender, age of the 

participant, impression management and length of the supervisor-subordinate 

relationship), and ‘role’ were entered in the first step.  The main effects 

(conscientiousness, and self-monitoring) were entered in the second step.  Each of the 

two interactive terms (computed as cross-products) were included in the analysis: (1) 

‘role X conscientiousness’, (2) ‘role X self-monitoring’ in the third and final step, making 

it possible to investigate whether the relationships differ between the supervisor and 

subordinate samples.   Table 3-3 lists the results.  Hypotheses 1 was supported: The main 

effect for conscientiousness was significant (β = .74, p < .01), as was ‘role X 

conscientiousness’ (β = -.38, p < .01; Figure 3-1).  Furthermore, the simple slopes for 
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supervisors (t (155) = 3.19, p < .01) and subordinates (t (155) = 3.35, p < .01) were 

significantly different from zero.  Hypothesis 5b was not supported.   
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Next, the hypotheses concerning helping behavior were tested, which involve 

Hypotheses 2 (conscientiousness), 3a (secure and preoccupied attachment styles), and 5a 

(self-monitoring).  As in the previous regression, control variables and ‘role’ were 

entered first.  Thereafter, four main effects were entered: conscientiousness, secure and 

preoccupied attachment styles, and self-monitoring.  In the third and final step, helping 

behavior was regressed against four interaction terms: ‘role X conscientiousness’, ‘role X 

secure attachment style’, ‘role X preoccupied attachment style’, and ‘role X self-

monitoring’.  As shown in Table 3-4, Hypothesis 3a was partially supported because 

secure attachment style predicted helping behavior (β = 1.94, p = .05), but preoccupied 

attachment style did not.  Hypotheses 2 and 5a were not supported.     
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The third multiple regression analysis evaluated the hypotheses related to affect-

based trust, namely secure and preoccupied attachment styles (Hypothesis 3b) and self-

monitoring (Hypothesis 5c).  As in the previous analyses, there were three steps to the 

model.  First, control variables and ‘role’ were entered.  Second, the main effects of 

secure attachment, preoccupied attachment style, and self-monitoring were entered.  

Third, the moderating effect of role was also investigated via three interaction terms: 

‘secure attachment style X role’, ‘preoccupied attachment style X role’, and ‘self-

monitoring X role’.  The results are displayed in Table 3-5.  With regards to Hypothesis 

3b, contrary to the hypothesis, preoccupied attachment style negatively predicted affect-

based trust (β = -.28, p < .05), and the interaction term ‘secure attachment style X role’ 

was significant (β = -.34, p = .01).  This interaction is illustrated in Figure 3-2.  The 

simple slope for supervisors (t (162) = 4.36, p < .01) was significant, but the simple slope 

for subordinates was not (t (162) = 1.71, p < .01).  With regards to Hypothesis 5c, self-

monitoring did not predict affect-based trust (β =.10, ns).   

Fourth and finally, the relationships between abusive supervision and fearful and 

dismissing attachment styles were tested (i.e., Hypothesis 4).  As seen in Table 3-6, the 

regression was again conducted in three steps: first, the control variables and ‘role’, 

second, the main effects of fearful and dismissing attachment styles, and lastly, two 

interaction terms (i.e., ‘role X fearful attachment style’ and ‘role X dismissing attachment 

style’) were entered in the regression analysis.   Fearful attachment style predicted 

abusive supervision (β = .35, p < .05), but dismissing attachment style did not predict 

abusive supervision.   Although there was an effect for fearful attachment style, the F test 

in step 3 was not significant (F (10, 182) = 1.34, ns), and the changes in R-square [when  
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the main effects (step 2) and interactions (step 3) were added] were not significant.  One 

reason for the nonsignificant F test could be the skewed distribution of abusive 

supervision.  Although the range for abusive supervision was 1.00 - 4.13, 91.7% of the 

responses were scores of 2.00 or below.   

Therefore, an alternative way to evaluate Hypothesis 4 is to bifurcate abusive-

supervision scores using a median split6 , and then analyze the data using binary logistic 

regression.  I conducted the binary logistic regression to evaluate whether the 

independent variables were effective in predicting abusive supervision scores above and 

below the median.  The results of this test are presented in Table 3-7.  There are two 

notable of similarities between the results in Tables 3-6 and 3-7.  First, again, fearful 

attachment style was a significant predictor; as identification with fearful attachment style 

increased, the odds of abusive supervision above the median increased. Second, role was 

not a significant moderator.  Furthermore, the three-step model correctly classified 

62.30% of the observations versus the proportional chance criteria of 53%. 

                                                            
6 Ties were assigned the mean of the two values. 
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Homogeneity of Variance in Moderated Regression with a Dichotomous Moderator 

Although often neglected (see Goodwill & Alison, 2007 for an exception), it is 

also necessary to test the homogeneity of error variance assumption in moderation 

analyses with a dichotomous moderator (Aguinis, 2004).  According to this assumption, 

measurement error in the predictor variables is assumed to be equivalent across the 

subordinate and supervisor samples.  Testing this assumption ensures the validity of the 

results of the moderated regression analyses. Two tests can be used to evaluate whether 

the data violate the homogeneity of error variance assumption:  DeShon and Alexander’s 

error variance ratio, which states that the error variance ratio between subgroups (i.e., 
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subordinates and supervisors) should not exceed 1:1.5, and Bartlett’s M Test (DeShon & 

Alexander, 1996).  

As recommended by Aguinis (2004), the ALTMMR analysis package was used to 

calculate both the error variance ratio and Barlett’s M Test for each of the regressions 

(see Aguinis, Petersen, & Pierce, 1999 for more information on ALTMMR).   

For the multiple regression analyses concerning cognition-based trust, the 

homogeneity of error variance assumption was violated in two cases: conscientiousness 

(error variance ratio = 1:1.8; Bartlett’s M Test = 8.33, p < .01), and self-monitoring (error 

variance ratio = 1:2.33; Bartlett’s M Test = 16.00, p < .01).  In these circumstances, 

Aguinis (2004) recommends using James’ J and Alexander’s A statistics to detect 

moderation.  Role did not moderate the relationship between self-monitoring and 

cognition-based trust (U = 2.81, U (critical) = 3.97, ns; A = 2.74, ns).  However, these 

statistics confirmed that role moderated the relationship between conscientiousness and 

cognition-based trust (U = 11.45, U (critical) = 3.93, p < .05; A = 10.91, p < .01), as seen 

in Figure 3-1.   

In the multiple regression analyses addressing helping behavior, the homogeneity 

of error variance assumption was not met for conscientiousness (error variance ratio = 

1:2.5, Barlett’s M Test = 19.26, p < .01), secure (error variance ratio = 1:2.67, Barlett’s M 

Test = 20.64, p < .01), or preoccupied (error variance ratio = 1:2.5, Barlett’s M Test = 

17.83, p < .01) attachment styles.  Nonetheless, both the James’ J and Alexander’s A 

statistics for conscientiousness (U = .042, U (critical) = 3.88, ns; A = .42, p = ns), secure 

(U = .61, U (critical) = 3.89, ns; A = .61, ns), and preoccupied attachment styles (U = .53, 

U (critical) = 3.89, ns; A = .52, ns) were consistent with the results of the regression 
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analysis: role did not moderate any of these relationships.  The homogeneity of error 

variance assumption held for self-monitoring (error variance ratio = 1:1.01, Barlett’s M 

Test = .00, ns).   

Regarding affect-based trust, secure (error variance ratio = 1:1.21, Bartlett’s M 

Test = .92, ns) and preoccupied (error variance ratio = 1:1.08, Bartlett’s M Test = .13, ns) 

attachment styles, as well as self-monitoring (error variance ratio = 1:1.0, Bartlett’s M 

Test = 0.00, ns) did not violate the homogeneity of error variance assumption.   

 Concerning Hypothesis 4, the error variance ratio for dismissing attachment style 

was 1:2.94, thus violating DeShon and Alexander’s rule for homogeneity; Bartlett’s M 

test also indicated heterogeneous error variance (M = 25.01, p < .01).  The error variance 

ratio for fearful attachment style (1:3.25) also indicated that the assumption had been 

violated, and Barlett’s M test (M = 29.56, p < .01) confirmed this violation.  However, in 

both cases, James’ J statistic (dismissing: U= 1.17, U(critical) = 3.88, ns; fearful: U = 

1.87, U(critical) = 3.89, ns) and Alexander’s A (dismissing: A= 1.16, p = ns; fearful: A = 

1.85, ns) were consistent with the regression results: there was no evidence of 

moderation. 

3.5 Discussion 

Followers’ active contributions to leadership are frequently underappreciated in 

the literature.  In response, my research investigated followers’ upward influence on pro- 

and anti-social leader behaviors.   In general, the results were consistent with social 

exchange theory.  Followers attributed with secure attachment style and follower 

conscientiousness were linked with two forms of pro-social leader behavior: helping and 

trust.    Conversely, followers’ anti-social behaviors, reflected by followers’ identification 
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with a fearful attachment style, were met with abusive supervisory behaviors, one form of 

anti-social behavior.   

This support for social exchange theory in leadership strengthens the argument for 

an active depiction of followers because exchanges are made between and maintained by 

both leaders and followers.   A central tenet of previous research was that followers react 

to leaders’ behaviors, thereby assuming that leaders initiate the exchange relationship, 

and subsequently leaders give rise to follower behaviors.  Broadening such a perspective 

to explore how followers may initiate exchange relationships, my research examined 

follower characteristics and the behaviors associated with those characteristics.  Due to 

the stability of conscientiousness, attachment style, and self-monitoring, the potential for 

followers to moderate their behavioral manifestations of their conscientious personality, 

attachment style, and self-monitoring was limited.  Therefore, we now have more 

confidence that the significant relationships between leaders’ behaviors and follower 

characteristics, and behaviors are also due to leaders reacting to followers.  In practice, 

because of their status, leaders may choose with whom to engage in positive or negative 

exchange relationships, but followers’ characteristics (e.g., secure attachment style), as 

well as their behavioral manifestation of those characteristics (e.g., openly seeking social 

support) inform leaders’ choices. 

Two of the relationships were moderated by role [see Figures 3-1 

(conscientiousness and cognition-based trust) and 3-2 (secure attachment style and affect-

based trust)].  In both cases, the slopes for supervisors were positive and significantly 

different from zero.  For subordinates, only the simple slope for conscientiousness was 

significantly different from zero and positive in direction. Overall, and in tandem with the 
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significant interaction effects, it is clear that the slopes for supervisors were consistently 

steeper than those for subordinates, meaning that the relationships between leader 

behaviors and follower characteristics were more pronounced in the supervisor sample 

than in the subordinate sample.  A likely reason for this is that leaders engage in self-

serving biases by over-estimating the amount of pro-social behaviors they enact towards 

their followers.  An alternative interpretation is that followers deliberately manage their 

openness to establishing relationships and conscientious behaviors when in the presence 

of their supervisors.   

Taking a closer look at the results for preoccupied attachment style, they were 

significant, but in an unexpected direction, which seemingly challenges the social-

exchange logic.  Preoccupied attachment style is characterized by a positive outlook 

towards others, and thus was hypothesized to elicit pro-social leader behaviors; yet, 

preoccupied attachment style negatively predicted leaders’ affect- and cognition-based 

trust.   Furthermore, preoccupied attachment style was not associated with leader helping 

behaviors in either the leader or follower samples.  Both Kunce and Shaver’s (1994) and 

Bartholomew and Horowitz’s (1991) findings may help make sense of these unexpected 

results.  In these studies, identifying with a preoccupied attachment style was associated 

with compulsive caregiving (i.e., becoming over-involved in their partners’ lives) and a 

dominating interpersonal style.  This suggests a negative connotation to preoccupied 

attachment style, such that it may be more appropriate to link preoccupied attachment 

style to excessive pro-social behaviors.   

Consequently, when interacting with followers who strongly identify with 

preoccupied attachment style, leaders may withdraw their trust, and abstain from offering 
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help for two main reasons.  First, particular to helping, leaders may not have an 

opportunity to help followers because of followers’ preoccupation to help leaders, rather 

than receive help from leaders.  Second, while leaders’ withdrawal of trust and helping 

behaviors may seemingly create an imbalance in the relationship (i.e., leaders over-

benefitting from followers’ concerns), it could be an attempt to use the rule of reciprocity 

in social exchange theory; to restore balance in the relationship, followers would have to 

withdraw their over-involvement.  In sum, preoccupied attachment style is partly 

characterized by a desire for closeness with others, and there is a possibility that this 

desire for closeness leads to over-involvement in others’ lives.  In the leader-follower 

relationship, over-involvement from a follower may compromise a leader’s trust and 

helping behaviors because it limits the leader’s opportunities to help the follower, and 

may compel the leader to withdraw from the exchange relationship. 

The pattern of results for preoccupied attachment style indicated that with the 

increase in preoccupied attachment style, positive leader behaviors (i.e., helping and 

trust) diminished.  Another perspective and contribution of this research is its focus on 

negative social exchanges between leaders and followers in the form of abusive 

supervision.  Due to the dearth of literature on poor leadership, these results suggest that 

social exchange theory may be useful in understanding the development of abusive 

supervision, and specifically encourage future research about abusive leader-follower 

relationships to emphasize that both parties are responsible for perpetuating negative 

exchanges.   

Although cautious not to engage in victim blaming, these results are encouraging 

of future research to explore the relationship between follower identification with fearful 
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attachment style and abusive supervisory behaviors.  Fearful attachment style was the 

only significant independent variable in the linear and binary logistic regression analyses.  

Because there is no reason to believe that attachment styles are situation-dependent, it is 

probable that an individual also incurs consequences associated with negative 

orientations towards relationships outside of the work domain.  It follows that strategies 

for coping with and surmounting negative (leader) exchanges could be gleaned from 

domains outside of work, and in particular the well-developed literature on negative 

intimate and domestic relationships could be a source of relevant information.   

In addition to fearful attachment style, I also hypothesized but did not find support 

for a relationship between dismissing attachment style and abusive supervision.  To 

explain this nonsignificant result, let us revisit an important conceptual difference 

between the two attachment styles.  Dismissing attachment style is characterized by a 

positive self-view but negative view of the other; in contrast, fearful attachment style is 

characterized by a negative self- and other-view.  Given this distinction, the null finding 

could be due to individuals with positive self-views responding differently to abusive 

treatment than those with negative self-views.  More specifically, a positive self-view 

may propel victims to protect themselves, and thus exit abusive relationships.  In support 

of this explanation, findings from intimate-partner-violence studies indicated that victims 

who were likely to remain in abusive relationships had lower self-esteem than those who 

reported a readiness to change the abusive relationship (e.g., Bliss, Ogley-Oliver, 

Jackson, Harp & Kaslow, 2008).  Following from Bliss et al.’s (2008) findings, an 

alternative explanation is that positive self-views encourage followers to stand up for 

themselves by confronting the abusive supervisor, or even appealing to others in the 
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organization to change the situation.  In both explanations, the lack of relationship 

between dismissing attachment style and abusive supervision could be due to a restriction 

of range.  Either dismissing attachment style is associated with exiting abusive 

relationships, or effectively challenging and changing the abusive nature of the 

relationship; both explanations restrict experiences of abusive supervision.   

Contrary to the hypotheses, follower self-monitoring did not predict leader 

helping or trust behaviors.  One reason for this null finding could be that self-monitoring 

is not only a trait, but also a skill.  Thus, poorly-skilled self-monitoring may imply to 

leaders that the follower is insincere or inauthentic and ultimately generate ambiguity for 

leaders in the process of forming impressions of the follower.  As a result, leaders may 

behave guardedly (i.e., withholding trust and helping behaviors).  Having recognized the 

skill component of self-monitoring, it would have been beneficial to integrate a measure 

of the quality or effectiveness of follower self-monitoring to better understand its effects 

on leadership.   

The majority of these results and hypotheses provide support for a social 

exchange framework.  However, to identify a possible situation where balance and 

reciprocity in the relationship would not exist, I hypothesized a negative relationship 

between conscientious personality and leader helping behavior (Hypothesis 2).  The 

regression analyses did not support this hypothesis.  However, I find it interesting that 

there was no relationship between conscientious personality and leader helping behavior, 

and consequently, speculate that the pro-social behaviors associated with conscientious 

personality do not always precipitate pro-social transactions.   It is probable that helping 
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behavior is not withheld from those with conscientious personality, but, for the same 

reasons leading up to Hypothesis 2, is not readily afforded to them either.  

Methodological Strengths, Limitations and Future Research 

Although the tenants of social exchange theory have been used in previous 

leadership research, particularly in leader-member exchange, the data are usually 

gathered from only one member of the leader-follower dyad, and empirical tests 

distinguishing leader and follower exchanges are rare (House & Baetz, 1979).  By 

collecting data separately from subordinate and supervisor samples, and simultaneously 

analyzing their responses, this study was able to identify relationships that held across 

both samples. In addition, by separating the sample into supervisors and subordinates, 

this research was not burdened with interpreting disagreements between leader and 

follower reports  - a dilemma that has plagued previous research (e.g., Becker, Ayman, & 

Korabik, 2002; Gerstner & Day, 1997).  Moreover, collecting data from separate 

supervisor and subordinate samples underscores that this research was not intended to 

document whether leaders and followers agree that a social exchange took place, but 

rather whether social exchange theory could explain followers’ upward influence upon 

desirable and undesirable leader behaviors in both samples.   

Nonetheless, to extend this research, dynamic dyadic data would be an asset.  This 

study points to the importance of followers’ active exchanges with leaders, and so an 

appropriate next question would be how leader and follower exchanges take place; to 

understand this, both parties would need to be surveyed.  Examples of future research in 

this area include measuring the intended and perceived influence of an exchange 

behavior, and given that followers may not be able to reciprocate using the same 
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behaviors as their leaders, understanding how leaders and followers negotiate an 

‘exchange currency’, as well as the norms that dictate what is an acceptable length of 

time for followers (leaders) to respond to leader (follower) behavior.    

Throughout this research, focus was placed on relatively stable follower 

characteristics and their respective behaviors.  However, just as particular follower 

behaviors may be less resistant to change, some leader behaviors may also be more (or 

less) engrained than others.  For example, a leader’s ability to form and interest in 

developing close relationships with followers would likely determine that leader’s 

sociability with his/her followers.  It follows that the malleability of leader-follower 

exchanges may be limited by both members’ stable characteristics.  Therefore, gathering 

data from leaders and followers would permit further investigation into the limits of 

exchange behavior. 

 In addition to dyadic data, future research would benefit from gathering objective 

data.  The current research relied on self-reports which are vulnerable to biases, including 

social desirability, hence the inclusion of impression management as a control in all 

analyses.  Nonetheless, objective data would provide more confidence in the present 

findings.  For example, the number of new projects assigned to a follower within a year 

could be a proxy for leader cognition-based trust.  Further, if it is plausible that leaders’ 

ratings are influenced by post-hoc rationalizations, then objective reports should provide 

a more refined picture of leaders’ behaviors. 

Conclusion 

 Attempts to understand the leader-follower relationship have traditionally 

revolved around the leader’s traits and behaviors, and thereby contributed to a passive 
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depiction of followership.  In contrast, by integrating a social exchange approach, 

leadership is defined by the interdependent transactions between leaders and followers – 

followers reacting to leaders and leaders reacting to followers.  To complement the extant 

leadership literature, and emphasize the follower role, this study examined leaders’ pro- 

and anti-social reactions to follower conscientiousness, self-monitoring, and attachment 

style.  The significant results confirmed that a social exchange approach to leadership is 

appropriate for understanding how leaders’ pro-social behaviors related to followers’ pro-

social behaviors which were associated with follower conscientiousness and secure 

attachment style.  Furthermore, anti-social follower behaviors associated with fearful 

attachment style predicted leaders’ anti-social behaviors in the form of abusive 

supervision.  Continuing a research agenda integrating social exchange theory with 

leadership would further these results in several ways, but most importantly require 

research to examine followers as active contributors to the types and qualities of 

relationships that they form with their leaders.    
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Chapter 4  

Manuscript 3: Looking Upwards and Downwards: Influence in 

LeaderFollower Dyads 

Abstract  

A short-term longitudinal study was conducted with leader-follower dyads (368 males, 

404 females, 700 undisclosed; M age = 40.07 years, SD = 18.62 years).  Using the Actor-

Partner Interdependence Model, bidirectional influence upon three work values 

(humanistic and organizational beliefs, and work ethic) was tested.  Although support for 

bidirectional influence was not found, three conclusions regarding the extent to which 

leaders influence their followers, and vice versa, were drawn.  First, leader influence 

differed across the three follower work values; therefore, leaders were more effective in 

transmitting certain values (i.e., organizational beliefs) than others.  Second, downward 

and upward influence may take place in response to one another, rather than 

simultaneously.  Therefore, future research may require an extended amount of time to 

detect both upward and downward influence as they are enacted sequentially.  Third, 

despite some evidence for upward influence upon leader behaviors, upward influence 

upon leader values was not found in this study, thus, questioning the scope of followers’ 

influence upon leaders. 
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4.1 Theoretical Development 

In the wake of corporate scandals and misgivings about some leaders, it is no 

surprise that among the various perspectives on what constitutes leadership, there has 

been a recent emphasis on leader ethics, values, and beliefs (e.g., Illies & Reiter-Palmon, 

2008; Pastor & Mayo, 2008).  It has long been purported that leader values can shape an 

organization’s values and culture (Schein, 1992); yet, very little empirical research exists 

to clearly understand how leaders’ values impact the decisions they make, and the 

courses of action that they follow (e.g., Illies & Reiter-Palmon, 2008).  Furthermore, and 

of interest in this study, leaders are charged with duties that include being role models for 

followers (Winston & Patterson, 2006).  Therefore, leaders’ values may not only affect 

the organizations that they lead, but also influence their followers’ values.  In fact, there 

is empirical evidence to suggest that leaders can develop followers’ moral reasoning 

(Brown, Treviño, & Harrison, 2005; Schminke, Ambrose, & Neubaum, 2005), and 

moreover, when leaders’ and followers’ values are aligned, positive outcomes have been 

reported, such as favorableness of followers’ evaluations (Weis, 1978) and relationship 

quality (Ashkanasy & O’Connor, 1997). 

Although influence is critical to the definition of a leader (Winston & Patterson, 

2006), there are three leadership frameworks that particularly focus on the influence of 

leader values upon follower outcomes: transformational leadership, ethical leadership, 

and authentic leadership.  Guided by these frameworks, this study investigates the 

influence leaders have over their followers’ values.   

However, amidst the research on leadership, there is a burgeoning interest in 

followership, including investigations and explorations into what it means to be a 
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follower (Baker, 2007), and how followers contribute to leadership (e.g., Cable & Judge, 

2003; Hollander & Julian, 1969).  Traditional leadership frameworks, such as the three 

just mentioned, are leader-centric, and may only tell half the story (i.e., the leader’s 

perspective).  Therefore, supplemented by follower-centric research, this study also 

investigates the influence followers have over their leaders’ values and beliefs about 

work.  Collectively, a bidirectional model of leader-follower influence is proposed 

(Figure 4-1), and an empirical longitudinal study is conducted to test the model. 

 
A test of this bidirectional model is important for three main reasons.  First, it 

consolidates leader-centric research and follower-centric research, both of which are 

frequently juxtaposed in the literature.  Second, in the interest of understanding the 

process of leadership, this model tests whether leader values have a direct impact on 

followers’ values. Third, although assumed throughout leadership studies, this model 

evaluates the stability of values. 

To explain the pathways in Figure 4-1, both leader-centric and follower-centric 

research will be elaborated upon in the following sections.  First, transformational-, 

ethical-, and authentic- leadership literatures will be described, and they pertain to the 

leaders’ influence over followers values.  Thereafter, followership research will be 
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highlighted.  Organizational research has devoted little empirical attention to followers’ 

influence over leaders, and so family-psychology research will also be discussed, drawing 

parallels between the parent-child and leader-follower relationships.   

Before delving into these literatures, however, it is notable that throughout this 

research, the term ‘values’ is used loosely.  The definition of values is often intertwined 

with that of beliefs, and discussions sometimes use ‘values’ and ‘beliefs’ interchangeably 

(e.g., Pastor & Mayo, 2008).  According to Rokeach (1968), values are “abstract ideals, 

not tied to any specific object or situation, representing a person’s belief about modes of 

conduct and ideal terminal modes” (p. 124).  Moreover, a belief is “information that a 

person has about other people, objects…The information may be factual or it may be only 

one person’s opinion” (Petty & Cacioppo, 1981, p. 7), and it organizes this information 

so that individuals can make sense of how to behave (Buccholz, 1976).  Although what 

one may grasp from these definitions is that values are more general, and beliefs are more 

specific, Furnham (1987) and others (e.g., Allen, Wilson, Ng, & Dunne, 2000; Rokeach, 

1973) distinguished between general or terminal (e.g., world at peace), and specific or 

instrumental (e.g., Protestant work ethic) values, thus adding another layer of complexity 

to our understanding.  Indeed, Furnham (1987) measured specific values using 

Buchholz’s Beliefs about Work Scale. Given the fuzzy borders around this concept, I will 

use Rokeach’s (1968) definition of values because it outwardly acknowledges the 

intimacy between values and beliefs: “a value [is] a type of belief, centrally located 

within one’s total belief system, about how one ought or ought not to behave, or about 

some end-state of existence worth or not worth attaining” (p. 124).   Although not 

explicitly stated in the definition, Rokeach (1968) also maintained that values and beliefs 
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are relatively stable, meaning that they can change over time.  This stability is illustrated 

in paths ‘A1’ and ‘A2’ of Figure 4-1. 

Leader Influence over Followers 

Transformational Leadership.  “Transformational leaders motivate others to do 

more than they originally intended and often even more than they thought possible” 

(Bass, 1998, p. 4).  At the conceptual level, there are four aspects to transformational 

leadership that facilitate this: idealized influence, inspirational motivation, intellectual 

stimulation and individualized consideration (see Bass, 1998).  Among these aspects, the 

definition of idealized influence explicitly refers to leader morality whereby “leaders 

behave in ways that result in their being role models…They can be counted on to do the 

right thing, demonstrating high standards of ethical and moral conduct” (Bass, 1998, p. 

5).  In concert with all aspects of the transformational leadership framework, leaders not 

only “do the right thing”, but also talk about the values inherent to the organization and 

its members (inspirational motivation), stimulate provoking discussions that could 

encompass moral dilemmas (intellectual stimulation), and display their valuing of others 

through considerate behaviors (individualized consideration). 

The transformational leadership framework can be credited to the works of Burns 

(1978) and Bass (1985).  Burns’ (1978) work provided much of the theory behind 

transformational leadership, whereas Bass’ (1985) work spurned empirical tests of the 

theory.  Integral to both of their conceptualizations of transformational leadership is a 

moral, or value, component.  Burns (1978) wrote that leader morality can move followers 

towards self-sacrifice for the collective good because “[l]eadership is a process of 

morality to the degree that leaders engage with followers on the basis of shared motives 
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and values and goals” (p. 36).  In support of this conceptualization, Bass (1998) used a 

leader’s moral principles to distinguish between transformational leaders and 

pseudotransformational leaders.  Transformational leaders are morally uplifting, aim to 

benefit their group or its individual members, and strive to do the “right thing”.  In 

contrast, pseudotransformational leaders serve their own self-interested goals, and are 

power-hungry.   Additionally, Bass (1998) called for more research on the link between 

transformational leadership and moral development.  In response, Turner, Barling, 

Epitropaki, Butcher and Milner (2002) showed a positive relationship between a leader’s 

moral development and use of transformational leadership behaviors.  Moral 

development can be examined in different ways; Turner et al. (2002) measured moral 

reasoning levels (i.e., the choices individuals make about how to behave ethically) but 

recognized that other constructs also play a role in moral development, for example, 

moral awareness and moral character.  Therefore, these additional constructs may also be 

associated with transformational leadership, and indeed, therein lies opportunity for 

future research. It follows that not only is transformational leadership correlated with 

moral development, but also its tenets rely on leader values to engage and inspire 

followers.  Additionally, transformational leadership is related to another leadership 

framework: ethical leadership. 

Ethical leadership.  Brown et al. (2005) defined ethical leadership as “the 

demonstration of normatively appropriate conduct through personal actions and 

interpersonal relationships, and the promotion of such conduct to followers through two-

way communication, reinforcement, and decision-making” (p. 120).  Given the relatively 

recent introduction of ethical leadership to leadership studies, it is evident that there is 
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much more empirical research on transformational leadership than ethical leadership.  

One of the critical issues facing ethical leadership is whether or not it is distinct from 

transformational leadership.  While Brown and Treviño (2006) stated that it is distinct 

because it is linked neither to inspirational motivation, nor intellectual stimulation, in an 

earlier paper, Brown et al. wrote that “the ethical dimension of leadership represents a 

small component that falls within the nexus of inspiring, stimulating and visionary leader 

behaviors that make up transformational and charismatic leadership” (p. 117).   As a 

necessary step to define ethical leadership as a unique construct, Brown et al. validated an 

Ethical Leadership Scale (ELS), and they showed that ethical leadership predicted 

perceived leader effectiveness, satisfaction with the leader, job dedication, and followers’ 

willingness to report problems to management beyond that of idealized influence.   

This is an important finding because idealized influence is clearly linked to leader 

morality, and idealized influence and ethical leadership both posit that leaders are role 

models for followers.  More specifically, to explain the process of influence in ethical 

leadership, champions of ethical leadership rely on social learning theory (Bandura, 

1977), meaning that leaders who model ethical behaviors, and draw followers’ attention 

to how leaders approach ethical issues, influence followers’ ethical standards (e.g., 

Brown & Treviño, 2006; Brown et al., 2005).     

Nonetheless, while ethical and transformational leadership are associated, they are 

also different in many respects.  For example, ethical leadership involves managers 

actively shaping followers’ ethical standards using rewards and punishments (Treviño, 

Hartman, & Brown, 2000); rewards and punishments are more closely associated with 

transactional, rather than transformational leadership (Bass, 1998).    Moreover, the goals 
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of ethical leadership are directed towards the betterment of followers’ ethical standards, 

whereas the goals of transformational leadership are to improve performance, such that 

followers perform beyond their expectations. 

Another quality that differentiates ethical leadership from transformational 

leadership is that ethical leadership not only concerns how a leader conducts him/herself 

in the workplace, but also in his/her personal life.  In fact, one of the items from the ELS 

is “Conducts his/her personal life in an ethical manner”.  Extending beyond how one 

conducts one’s personal life, authentic leadership emphasizes the role that personal 

values and convictions have in forming one’s leadership behaviors.   

Authentic Leadership.  Authentic leaders are “deeply aware of how they think and 

behave and are perceived by others as being aware of their own and others’ values/moral 

perspectives, knowledge, and strengths; aware of the context in which they operate; and 

who are confident, hopeful, optimistic, resilient, and of high moral character” (Avolio, 

Gardner, Walumbwa, Luthans & May, 2004, p. 243).  As stated in this definition, 

authentic leadership requires self-awareness so that a leader can behave in a manner 

consistent with his/her personal values (Avolio & Gardner, 2005; May, Chan, Hodges & 

Avolio, 2003).  As a result, authentic leadership is positively associated with followers’ 

commitment to the organization, satisfaction with their leader, and self-reported 

citizenship behaviors over and above the effects of ethical and transformational leaders 

(Walumbwa, Avolio, Gardner, Wernsing, & Peterson, 2008). 

Like ethical leadership, authentic leadership is a relatively new development 

within leadership studies.  Similarly, it must distinguish itself from other existing 

leadership frameworks, such as the predominant transformational leadership framework 
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(Judge & Bono, 2000).  May et al. (2003) call attention to the fact that authentic leaders 

are not as recognizable as transformational leaders because “they don’t stand out every 

day”, rather they appear “when called upon by the hand of fate…[to change] the course 

of history for others” (p. 248).  Authentic leadership also differentiates itself from 

transformational leadership in that it requires a certain ability, or moral capacity, 

including the leader’s “perspective-taking ability, and his/her experience with previous 

moral dilemmas” (May et al., p. 253).  In comparison, the empirical studies that have 

effectively trained transformational leadership do not explicitly mention the role of 

previous experience (e.g., Dvir, Eden, Avolio & Shamir, 2002; Mullen & Kelloway, 

2008; Skarlicki & Latham, 1996).  One of the most relevant differences between 

authentic leadership and transformational leadership concerning the transmission of 

values is that transformational leaders may enact inspirational appeals to engage 

followers, whereas authentic leaders are expected to influence followers’ values by 

leading by example, and openly communicating their beliefs (Avolio & Gardner, 2005).   

Summary.  Transformational, ethical, and authentic leadership all describe ways in 

which leaders can influence followers’ values whether that be through modeling, 

motivating followers, and/or taking action in a critical moment.  As such, they pertain to 

the process of downward influence (see path ‘B’ in Figure 4-1).  In comparison, ethical 

leadership is the most specific of the three leadership frameworks because it solely 

pertains to the transmission of ethical values; however, it does not preclude ethical 

leaders from influencing followers’ other values.  Indeed, ethical leaders could also be 

transformational or authentic.  In contrast, authentic and transformational leaders’ 

influence is conceptually broader, potentially reaching their followers’ personal beliefs 
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and values towards work and organizational life in general.  In my research, focus is 

placed on the broader values with which leaders can espouse and influence their 

followers.  Further providing necessary balance to this discussion, the next section 

describes the path of upward influence upon leaders’ values. 

Follower Influence over Leaders 

 Despite receiving much less attention in the literature, followers’ influence over 

leaders has also been described in some previous research.  Furthermore, their influence 

may be even more substantial during these challenging economic times because 

organizations are struggling to use their resources to the best of their ability.  It follows 

that neglecting the power of lower levels of the hierarchy would be imprudent at best, 

resulting in truncated models of leadership.   

Defining Followership.  In the interest of demonstrating that followers are an 

invaluable resource, Kelley (1992) championed the idea of an exemplary followership 

style.  Exemplary followers think independently (of their leaders), and are willing to take 

initiative, sometimes even going above-and-beyond their job description for the 

betterment of their organizations, and their leaders (Kelley, 1992). Not unlike 

transformational, ethical, and authentic leadership frameworks, Kelley (1992) 

underscores that exemplary followers value the common-good, rather than satisfying their 

own self-interests. While Kelley’s followership typology (which also includes pragmatic, 

alienated, passive, and conformist followers) has yet to be rigorously tested, it provides a 

foundation for understanding what followership is.  Similarly, other researchers have put 

forth their perspectives on followership.  For example, Maroosis (2008) wrote that 

“followership is an ethical and moral discipline” (p. 21), and drew parallels between 
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leadership and followership.  Howell and Méndez (2008) entertained the idea that 

followers can also act independent of leaders, in fact, acting as substitutes for leadership, 

and in Chaleff’s (2008) depiction of an active, equal partner to leadership, followers’ 

courage to support and challenge their leaders is described. 

These contemporary approaches to followership introduce new frameworks for 

describing the roles and behaviors that followers enact to contribute to leadership and 

organizational life.  In juxtaposition to the passive roles followers play in leader-centric 

research, these scholarly writings inspire leadership scholars to consider more active 

definitions of followership.  As we confront conceptual issues in followership research, 

these frameworks await empirical scrutiny.  However, evidence for the importance of 

followers in leadership has been gathered in the area of upward influence. 

Upward Influence.  In general, the phenomenon of followers (at lower levels of 

the organization) affecting their leaders (at higher levels of the organization) is labeled 

upward influence.  Studies of upward influence in organizations highlight the ways in 

which followers use influence tactics (e.g., personal appeal, pressure) to gain desired 

rewards (e.g., change in policy, promotions) from their leaders (e.g., Lauterbach & 

Weiner, 1996; Wayne, Liden, Graf & Ferris, 1997).  It is of note that studies of upward 

influence in organizations almost always assume that the influence is a) aimed at a 

tangible outcome, such as getting a leader to increase a follower’s salary, and b) 

purposeful and strategic.  As a result, it remains to be seen whether followers’ upward 

influence may result in outcomes that are not necessarily beneficial to the follower, and 

whether upward influence can be extended to intangible outcomes, such as leader values. 
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With regards to upward influence’s beneficial outcomes, let us consider the 

results of Dvir and Shamir’s (2003) longitudinal field study of platoon leaders and their 

followers (i.e., noncommissioned officers; NCOs).  Although not formally a study of 

upward influence, Dvir and Shamir (2003) found that NCO ratings of their platoon 

leaders’ transformational leadership decreased over a four-month period, and that this 

pattern of results only held for NCOs who were ‘high’ in initial developmental level.  

Given that transformational leadership is associated with many follower outcomes, such 

as psychological safety (Detert & Burris, 2007), and creativity (Shin & Zhou, 2003), its 

decline would be worrisome for the NCOs and the organization as a whole.    

Maintaining that NCO ratings are indicative of actual leader behavior, Dvir and 

Shamir (2003) offered possible explanations for such findings.  For example, it is 

possible that leaders may have been threatened by the fact that their NCOs were so 

advanced, and therefore, this threat weakened leaders, and their subsequent 

transformational leadership.  Alternatively, it could be that leaders were afforded latitude 

in their (transformational) behaviors because their followers were so advanced.  In other 

words, platoon leaders did not display transformational leadership behaviors towards 

advanced NCOs because those NCOs did not need transformational leadership.  In both 

of these explanations, because of their developmental level, followers influenced their 

leaders’ behaviors, hence the connection to upward influence.  Additionally, these 

findings, and possible explanations, showcase how followers may influence leaders in a 

way in which any benefits for the follower are not immediately apparent.   

Theoretically, followers’ influence upon leaders is not limited to observable 

behavior; yet, empirically, the target of followers’ influence is frequently behavioral (e.g., 
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leader’s allocation of rewards).  Studies about parent-child interactions may help fill this 

void.  Although the nature of the parent-child relationship is different from the leader-

follower relationship in many respects, the hierarchical distance between parents and 

their children is a natural context in which to observe upward influence. 

Parent-Child Interactions.  As an initial study of children as an agent of 

socialization, Devor (1970) interviewed 107 mothers who discussed the ways in which 

they perceived themselves being socialized by their children.  Mothers reported changes 

in their values (e.g., “We’re trying to have a more democratic family life”), beliefs (e.g., 

“My child doesn’t always need to obey me”, emphasis in original), as well as their 

personality (e.g., “I’m more social”).  Consistent with these insights, there has been a 

recent trend to encourage children to educate their parents’ environmental values and 

beliefs.  In Foderaro’s (2008) New York Times article on “eco-kids”, a mother recounts 

how her four-year-old son monitors his parents’ water use while they’re brushing their 

teeth: “He’ll come over and turn it off and say, ‘Every day is Earth Day.’”  In another 

example, a father describes how his 15-year old son “yells at him” for leaving their car 

idling in an attempt to make his father more environmentally aware.  These examples of 

children’s effect on their parents’ beliefs and values provide more confidence in the 

abilities of lower-level members of a hierarchy (e.g., followers) to exert a meaningful 

influence over higher-level members (e.g., leaders). 

Summary.  Followers are an important resource for organizations, and one way in 

which they can exercise their power is by affecting others in the workplace, including 

their leaders.  However, it is more common to find discussions about leaders’ influence 

upon their followers.  Nonetheless, the burgeoning area of follower-centric research, 
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coupled with our knowledge about children as agents of socialization, beseech us to study 

rigorously the influence of lower-level members of a hierarchy upon higher-level 

members.  This upward influence between leaders and followers is illustrated in path ‘C’ 

in Figure 4-1.   

Bidirectional Influence in Leadership 

Although leader and follower influence was presented in separate sections, this 

does not preclude them from both occurring, or even co-occurring, resulting in 

bidirectional influence.  Bidirectional influence can be understood as a “conversation of 

gestures”.  Mead (1934) argued that an individual’s (Person A) behavior is a stimulus for 

another individual (Person B) to behave accordingly, and that subsequent behavior serves 

as a stimulus for the Person A who now reacts to Person B’s gesture, and so the cycle 

continues.  The outcome is a conversation of gestures where it is impossible to identify 

what was self-initiated or other-invoked because of the reciprocal nature of the 

conversation.  In this same way, leader and follower behaviors can become intertwined, 

and it would be impossible to identify what was leader-initiated or follower-initiated.  In 

fact, Burns (1978) intended for transformational leadership to be bidirectional: “the result 

of transforming leadership is a relationship of mutual stimulation and elevation” (p. 4, 

emphasis added).  

Nevertheless, investigations into and evidence for bidirectional influence in 

leadership, or in relationships generally, are scarce.  One exception is Glass, Bengtson, 

and Dunham’s (1986) study.  They found that early on in life, parents socialized their 

children’s political attitudes; however, later on in life, parents’ influence on children’s 

attitudes weakened.  However, children exerted an influence upon their parents early and 
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later in life.  More recently, Roest, Dubas, and Gerris (2009) found that work values were 

not only passed from parents to children, but also from children to parents.  In addition, 

although not a formal study into bidirectional socialization, Palan and Wilkes’ (1997) 

research described the process whereby adolescents influenced parents’ purchasing 

decisions.  Adolescents were most successful in influencing their parents’ purchase 

decisions when they used the same strategies that their parents effectively used (to 

influence the adolescent’s purchasing decisions).  Strategies included reasoning why the 

purchase would be practical, and negotiating a ‘compromise’ between options.  It is 

ironic that adolescents learned tools of persuasion from their parents and yet, their parents 

were still vulnerable to these tools.  

 Despite the lack of rigorous testing in an organizational context, bidirectional 

influence is often implied in our attempts to explain how leaders and followers interact.  

For example, in their study of upward influence, Maslyn, Farmer, and Fedor (1996) 

emphasized that upward influence is often a process that includes an initial upward 

influence attempt, and follow-up actions to surmount leader resistance.  They found that a 

follower’s follow-up actions (e.g., try the same tactic again, try a different tactic) were 

significantly related to the quality of their leader-follower relationship.  Additionally, 

Lauterbach and Weiner’s (1996) qualitative study recorded followers’ acknowledgement 

that leader characteristics and behaviors influenced how they chose to execute their 

upward influence.  This suggests a feedback loop and circular flow of influence: to 

ultimately influence their leaders, followers adapt their behaviors/influence techniques to 

their leaders’ behaviors. Hollander and Julian (1969) also argued for bidirectional 

influence using a social exchange framework, and in their argument quote Homans 
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(1961): “Influence over others is purchased at the price of allowing one’s self to be 

influenced by others” (p. 286). 

 Summary.  Paths ‘B’ and ‘C’ in Figure 4-1 not only address downward and 

upward influence, respectively, but also allow for the possibility that upward and 

downward influence both occur.  If both paths are significant, then there would be 

empirical support for bidirectional socialization between leaders and followers.   

4.2 Method 

Procedure 

 Participants were recruited from the StudyResponse Project.  Individuals 

interested in learning more about and taking part in research apply to be panelists in the 

StudyResponse Project. After specifying eligibility criteria for this study (i.e., employed, 

located in North America, have a direct supervisor or a direct subordinate), a total of 

1763 panelists from the StudyResponse Project were approached to participate in this 

study. On three separate occasions, Time 1, Time 2 (6 weeks after Time 1), and Time 3 

(12 weeks after Time 1), StudyResponse administrators emailed their panelists a link to 

the online survey for this study.1  In exchange for their participation, participants were 

entered into raffles (held at the end of Times 1, 2, and 3) for gift certificates valued at 

$100 - $124 (US).  Only panelists who participated in Times 1 or 2, were invited to 

participate in Time 3.  Additionally, at each data collection period, panelists were either 

asked to contact a direct subordinate (n = 892) or a direct supervisor (n = 971) to 

complete a similar survey; panelists were explicitly asked to contact the same subordinate 

or supervisor whom they had contacted previously.  Specifically, at Time 1, 35 dyads 
                                                 
 
1 Twelve weeks was the maximum length of time for which the StudyResponse Project could accommodate 
this longitudinal research. 
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completed the survey, at Time 2, 38 dyads completed the survey, and at Time 3, complete 

data were collected from 17 dyads; only three dyads completed all three waves of data 

collection, and 25 dyads participated in at least two waves of data collection. 

Participants 

Across the three time periods, data were collected from at least one dyad member, 

resulting in data concerning 736 leader-follower dyads, a response rate of 41.7%.  For the 

leader sample (205 males, 244 females, 286 undisclosed), the average age was 40.84 

years (SD = 10.66), and their average tenure in their organizations was 9.15 years (SD = 

13.81).  For the follower sample (163 males, 160 females, 414 undisclosed), the average 

age was 38.96 years (SD = 26.18), and their average tenure in their organizations was 

6.51 years (SD = 7.74).  Deduced from those who disclosed their gender, the study 

consisted of 41 male-male, 16 male-female, 12 female-male, and 44 female-female 

leader-follower dyads.  

Attrition Analyses 

 Due to the varying amount of missing data within and between the three data-

collection periods, a number of attrition analyses were conducted.    

Followers.  A multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was conducted to 

test for differences between followers who participated in one, two, or all of the data 

collection periods on organizational tenure (F (2, 212) = 1.32, ns), and age (F (2, 212) = 

.19, ns); no such differences emerged.  However, there were gender differences across 

time periods (χ2 (2) = 8.19, p < .05).  Most notably, of the followers who participated in 

all three data-collection periods, 75% were male.  In comparison, the gender disparity 

was not as great among followers who participated in one data-collection period (53% 
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were male), or among followers who participated in two data-collection periods (40% 

were male).     

As suggested by Goldman and Blum (1996), a logistic regression was conducted 

to distinguish between followers who responded to Times 1 and 2 and followers who 

responded to Time 1 but not Time 2.  The independent variables were work attitudes 

measured at Time 1.  The regression was non-significant (χ2 (3) = 1.92, ns), thus 

providing confidence in data missing at random.  Thereafter, two more logistic 

regressions were conducted to assess the following potential differences: (1) followers 

who responded to Times 1 and 3 versus followers who responded to Time 1 but not Time 

3 on work attitudes measured at Time 1 (χ2 (3) = 5.31, ns); and (2) followers who 

responded to Times 2 and 3 versus followers who responded to Time 2 but not Time 3 on 

work attitudes measured at Time 2 (χ2 (3) = 1.59, ns).  The non-significant chi-square 

results alleviated any concern over non-random sampling. 

 Leaders.  A MANOVA was also conducted to test for differences among leaders. 

There was no difference between leaders who participated in one, two, or all data 

collection periods on organizational tenure (F (2, 346) = .34, ns), and age (F (2, 346) = 

2.39, ns).  Further, a chi-square test revealed that there was no difference in gender 

between leaders who participated in one, or more data-collection periods (χ2 (2) = 3.55, 

ns).  

Three logistic regressions were also conducted to distinguish between (1) leaders 

who responded to Times 1 and 2 and leaders who responded to Time 1 but not Time 2 on 

work attitudes measured at Time 1 (χ2 (3) = .43, ns), (2) leaders who responded to Times 

1 and 3 versus leaders who responded to Time 1 but not Time 3 on work attitudes 
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measured at Time 1 (χ2 (3) = 4.35, ns); and (3) leaders who responded to Times 2 and 3 

versus leaders who responded Time 2 but not 3 on work attitudes measured at Time 2 (χ2 

(3) = 3.88, ns).  No significant differences were found, thus suggesting that data were 

missing at random. 

Measures of Work Attitudes 

Participants completed items from three subscales of Buchholz’s (1977, 1978) 

Beliefs About Work Questionnaire: (1) Humanistic Beliefs, (2) Organizational Beliefs, 

and (3) Work Ethic.   These three subscales were selected because they complement 

values inherent to the previously-described leadership frameworks. Transformational 

leadership has been linked to followers finding meaning in their work (e.g., Arnold, 

Turner, Barling, Kelloway & McKee, 2007) which is integral to the humanistic belief 

system.  Also, accentuating collective interests over self-interests is referenced in both 

transformational and authentic leadership frameworks; and a collectivistic orientation 

corresponds to the organizational belief system.  Lastly, work ethic characterizes an 

individualistic orientation to work, which contrasts with the organizational belief system.  

Therefore, leaders could exert an influence on a collectivistic orientation in two ways: a 

leader could strengthen followers’ organizational beliefs, or weaken followers’ 

individualistic orientation (i.e., work ethic).   

Due to the need to retain participants over time, questionnaires were shortened 

where possible.  Items were selected based on their factor loadings reported in Buchholz’ 

(1978) research; the highest-loading items were chosen.  All items were rated on five-

point Likert-type scale (1= Strongly disagree, 5 = Strongly agree).  See Table 4-1 for the 

reliabilities, and intercorrelations of all study variables. 
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The humanistic belief system.  According to the humanistic beliefs system, work 

is fundamental to human fulfillment, and therefore work should be designed to help 

employees reach their full potential.  This subscale is composed of 10 items, five of 

which were chosen for this study.  Across the three time periods, Cronbach’s alpha 

ranged between .91 - .94 for leaders, and .93 - .94 for followers.  Example items include 

“Work can be made meaningful”, “Work should enable one to learn new things”, and 

“The job should be a source of new experiences.” 

The organizational belief system.  Recognizing the importance of groups in 

organizations, the organizational beliefs system values work only if it serves the 

collective. Thus, being able to get along on a team, and adapt to group norms is 

paramount.  Again, five (of eight) items were chosen to assess the organizational beliefs 

system. For the leader sample, Cronbach’s alpha ranged between .84 - .88, and for the 

follower sample, the range for Cronbach’s alpha was .85 -.89.  Example items are “The 

group is the most important entity in any organization”, “One’s contribution to the group 

is the most important thing about his/her work”, and “Working with a group is better than 

working alone”. 

The work ethic.  The work ethic describes the beliefs that performance is related 

to effort, that to be useful, individuals should work, and that all challenges can be 

overcome with hard work.  Seven items correspond to Buchholz’ (1978) work ethic 

subscale; three of those where chosen for this study: “Only those who depend on 

themselves get ahead in life”, “To be superior a person must stand alone”, and “By 



working hard a person can overcome every obstacle that life presents”.  Cronbach’s alpha 

ranged from .69 - .77 for leaders, and .63 - .75 for followers. 

4.3 Results 
Preliminary Analyses 

Before conducting the primary analyses, I followed Kenny, Kashy, and Cook’s 

(2006) suggestion to measure the nonindependence between leaders and followers using a 

partial Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient.  In each correlation, I also 

controlled for tenure in the organization for two main reasons.  First, it is possible that 

leaders and followers who have been together longer are less likely to influence one 

another.  Second, in most statistical tests assume that each data point is independent; 

however, because the data points in this study are inherently linked (within follower and 

leader dyads), it is important to test for nonindependence.  Table 4-2 lists those 

correlations, their 95% confidence intervals, and descriptive statistics.  The significant 
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correlations indicate that leaders’ and followers’ values are positively correlated, and it 

appears that the amount of nonindependence varies across time and across the different 

values.  Although not all of the correlations were significant, it is important to note that 

“nonindependence is in part an empirical question and in part a theoretical one” (Kenny 

et al., 2006, p.46); theoretically, the data are nonindependent because there is reason to 

expect that responses from leaders and their followers are connected.  Therefore, the 

primary analyses apply multilevel models to account for and handle the nonindependence 

of the data.  

 

Paired t-tests were also conducted to examine any mean differences between 

leader and follower scores.  Only one test yielded significance: at Time 3, leaders’ mean 

score for organizational beliefs (M = 3.83, SD = .73) was significantly higher than that of 

followers (M = 3.70, SD = .82; t (15) = 3.73, p < .01).  In addition, repeated measures 

analyses were conducted to test if there were any within-person effects over time.  Only 

one significant within-person difference emerged for work ethic (F (2, 82) = 7.48, p < 
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.01).  Post-hoc tests revealed that for both leaders and followers, work ethic at Time 1 

was significantly lower than work ethic at Time 3 (M difference = -.60, p < .01). 

4.4 Statistical Analyses 

To estimate leaders’ influences upon followers and followers’ influences upon 

leaders, longitudinal analyses were guided by the Actor-Partner Interdependence Model 

(APIM; Kashy & Kenny, 2000) on the three waves of data.  In APIM, two actor and two 

partner effects are estimated.  In the leader-follower context, one of the actor effects is the 

relationship between a leader’s prior score and the leader’s present score (i.e., 

Relationship A1 in Figure 4-1).  The second actor effect is the relationship between a 

follower’s prior score and the follower’s present score (i.e., Relationship A2 in Figure 4-

1).  As already mentioned, there are also two partner effects: the leader’s prior score and 

its relationship to the follower’s present score (i.e., Relationship B in Figure 4-1), and the 

follower’s prior score and its relationship to the leader’s present score (i.e., Relationship 

C in Figure 4-1).  Among its benefits, APIM estimates actor effects while controlling for 

partner effects, and vice versa.  In addition, APIM in multilevel modeling is flexible such 

that the data from leaders and followers did not have to be complete (i.e., responses for 

each time point from both dyad members) in order to be included in the analyses.  

Previous studies have used APIM to evaluate peer-to-peer influence (e.g., Popp, Laursen, 

Kerr, Stattin & Burk, 2008) and hierarchical relationships, such as relationship between 

parents and their children (e.g., Feng, Shaw, Skuban & Lane, 2007).   

Following Kenny et al.’s (2006) guidelines for multilevel regression with 

distinguishable (i.e., leader-follower) dyads, data were analyzed using multilevel 

regression analyses (Mixed Models in SPSS), meaning that the data from leaders and 
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followers were modeled as nested scores within the same dyad.  Three separate multilevel 

models were estimated for humanistic and organizational belief systems, and work ethic.  

To facilitate interpretation of the results, independent variables were grand-mean 

centered. In addition, all of the analyses controlled for the linear effect of time (i.e., the 

tendency for work attitudes to become more positive or negative over time).  

Furthermore, as suggested by Bolger and Shrout (2006), the covariance structure of the 

repeated errors was autocorrelated (COVTYPE = AR1 in SPSS) to account for the 

longitudinal nature of the data.   The autocorrelated structure imposes that an individual’s 

response will be strongly related to that same individual’s previous response.  The AR1 

rho statistic evaluates this assumption. 

Primary Analyses 

 Humanistic beliefs.    To test the actor and partner effects on humanistic beliefs, I 

estimated a model which included four fixed effects, and three random effects, resulting 

in the estimation of 30 parameters.  The fixed effects were role (leader or follower), time, 

an interaction between role and previous humanistic beliefs (i.e., role X actor-

humanistic), and lastly an interaction between role and the other dyad member’s previous 

humanistic beliefs (i.e., role X partner-humanistic).  The random effects in the model 

were role, role X actor-humanistic, and role X partner-humanistic.  This model would not 

converge in SPSS.  In such situations, Hox (1995) recommended inspecting the 

parameter estimates for the random effects, and excluding those with negative variances, 

or variances close to zero.  Leader role (σ2 = .09, SE = .00) and the role X partner-

humanistic interaction (σ2
leader X partner-humanistic = .12, SE = .00; σ2

follower X partner-humanistic = 

.09, SE = .00) yielded variances close to zero.  Consequently, a revised model was 
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estimated which included the same fixed effects, but one random effect: role X actor-

humanistic.  In total, the model estimated 12 parameters. 

The estimates of fixed effects, displayed in Table 4-3 and Figure 4-2, indicated 

that actor effects were significant for both leaders (β = .39, SE = .14) and followers (β = 

.41, SE = .16).  Neither of the partner effects was significant.  The random effects for 

actor effects were significant for leaders (β = .17, p = .05) and marginally significantly 

for followers (β = .12, p = .06), thus indicating variance in humanistic beliefs that is 

explained by actor effects.  The estimate for AR1 rho was not significant (β = .13, ns), 

meaning that the residual error in scores for humanistic beliefs were not correlated over 

time.   

 Organizational beliefs.  To examine actor and partner effects on organizational 

beliefs, I again estimated a model with four fixed effects and three random effects.  The 

four fixed effects were role, time, an interaction between role and previous organizational 

beliefs (i.e., role X actor-organization), and an interaction between role and the other 

dyad member’s previous organizational beliefs (i.e., role X partner-organization).  The 

random effects were role, role X actor-organization and role X partner-organization.  In 

total, 30 parameters were estimated.  This model did not converge in SPSS.  However, 

the parameter estimates for the random effects indicated that role had a variance close to 

zero (σ2
leader = .09, SE = .00; σ2

follower = .09, SE = .00), as well as the partner effects for 

leaders and follower (σ2
leader X partner-organization= .12, SE = .00; σ2

follower X partner-organization = 

.09, SE = .00). 
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As a result, a modified model was evaluated: four fixed effects, and one random 

effect: role X actor-organization.  In total, 12 parameters were estimated.  As shown in  
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Figure 4-3, and listed in Table 4-4, actor-effects for leaders (β = .41, SE = .12) and 

followers (β = .41, SE = .13) were significant.  Partner effects were also significant, but 

only for followers (β = .22, SE = .10) which indicates that leaders’ organizational beliefs 

predicted followers’ future organizational beliefs.  As seen in Table 4-2, the mean of 

followers’ organizational beliefs steadily increased over time; based on the significant 

partner effects, leaders’ organizational beliefs contributed to that increase.  The variance 

of the random effect for followers’ actor effect was significant (β = .29, p < .05), 

meaning that follower actor effects significantly explained some of the variance in 

organizational beliefs.  AR1 rho was also significant (β = .69, p < .01); thus, the residual 

error in organizational beliefs was correlated over time. 
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Work ethic.  To estimate partner and actor effects on work ethic, I tested a model 

with four fixed effects and three random effects.  The fixed effects were role, time, an 

interaction between role and one’s previous work ethic (i.e., role X actor-work), and an 

interaction between role and one’s partner’s previous work ethic (i.e., role X partner-

work).  The three random effects were role, role X actor-work, and role X partner-work.  

Estimating these 30 parameters was fraught with convergence problems.  Therefore, I 

inspected the parameter estimates for the random effects, and the random effects which 

had little variance were role (σ2
leader = .17, SE = .00; σ2

follower = .17, SE = .00) and the role 

X partner-work interaction (σ2
follower X partner-work = .20, SE = .00).  By excluding these 
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random effects (because of their minimal variances), a modified model was tested which 

included the same four fixed effects, and one random effect (i.e., role X actor-work).  In 

total, 12 parameters were estimated.   

The results are shown in Figure 4-4, and Table 4-5 lists the estimates of fixed and 

random effects.  The fixed effect for leader actor effects was significant (β = .45, SE = 

.14).  Therefore, for leaders, work ethic was relatively stable over time; a leader’s current  

work ethic was positively predicted by his/her previous work ethic.   However, the fixed 

effect for follower actor effects was nonsignificant.  Additionally, none of the partner 

effects was significant, and none of the random effects approached significance.  The 

latter finding suggests that actor effects did not significantly account for meaningful 

variance in work ethic.  However, AR1 rho was significant (β = .46, p < .01) meaning 

that the residual errors in work ethic were correlated over time. 
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4.5 Discussion 

 The predominant leader-centric leadership frameworks have emphasized leaders’ 

behaviors to change or socialize their followers, and specific to transformational, ethical, 

and authentic leadership, followers’ values.  At the same time, followers’ abilities to 

change or socialize their leaders’ values have been largely ignored, but should also be 

entertained, as encouraged by follower-centric literature.  In this study, I tested the 

bidirectional transmission of three types of work values between leaders and followers, as 

well as the transmission of those values within leaders and followers across time using 

APIM.   
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 The work values studied were humanistic beliefs, organizational beliefs, and work 

ethic, and as illustrated in Figures 4-2, 4-3, and 4-4, they each yielded different patterns 

of influence.  Within individuals, humanistic beliefs were stable over time; between 

leader-follower partners, leaders’ humanistic beliefs did not influence their followers’ 

humanistic beliefs over time, and followers’ humanistic beliefs did not influence their 

leaders’ humanistic beliefs over time.  Therefore, I did not find support for either 

downward or upward influence upon humanistic beliefs.  The results for organizational 

beliefs were similar because, within individuals, organizational beliefs were stable over 

time.  In addition, followers’ organizational beliefs did not influence their leaders’ 

organizational beliefs over time, so there was no evidence for upward influence upon 

organizational beliefs.  However, the results for organizational beliefs differed from the 

results for humanistic beliefs because evidence for downward influence was found: 

leaders’ organizational beliefs positively influenced their followers’ organizational 

beliefs over time.  Work ethic yielded yet another pattern of results.  Neither upward nor 

downward influence upon work ethic was found, and, in addition, only leader work ethic 

was not stable over time.   

These differential results are especially meaningful for refining leadership theory.  

Some of the current leadership frameworks purport that leaders should align follower and 

organizational values (e.g., Bass, 1998; Brown & Treviño, 2009), but it appears that not 

all values are equally influenced through leadership.  This begs the questions: ‘Are some 

values more important (to align) than others?’ and ‘To what extent (if any) can we expect 

leaders to have an influence upon those values?’   
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Furthermore, the fact that humanistic beliefs, organizational beliefs, and work 

ethic yielded divergent results could be indicative of their underlying differences.  

Specifically, leaders are likely to find it within their role expectations to emphasize a 

collective identity (e.g., what is good for their organizations), hence the significant 

downward influence upon follower organizational beliefs. On the contrary, 

communicating the ways in which work fulfills people, and addressing individualistic 

values may be beyond or outside of the supposed role of leaders, hence the nonsignificant 

downward influence upon follower humanistic beliefs, and work ethic, respectively. 

 Common to the findings obtained (see Figures 4-2, 4-3, and 4-4) is the lack of 

upward influence.  There was no transmission of followers’ values to leaders’ values. 

Considering past upward-influence research, such a result could lend itself to the 

interpretation that upward influence is limited to behaviors.  Having conducted perhaps 

the first study that examined upward influence upon leaders’ work values, concluding 

that upward influence of values does not occur would be premature.  Nonetheless, there is 

much to be gained from understanding the limits of follower influence because much 

remains to be learned about what does (and does not) constitute followership (Baker, 

2007). 

In fact, theoretical arguments exist asserting that followers can demonstrate leader 

behaviors (e.g., Burns, 1978; Hollander, 1974), including communicating and 

transmitting values and beliefs.  However, the empirical results from my research suggest 

otherwise; leaders’ organizational beliefs influenced followers’ organizational beliefs, but 

not vice versa.  Consequently, one may conclude that although followers can demonstrate 

leader behaviors (such as communicating their values and beliefs), their effectiveness 
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may be limited by the follower’s level in the relational hierarchy.  Alternatively, one may 

conclude that followers have the abilities, and possibly opportunities, to demonstrate 

leader behaviors, but do not necessarily enact leader behaviors, explaining the lack of 

upward influence found in this study.   Although no definitive conclusions can be made, 

such inferences place us one step closer to defining acts of followership, confronting the 

lack of empirical testing of followers’ role(s) in leadership (Howell & Shamir, 2005). 

Additionally, the nonsignificant upward influence effects preclude finding support 

for bidirectional influence in this study.  The lack of support for bidirectional influence 

could be due to the same impediments to detecting upward influence upon leader values.  

However, it could also be due to the lack of downward influence, as displayed in the 

nonsignificant effects of leader humanistic beliefs and work ethic on follower humanistic 

beliefs and work ethic.  As a fundamentally relational concept, detecting bidirectional 

influence involves many contingencies.  For example, not only is it necessary to find 

effects for both partners, but also it can be integral to a theory and research design that 

one specifies whether partners influence each other sequentially or simultaneously. 

Indeed, later on in this Discussion, I elaborate on the importance of time in interpreting 

these results.  

As yet another possible conclusion, perhaps there is no bidirectional influence 

upon humanistic beliefs, organizational beliefs, and work ethic because work values 

function as selection criteria for organizations.  If so, then leaders and followers, whose 

values are already aligned, complimentary, or compatible, would be paired.  In addition, 

followers may select jobs that are aligned with their values (e.g., Cable & Parsons, 2001).  

Given the benefits associated with leaders and followers possessing shared values (e.g., 
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Ashkanasy & O’Connor, 1997; Weiss, 1978), and with employees perceiving fit with 

their organization’s values (e.g., Cable & Judge, 1996), this is a compelling speculation 

that warrants a detailed discussion of the results. 

In comparison to work ethic and organizational beliefs, the results indicated that 

humanistic beliefs may be the most suitable selection criteria.  Humanistic beliefs did not 

vary over time, as was indicated by the nonsignificant findings from the repeated-

measures analysis, and prior humanistic beliefs significantly predicted future humanistic 

beliefs (see Table 4-3), thus vouching for its stability.  It follows that humanistic beliefs 

would be a valuable selection criterion because if one is going to exert effort into aligning 

values between leaders and followers, or between the employee and organization, those 

values should be stable to maintain that alignment.  

In contrast, the significant downward influence of leader organizational beliefs 

upon follower organizational beliefs, and the finding that leaders’ organizational beliefs 

were significantly higher than followers’ organizational beliefs at Time 3, suggests that 

organizational beliefs are malleable.  More specifically, as depicted in Figure 4-3, leaders 

were agents of socialization for followers’ organizational beliefs.  Therefore, while it is 

not impossible for leaders and followers to be selected based on their organizational 

beliefs, or for followers to be attracted to organizations based on the congruence between 

their values, it is likely that once paired, leaders socialize, and perhaps strengthen 

followers’ organizational beliefs. 

As argued previously, if one is going to align values, those values should be stable 

to maintain alignment.  Therefore, work ethic’s lack of stability impedes it from being a 

good selection criterion.  Failing to find evidence for socialization (i.e., nonsignificant 
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upward and downward influence upon work ethic), and ruling out work ethic as a good 

selection criterion, the pattern of results for work ethic merit further attention.  In 

particular, the significant correlation between leader and follower work ethic at Times 2 

and 3, as reported in Table 4-2, and the increase in leader and follower work ethics 

between Times 1 and 3, as found in the preliminary repeated-measures analysis, remains 

unaddressed.  My interpretation of these findings is that there may have been a contextual 

variable, such as an organization’s policies or structure, that influenced both leader and 

follower work ethics similarly.   

While contextual variables may account for the correlation and change in work 

ethic, it is still intriguing that follower work ethic was not stable, yet leader work ethic 

was stable (see Table 4-5).  A possible explanation from this hails from Hagström and 

Kjellberg (2007) findings that poignant work experiences affected work values.  Over the 

course of one’s career, it is likely that poignant work experiences are more prevalent 

early on because the experiences are new and unfamiliar.  On average, followers had less 

work experience, were younger, and possibly earlier in their careers than leaders; and so, 

there is a good chance that the occurrence of poignant work experiences is greater for 

followers than leaders.  By extension, and based on Hagström and Kjellberg’s (2007) 

findings, followers’ work values changed to assimilate their new experiences, while 

leaders’ work values were confronted by fewer new experiences, and therefore were 

stable across time periods.  Nonetheless, because this is perhaps the only study that has 

investigated bidirectional socialization of leader and follower work values, these results 

should be replicated in future research before definitive conclusions can be drawn. 
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Limitations and Future Directions  

 In addition to replicating findings, the timing of this study may influence the 

research design of future research in this area.  The 12 weeks spanning this investigation 

into leader and follower bidirectional influence may have been an insufficient amount of 

time to detect both upward and downward influences upon work values.  This 

explanation is consistent with Maslyn et al.’s (1996) arguments for the process of upward 

influence on leader behaviors: upward influence is a sequence of actions that require time 

to triumph over leaders’ resistance.  Following this line of reasoning, the significant 

results for organizational beliefs could be interpreted as preliminary evidence for 

sequential bidirectional influence.  In the 12 weeks, downward influence upon followers’ 

organizational beliefs occurred.  Perhaps given more time, upward influenced would have 

later occurred.  This is especially plausible because the paired t-tests showed that at Time 

3, leader organizational beliefs were significantly stronger than follower organizational 

beliefs.  A working hypothesis for leaders’ increase in organizational beliefs is that 

followers’ strengthened organizational beliefs were, in turn, strengthening their leaders’ 

organizational beliefs.     

 While the focus of my research is the dyad, to move this program of research 

forward, it is important to also consider the context in which the leader-follower dyad is 

situated, including the ‘leader-follower climate’.  I define leader-follower climate as 

dyad-level characteristics of leader-follower interactions.  For example, in the dyad, are 

roles formalized or more organic? And when decisions affect the dyad, how are those 

decisions made?  The importance of looking towards dyad-level characteristics can be 

gleaned from Roest et al.’s (2009) study on family climate.  In their study, child-to-parent 
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transmission of work values (i.e., upward influence) occurred within families where rules 

and expectations were clearly expressed, and structure and order were valued.  However, 

in families that were more flexible and liberal, parents were less amenable to upward 

influence.  By extension, leader-follower climate may be able to tell us about the contexts 

in which upward, and bidirectional influence are more likely to emerge. 

 Based on this study, it is evident that the transmission of values between followers 

and leaders is difficult to detect, and in surveying the existing research, there appears to 

be more success in studying upward influence upon leader behavior.  Consequently, 

studying bidirectional influence upon behaviors may be more promising.  However, we 

know from extensive research in social psychology that a change in behavior does not 

necessarily lead to a change in attitudes, values and/or beliefs (see Petty & Cacioppo, 

1981).  Indeed, one of the parents in Foderaro’s (2008) newspaper article admitted to 

modifying his behaviors to oblige his son’s eco-friendly initiatives in their home, but 

expressed that he did not fully espouse those values: “I think he takes it too far.”  If 

follower behaviors are not influencing leaders’ underlying attitudes, values, or beliefs, 

then is it truly an act of influence? Are we extrapolating from evidence of upward 

influence that alongside changes in leader behavior, leaders’ attitudes, values, and/or 

beliefs are also affected?  It would be a valuable contribution to leadership studies, and 

follower-centric research specifically, if we could disentangle the extent to which 

followers influence their leaders.   

Conclusion 

 In 2002, George W. Bush, then President of the United States, made a speech 

about corporate responsibility, and said, “At this moment, America’s highest economic 
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need is higher ethical standards – standards enforced by strict laws and upheld by 

responsible business leaders.”  The great weight placed on leaders to uphold their values 

whether for the benefit of a nation, or a few, is indicative of the romance of leadership 

(Meindl, Ehrlich, & Dukerich, 1985).  After all, why are only leaders expected to uphold 

high ethical standards?   To our detriment, the romance of leadership has led to an under-

appreciation for the power of followers.  From Kelley’s (1992) and Baker’s (2007) active 

characterizations of followers, to the empirical evidence for upward influence in 

organizations, it is apparent that attention to followers’ involvement in leadership is 

warranted.  Therefore, in appreciation of both leaders’ and followers’ contributions to 

leadership, this short-term longitudinal study investigated bidirectional influence upon 

leaders’ and followers’ work values, specifically humanistic and organizational beliefs, 

and work ethic.   Each of these three work values yielded a different pattern of results; 

however, none of the results supported bidirectional influence, and, more specifically, 

followers’ upward influence upon leader values was not supported.   Furthermore, 

although leader influence upon follower values is more widely touted in leadership 

studies, the results showed that leaders’ downward influence was limited to followers’ 

organizational beliefs.  As a first study of bidirectional influence upon leader and 

follower values, these results bring us one step closer towards understanding the extent of 

follower influence upon leaders, and leader influence upon followers.   
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Chapter 5 

General Discussion and Conclusion 

 While leadership theorists acknowledged that followers and followership were 

integral to and sometimes part of leadership (e.g., Burns, 1978; Hollander, 1974), the 

romance of leadership continues to direct attention towards leaders, including leader 

styles, behaviors, and characteristics. Figure 5-1 illustrates the usual model of leadership 

studies: leader behaviors or characteristics predict follower outcomes, and frequent 

moderators of that relationship are follower characteristics (e.g., gender, personality).  

For example, Figure 5-1 applies to Howell and Hall-Merenda’s (1999) study.  They 

examined the relationship between transformational leadership and follower performance, 

and found that followers’ geographical proximity moderated that relationship; the link 

between transformational leadership and performance was significant for followers who 

were co-located with their leaders, but not for followers who were physically distant from 

their leaders. As evidenced by this usual model of leadership studies, leader-centric 

research adds to our understanding of the effectiveness and limits of leaders’ authority; 

yet, much less is known about those who are being led.   
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Follower-centric writings within leadership research have ebbed and flowed over 

time to address this void.  To illustrate this, I conducted a search of articles on the 

PsycINFO database which yielded 36 peer-reviewed journal articles concerning 

followership in organizational studies (see Figure 5-2).1  Based on these data, the peaks 

in followership research occurred in 1982, and more recently again in 2007.  In an 

attempt to once again revive interest in followership research, and sustain its momentum, 

the three studies that comprised this thesis were designed to complement and advance the 

existing leadership literature, and empirically investigate the interdependencies between 

leaders and followers.  The first study, Follower Characteristics Predict Preferences for 

Leaders’ Characteristics described how followers perceive and form preferences for their 

leaders.  The second study, Explaining Pro-Social and Anti-Social Exchanges in Leader-

Follower Relationship positioned followers as active and equal partners in their 

transactions with their leaders.  The third and final study, Looking Upwards and 

Downwards: Influence in Leader-Follower Dyads tested the extent of leader and follower 

influences upon each other. Figure 5-3 illustrates the ways in which each study builds 

upon the traditional model of leadership studies. 

Akin to the ideas of earlier leadership theorists such as Hollander and Burns, my 

three studies examined followers in relation to leaders because their roles and behaviors 

are closely connected.   Collectively, these manuscripts respond to the call for more 

followership research; and in particular, “the exploration of the relational nature of 

leaders and followers is but one of many facets of followership that needs further 

 
1 Search terms were ‘followership’ and ‘follower-centric’ in keywords or 
abstracts.  The date range for this search was ‘earliest’ to 2009. Book and essay 
reviews were excluded. 
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examination” (Baker, 2007, p.58).  As an added contribution, by empirically studying 

followers in relation to leaders, the romance of leadership is also mitigated: leaders’ 

actions and outcomes are not attributed solely to the leader, but co-produced with 

followers. 

 

Furthermore, I argue that not only has the romance of leadership motivated 

leader-centric studies, but also de-motivated followership studies.  In juxtaposition to the 

promotion of heroic and powerful images of leaders, followers are credited with 

underwhelming, supportive roles.  Therefore, given this notion, one can understand why 

there is so little research focusing on a group of individuals who are thought to have little 

impact upon organizations.  Baker’s (2007) review of the meaning of followership 

highlights the ongoing challenge to defeating the passive and obedient stereotypes held of 

followers.  My thesis contributes to this discussion by showing followers’ participation in 

and contribution to leadership.   

In Follower Characteristics Predict Preferences for Leader Characteristics, 

followers’ preferences for leaders were investigated.  If guided by leader-centric, trait 

theories of leadership, then only leader characteristics would merit attention.  However, 

preferences for leaders were a function of the correspondence between leader and 
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follower characteristics, as well as followers’ self-perceptions.   And in Explaining Pro-

Social and Anti-Social Exchanges in Leader-Follower Relationship, followers were 

shown to be equal exchange partners with leaders, thus actively contributing to leader-

follower relationship quality.  The results of Looking Upwards and Downwards: 

Influence in Leader-Follower Dyads also raise doubts in the romance of leadership by 

suggesting limits to leaders’ influences. 

Baker (2007) also described a movement to abandon follower and leader labels, 

and instead concentrate on follower and leader behaviors.  She argued that free of labels, 

individuals will be more open to seeing that leaders sometimes follow, and followers 

sometimes lead (e.g., Hollander, 1974; Kelley, 1991).  Furthermore, because employees’ 

behaviors are not constrained by such labels, the importance and relevance of 

followership (and leadership) research is extended to all employees.  Even though my 

thesis was not designed to test the constraints of leader and follower labels, it discussed 

and tested active and equivalent behaviors from both leaders and followers in the second 

and third studies, respectively.  Therefore, my thesis adds to this discussion by 

questioning what ‘follower behaviors’ are, and whether they are necessarily different 

from leader behaviors.   

Having positioned followers as equal and active partners in leadership, there are 

many practical implications of this research.  For example, followers should be attractive 

candidates for leadership training despite their status in the hierarchy; and moreover, 

leadership training could take place at any time during an employee’s tenure in the 

organization – not just when s/he is promoted into a particular hierarchical position.  The 

aim would not be to train followers into ‘leaders’, but rather, provide them with skills to 
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exhibit effective leadership behaviors (e.g., proactive behavior, perspective-taking) as 

followers in any stage of their organizational lives.  Additionally, followers’ involvement 

in leadership could also redefine performance evaluations.  If leader and follower 

behaviors are intertwined, then how can their actions and outcomes be fairly evaluated in 

isolation of one another?   

Alongside this thesis’ contributions to theory, research, and practice, there are 

limitations to my research that warrant discussion, as they may be useful in guiding future 

research.  

Limitations and Future Directions 

Leadership frameworks are predominantly based on North American culture 

(Fukushige & Spicer, 2007), and my three studies are no exception.  In addition to using a 

North American sample for all three studies, which may limit their generalizability, the 

impetus for this thesis was based on the North American perspective of leadership.  There 

are good reasons to believe that different cultures think about leaders and leadership in 

different ways.  For example, Gerstner and Day (1994) found that prototypical leader 

traits differed across countries, and Shao and Webber (2006) argued that intellectually 

stimulating leader behavior, which is valued in North America, would be particularly 

inconsistent with Chinese culture’s uncertainty-avoidance.  Given that there are reasons 

for culture-specific leadership discussions, culture-specific views of followership may 

also command attention.  For example, in countries where the spaces between 

hierarchical levels are greatly respected, the romance of leadership (and potentially, un-

romance of followership) could be especially exaggerated.  It follows that the challenges 
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facing followership are likely to be culturally bound, and warrant consideration and 

future research. 

In addition to this North American bias, there are two particular assumptions 

intrinsic to this thesis.  Common to the second and third studies is the assumption that 

because leaders and followers are related through an organizational hierarchy, they are in 

a relationship.  As articulated by Hunter, Bedell-Avers, and Mumford (2007), followers 

are not necessarily witnesses to leader behaviors, or even in contact with their leaders, 

thus limiting the opportunity for leaders and followers to initiate and build a relationship.  

By extension, there is a need to account for and distinguish between leaders and follower 

who are in a relationship, versus those who have a relationship.  Having a relationship is 

structurally defined, such as the link between two positions in an organizational chart; 

being in a relationship includes witnessing (at least some) behaviors and interacting with 

those to whom one is linked structurally.  This distinction has serious implications for my 

research because followers and leaders who are in a relationship would likely spend more 

time together and therefore, be more open to, and create opportunities for bidirectional 

influence, as well as long-term exchange relationships. 

Another notable assumption made in this research is that lower-ranking 

employees in an organizational hierarchy (i.e., those with supervisors) are followers.  

However, some individuals could be both leaders and followers.  For example, middle 

managers are positioned in the organizational hierarchy such that they have supervisors 

and supervisees.   

Furthermore, relying on organizational structure to identify followers ignores the 

subjective meaning associated with such a label.  For example, lower-level employees 
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may not consider themselves ‘followers’, but rather consider themselves ‘non-leaders’.  It 

is conceivable that meaningful differences exist between those two groups of individuals.  

Additionally, Baker (2007) described that the label ‘follower’ could be associated with 

both positive (e.g., proactive) and negative (e.g., “sheep”) meanings.  To this end, I am 

currently involved in non-dissertation research regarding the effects of being called a 

follower.  The preliminary results suggest that being labeled a ‘follower’ is associated 

with reports of depressed positive mood, as well as decreased intentions to perform extra-

role behaviors, and intrinsic motivation; these results are consistent with negative 

connotations of the label.  Therefore, to fully appreciate an individual’s identification 

with a ‘follower’ role, that individual’s subjective interpretation of the label must also be 

explored.  It follows that there is rich opportunity for future research to go beyond status 

hierarchies and the resulting labels, and inquire whether participants consider themselves 

to be followers, and/or leaders at work.  With regards to my research, this approach to 

identifying followers could lead to a deeper understanding of the results; for example, it 

could be that employees who see themselves as stereotypical followers may be 

particularly vulnerable to leader influence. 

One of the ways in which to determine whether leaders and followers are in a 

relationship and how employees view their roles at work is to ask them to provide self-

reports.  Indeed, much of my thesis relied on self-report data, such as reports of one’s 

personality, leader preferences, and work values.  Consequently, there is reason to be 

concerned about mono-method bias.  Even though I made an attempt in Explaining Pro-

Social and Anti-Social Exchanges in Leader-Follower Relationship to address this bias, 
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overall, there is a veritable need for other-report, or “objective” measures in this research, 

and leadership studies in general (Hunter et al., 2007). 

Throughout this thesis, a dyadic approach was considered: followers’ preferences 

for leaders, followers and leaders exchanging behaviors, and influencing each other.  

Future research may broaden this scope, and explore the multiple dyadic relationships 

that result from leaders having more than one follower, and followers having more than 

one leader.  In addition, to better understand follower socialization, future research could 

evaluate the impact of peer influences against leader influences.  Aligned with Harris’ 

(1995), and Tucker, Turner, Barling and McEvoy’s (in press) writings about children’s 

socialization, one could find that peer influence is much greater than that of leaders, or 

mediates leader influence.    

Within leadership studies, the notion that peers can influence each other (without 

a formal leader) is espoused in shared leadership research (e.g., Carson, Tesluk, & 

Marrone, 2007; Klein, Ziegert, Knight, & Xiao, 2006).  This begs the question, is formal 

leadership needed?  Indeed, a potential moderator for all of the empirical studies in this 

thesis is followers’ need for leadership (see de Vries, Roe & Taillieu, 2002).  For 

example, followers who are dependent on leadership may be more open to their influence 

than those who are more independent.  In another example, followers who are dependent 

on leadership may have more defined preferences for leaders than followers who are 

more independent. 

Finally, gleaning from the diverse topics in leader-centric studies, there are a 

number of follower-centric questions that remain for future research.  For example, are 

followers born or made?  What are the antecedents to poor and good followership?  Can 
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effective followership be trained?  Contrasting my research’s focus on followers in 

relation to leaders, inherent to each of these questions is a focus on followers independent 

of leaders.        

Summary and Conclusion 

 The ongoing conversations surrounding the definition, and conceptualization, of 

followership inspired all three of the empirical studies in this thesis.  In Follower 

Characteristics Predict Preferences for Leader Characteristics, followership was 

examined by relating preferences for leaders to followers’ own characteristics.  In 

Explaining Pro-Social and Anti-Social Exchanges in Leader-Follower Relationship, 

followership and leadership were regarded as the two parts of an exchange relationship 

between leaders and followers.  Finally, in Looking Upwards and Downwards: Influence 

in Leader-Follower Dyads, the power of followership was tested in an investigation of 

leader-follower bidirectional influence.  These empirical studies depart from the usual 

approach to leadership research (see Figures 5-1 and 5-3).  Traditionally, followers are 

treated as the outcomes of leadership, such as follower performance, follower 

satisfaction, and follower well-being.  However, followers can also participate in 

leadership by actively affecting how they are led, and being selective about who they 

choose to be led by, and how they are influenced. In sum, my three studies collectively 

advance our knowledge of the ways in which followers matter to the leader-follower 

relationship, and leadership in general. Nonetheless, there is still so much more to 

understand about followership, including its various cultural influences, as well as its 

operationalization.  Having highlighted some of the rich opportunities for followership 

research, I hope that this thesis contributes to the evolution of leadership studies, and a 
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more comprehensive understanding of leadership, specifically, the development of 

followership research.   
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Appendix A 

Measures used in Manuscript 1 

Construct Item 

Neuroticism I often feel blue. 

I dislike myself. 

I am often down in the dumps. 

I have frequent mood swings. 

I panic easily. 

I rarely get irritated. 

I seldom feel blue. 

I feel comfortable with myself. 

I am not easily bothered by things. 

I am very pleased with myself. 

Extraversion I feel comfortable around people. 

I make friends easily. 

I am skilled in handling social situations. 

I am the life of the party. 

I know how to captivate people. 

I have little to say. 

I keep in the background. 

I would describe my experiences as somewhat dull. 

I don’t like to draw attention to myself. 

I don’t talk a lot. 
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Attachment style It is easy for me to become emotionally close to others. I am comfortable depending 

on them and having them depend on me. I don’t worry about being alone or having 

others not accept me.  

I am uncomfortable getting close to others. I want emotionally close relationships, 

but I find it difficult to trust others completely, or to depend on them. I worry that I 

will be hurt if I allow myself to become too close to others.  

I want to be completely emotionally intimate with others, but I often find that others 

are reluctant to get as close as I would like. I am uncomfortable being without close 

relationships, but I sometimes worry that others don’t value me as much as I value 

them.  

I am comfortable without close emotional relationships, it is very important to me to 

feel independent and self-sufficient, and I prefer not to depend on others or have 

others depend on me.   

Self-worth I feel that I am a person of worth, at least on an equal basis with others. 

I feel that I have a number of good qualities. 

All in all, I am inclined to feel that I am a failure. 

I am able to do things as well as most other people. 

I feel I do not have much to be proud of. 

I take a positive attitude toward myself. 

On the whole, I am satisfied with myself. 

I wish I could have more respect for myself. 

I certainly feel useless at times. 

At times I think I am no good at all. 
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Impression 

management 

I sometimes tell lies of I have to. 

I never cover up my mistakes. 

There have been occasions when I have taken advantage of someone. 

I never swear. 

I sometimes try to get even rather than forgive and forget. 

I always obey laws, even if I’m unlikely to get caught. 

I have said something bad about a friend behind his or her back. 

When I hear people talking privately, I avoid listening. 

I have received too much change from a salesperson without telling him or her. 

I always declare everything at customs. 

When I was young I sometimes stole things. 

I have never dropped litter on the street. 

I sometimes drive faster than the speed limit. 

I never read sexy books or magazines. 

I have done things that I don’t tell other people about. 

I never take things that don’t belong to me. 

I have taken sick-leave from work or school even though I wasn’t really sick. 

I have never damaged a library book or store merchandise without reporting it. 

I have some pretty awful habits. 

I don’t gossip about other people’s business. 

Self-deception My first impressions of people usually turn out to be right. 

It would be hard for me to break any of my bad habits. 

I don’t care to know what other people really think of me. 

I have not always been honest with myself. 
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I always know why I like things. 

When my emotions are aroused, it biases my thinking. 

Once I’ve made up my mind, other people can seldom change my opinion. 

I am not a safe driver when I exceed the speed limit. 

I am fully in control of my own fate. 

It’s hard for me to shut off a disturbing thought. 

I never regret my decisions. 

I sometimes lose out on things because I can’t make up my mind soon enough. 

The reason I vote is because my vote can make a difference. 

My parents were not always fair when they punished me. 

I am a completely rational person. 

I rarely appreciate criticism. 

I am very confident of my judgments. 

I have sometimes doubted my ability as a lover. 

It’s all right with me if some people happen to dislike me. 

I don’t always know the reasons why I do the things I do. 

Moral Reasoning  

Dilemma 1 

 A woman was near death from a special kind of cancer.  There was one drug that the 

doctors thought might save her.  It was a form of radium that a druggist in the same 

town had recently discovered.  The drug was expensive to make, but the druggist was 

charging ten times what the drug cost to make.  He paid $200 for the radium and 

charged $2,000 for a small dose of the drug.  The sick woman’s husband, Heinz, 

went to everyone he knew to borrow the money, but he could only get together about 
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$1,000, which is half of what it cost.  He told the druggist that his wife was dying, 

and asked him to sell it cheaper or let him pay later.  But the druggist said, “No, I 

discovered the drug and I’m going to make money from it.”  So Heinz got desperate 

and began to think about breaking into the man’s store to steal the drug for his wife. 

Reasons Whether a community’s laws are going to be upheld. 

Isn’t it only natural for a loving husband to care so much for his wife that he’d steal? 

Is Heinz willing to risk getting shot as a burglar or going to jail for the chance that 

stealing the drug might help? 

Whether Heinz is a professional wrestler, or has considerable influence with 

professional wrestlers. 

Whether Heinz is stealing for himself or doing this solely to help someone else. 

Whether the druggist’s rights to his invention have to be respected. 

Whether the essence of living is more encompassing than the termination of dying, 

socially and individually. 

What values are going to the basis for governing how people act towards each other. 

Whether the druggist is going to be allowed to hide behind a worthless law which 

only protect the rich anyhow. 

Whether the law in this case is getting in the way of the most basic claim of any 

member of society. 

Whether the druggist deserves to be robbed for being so greedy and cruel. 

Would stealing in such a case bring about more total good for the whole society or 

not. 

Dilemma 2 
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 Fred, a high school student, wanted to publish a newspaper for students so that he 

could express many of his opinions.  He wanted to comment on national issues and 

speak out against some of the school’s rules.  When Fred started his newspaper, he 

asked the principal for permission.  The principal said it would be all right if before 

every publication Fred would turn in his articles for the principal’s approval.  Fred 

agreed and turned in several articles for approval.  The principal approved all of them 

and Fred published two issues of the paper in the next two weeks.  But the principal 

had not expected that Fred’s newspaper would receive so much attention.  Students 

were so excited by the paper that they began to organize protests against of the 

school’s rules.  Angry parents objected to Fred’s opinions.  They phoned the 

principal telling him that the newspaper should not be published.  As a result of the 

rising excitement, the principal ordered Fred to stop publishing.  He gave as a reason 

that Fred’s activities were disruptive to the operation of the school. 

Reasons Is the principal more responsible to the students or the parents? 

Did the principal give his word that the newspaper could be published for a long 

time, or did he just promise to approve the newspaper one issue at a time? 

Would the students start protesting even more if the principal stopped the 

newspaper? 

When the welfare of the school is threatened, does the principal have the right to give 

orders to students? 

Does the principal have the freedom of speech to say “no” in this case? 

If the principal stopped the newspaper would he be preventing full discussion of 

important problems? 

Whether the principal’s order would make Fred lose faith in the principal. 

Whether Fred was really loyal to his school and country. 
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What effect would stopping the paper have on the student’s education in critical 

thinking and judgments? 

Whether Fred was in any way violating the right of others in publishing his own 

opinions. 

Whether the principal should be influenced by some angry parents when it is the 

principal that knows best what is going on in the school. 

Whether Fred was using the newspaper to stir up hatred and discontent. 

Dilemma 3 

 A man had been sentenced to prison for 10 years.  After one year, however, he 

escaped from prison, moved to a new area of the country, and took on the name of 

Thompson.  For 8 years he worked hard, and gradually he saved enough money to 

buy his own business.  He was fair to his customers, gave his employees top wages, 

and gave most of his own profits to charity.  Then one day, Mrs. Jones, an old 

neighbor, recognized him as the man who had escaped from prison 8 years before, 

and whom the police had been looking for. 

Reasons Hasn’t Mr. Thompson been good enough for such a long time to prove he isn’t a bad 

person? 

Every time someone escapes punishment for a crime, doesn’t that just encourage 

more crime? 

Wouldn’t we be better off without prisons and the oppression of our legal systems? 

Has Mr. Thompson really paid his debt to society? 

Would society be failing what Mr. Thompson should fairly expect? 

What benefits would prisons be apart from society, especially for a charitable man? 

How could anyone be so cruel and heartless as to send Mr. Thompson to prison? 

Would it be fair to all the prisoners who had to serve out their full sentences if Mr. 
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Thompson was let off. 

Was Mrs. Jones a good friend of Mr. Thompson? 

Wouldn’t it be a citizen’s duty to report an escaped criminal, regardless of the 

circumstances? 

How would the will of the people and the public good best be served? 

Would going to prison do any good for Mr. Thompson or protect anybody? 
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Appendix B 

Measures used in Manuscript 2 

Measures for subordinate sample 

Construct Item 

Conscientiousness I am always prepared 

I pay attention to details. 

I get chores done right away.  

I carry out my plans.  

I make plans and stick to them.  

I complete tasks successfully.  

I do things according to a plan. 

I am exacting in my work.  

I finish what I start.  

I follow through with my plans.  

I waste my time.  

I find it difficult to get down to work.  

I do just enough work to get by.  

I don't see things through.  

I shirk my duties.  

I mess things up.  

I leave things unfinished.  

I don't put my mind on the task at hand. 

I make a mess of things.  

I need a push to get started. 

Self-monitoring I find it hard to imitate the behavior of other people. 
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At parties and social gatherings, I do not attempt to do or say things that others 

will like. 

I can only argue for ideas which I already believe. 

I can make impromptu speeches even on topics about which I has almost no 

information.   

I put on a show to impress or entertain others. 

I would probably make a good actor. 

In a group of people I am rarely the center of attention. 

In different situations and with different people, I often act like very different 

persons. 

I am not particularly good at making other people like me. 

I am not always the person I appears to be. 

I would not change my opinions (or the way I do things) in order to please 

someone or win their favor.    

I have considered being an entertainer.    

I have never been good at games like charades or improvisational acting. 

I have trouble changing my behavior to suit different people and different 

situations. 

At a party I let others keep the jokes and stories going. 

I feel a bit awkward in public and do not show up quite as well as I should. 

I can look anyone in the eye and tell a lie with a straight face (if for a right 

end). 

I may deceive people by being friendly when I really dislikes them. 

Attachment style It is easy for me to become emotionally close to others. I am comfortable 

depending on them and having them depend on me. I don’t worry about being 
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alone or having others not accept me.  

I am uncomfortable getting close to others. I want emotionally close 

relationships, but I find it difficult to trust others completely, or to depend on 

them. I worry that I will be hurt if I allow myself to become too close to 

others.  

I want to be completely emotionally intimate with others, but I often find that 

others are reluctant to get as close as I would like. I am uncomfortable being 

without close relationships, but I sometimes worry that others don’t value me 

as much as I value them.  

I am comfortable without close emotional relationships, it is very important to 

me to feel independent and self-sufficient, and I prefer not to depend on others 

or have others depend on me.  

Affect-based trust We have a sharing relationship.  We can both freely share our ideas, feelings, 

and hopes. 

My direct supervisor believes that s/he can talk freely to me about difficulties 

s/he is having at work and that I will want to list. 

My direct supervisor thinks that we would both feel a sense of loss if one of us 

was transferred and we could no longer work together. 

If my direct supervisor shared his/her problems with me/ s/he would know that 

I will respond constructively and caringly. 

My direct supervisor would say that we have both made considerable 

emotional investments in our working relationship. 

Cognition-based trust My direct supervisor thinks I approach my job with professionalism and 
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dedication. 

Given my track record, my direct supervisor sees no reason to doubt my 

competence and preparation for the job. 

My direct supervisor thinks s/he can rely on me not to make his/her job more 

difficult by careless work. 

My direct supervisor believes that most people, even those who aren’t close 

friends of mine, trust and respect me as a coworker. 

My direct supervisor thinks that other work associates of mine who must 

interact with me consider me to be trustworthy. 

My direct supervisor thinks that if people knew more about me and my 

background, they would be more concerned and monitor my performance 

more closely. 

Helping behaviors My direct supervisor helped me with my work responsibilities. 

My direct supervisor assisted me with my work for my benefit. 

My direct supervisor got involved to benefit me. 

My direct supervisor volunteered to do things for me. 

Abusive supervision My direct supervisor ridicules me. 

My direct supervisor tells me my thoughts or feelings are stupid. 

My direct supervisor gives me the silent treatment. 

My direct supervisor puts me down in front of others. 

My direct supervisor invades my privacy. 

My direct supervisor reminds me of my past mistakes and failures. 

My direct supervisor does not give me credit for jobs requiring a lot of effort. 

My direct supervisor blames me to save him/herself embarrassment. 

My direct supervisor breaks promises s/he makes. 
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My direct supervisor expresses anger at me when s/he is mad for another 

reason. 

My direct supervisor makes negative comments about me to others. 

My direct supervisor is rude to me. 

My direct supervisor does not allow me to interact with my coworkers 

Tells me I’m incompetent. 

My direct supervisor lies to me. 

Measures for supervisor sample 

Construct Item 

Conscientiousness My direct subordinate is always prepared 

My direct subordinate pays attention to details. 

My direct subordinate gets chores done right away.  

My direct subordinate carries out his/her plans.  

My direct subordinate makes plans and sticks to them.  

My direct subordinate completes tasks successfully.  

My direct subordinate does things according to a plan. 

My direct subordinate is exacting in his/her work.  

My direct subordinate finishes what s/he starts.  

My direct subordinate follows through with his/her plans.  

My direct subordinate wastes his/her time.  

My direct subordinate finds it difficult to get down to work.  

My direct subordinate does just enough work to get by.  

My direct subordinate doesn't see things through.  

My direct subordinate shirks his/her duties.  

My direct subordinate messes things up.  
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My direct subordinate leaves things unfinished.  

My direct subordinate doesn't put his/her mind on the task at hand. 

My direct subordinate makes a mess of things.  

My direct subordinate needs a push to get started. 

Self-monitoring This subordinate finds it hard to imitate the behavior of other people. 

At parties and social gatherings, this subordinate does not attempt to do or say 

things that others will like. 

This subordinate can only argue for ideas which s/he already believes. 

This subordinate can make impromptu speeches even on topics about which 

s/he has almost no information.   

This subordinate puts on a show to impress or entertain others. 

This subordinate would probably make a good actor. 

In a group of people this subordinate is rarely the center of attention. 

In different situations and with different people, this subordinate often acts like 

very different persons. 

This subordinate is not particularly good at making other people like him/her. 

This subordinate is not always the person s/he appears to be. 

This subordinate would not change his/her opinions (or the way s/he does 

things) in order to please someone or win their favor.    

This subordinate has considered being an entertainer.    

This subordinate has never been good at games like charades or 

improvisational acting. 

This subordinate has trouble changing his/her behavior to suit different people 

and different situations. 

At a party this subordinate lets others keep the jokes and stories going. 
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This subordinate feels a bit awkward in public and does not show up quite as 

well as s/he should. 

This subordinate can look anyone in the eye and tell a lie with a straight face 

(if for a right end). 

This subordinate may deceive people by being friendly when s/he really 

dislikes them. 

Attachment style It is easy for my direct subordinate to become emotionally close to others. My 

direct subordinate is comfortable depending on others and having them 

depend on him/her. My direct subordinate doesn’t worry about being alone or 

having others not accept him/her.  

My direct subordinate is uncomfortable getting close to others. My direct 

subordinate wants emotionally close relationships, but s/he finds it difficult to 

trust others completely, or to depend on them. My direct subordinate worries 

that s/he will be hurt if s/he allows him/herself to become too close to others.  

My direct subordinate wants to be completely emotionally intimate with 

others, but s/he often finds that others are reluctant to get as close as s/he 

would like. My direct subordinate is uncomfortable being without close 

relationships, but s/he sometimes worries that others don’t value him/her as 

much as s/he values them.  

My direct subordinate is comfortable without close emotional relationships, it 

is very important to him/her to feel independent and self-sufficient, and s/he 

prefers not to depend on others or have others depend on him/her.  

Affect-based trust We have a sharing relationship.  We can both freely share our ideas, feelings, 
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and hopes. 

I can talk freely to my direct subordinate about difficulties I am having at work 

and know that s/he will want to listen. 

We would both feel a sense of loss if one of us was transferred and we could 

no longer work together. 

If I shared my problems with my direct subordinate, I know s/he would 

respond constructively and caringly. 

I would have to say that we have both made considerable emotional 

investments in our working relationship. 

Cognition-based trust My direct subordinate approaches his/her job with professionalism and 

dedication. 

Given my direct subordinate’s track record, I see no reason to doubt his/her 

competence and preparation for the job. 

I can rely on my direct subordinate not to make my job more difficult by 

careless work. 

Most people even those who aren’t close friends of my direct subordinate, trust 

and respect him/her as a coworker. 

Other work associates of mine who must interact with my direct subordinate 

consider him/her to be trustworthy. 

If people knew more about my direct subordinate and his/her background, they 

would be more concerned and monitor his/her performance more closely. 

Helping behaviors I helped my direct subordinate with his/her work responsibilities. 

I assisted my direct subordinate with his/her work for his/her benefit. 

I got involved to benefit my direct subordinate. 

I volunteered to do things for my direct subordinate. 
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Abusive supervision I ridicule my direct subordinate. 

I tell my direct subordinate his/her thoughts or feelings are stupid. 

I give my direct subordinate the silent treatment. 

I put down my direct subordinate in front of others. 

I invade my direct subordinate’s privacy. 

I remind my direct subordinate of his/her past mistakes and failures. 

I do not give my direct subordinate credit for jobs requiring a lot of effort. 

I blame my direct subordinate to save myself embarrassment. 

I break promises that I make. 

I express anger at my direct subordinate when I am mad for another reason. 

I make negative comments about my direct subordinate to others. 

I am rude to my direct subordinate. 

I do not allow my direct subordinate to interact with his/her coworkers 

I tell my direct subordinate that s/he is incompetent. 

I lie to my direct subordinate. 

Measures for subordinate and supervisor samples 

Impression management I sometimes tell lies of I have to. 

I never cover up my mistakes. 

There have been occasions when I have taken advantage of someone. 

I never swear. 

I sometimes try to get even rather than forgive and forget. 

I always obey laws, even if I’m unlikely to get caught. 

I have said something bad about a friend behind his or her back. 

When I hear people talking privately, I avoid listening. 

I have received too much change from a salesperson without telling him or her. 
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I always declare everything at customs. 

When I was young I sometimes stole things. 

I have never dropped litter on the street. 

I sometimes drive faster than the speed limit. 

I never read sexy books or magazines. 

I have done things that I don’t tell other people about. 

I never take things that don’t belong to me. 

I have taken sick-leave from work or school even though I wasn’t really sick. 

I have never damaged a library book or store merchandise without reporting it. 

I have some pretty awful habits. 

I don’t gossip about other people’s business. 
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Appendix C 

Measures used in Manuscript 3 

Construct Item 

Humanistic belief system Work can be made meaningful. 

Work can be organized to allow for human fulfillment. 

The job should be a source of new experiences. 

Work can be made interesting rather than boring. 

Work should enable one to learn new things. 

Organization belief system The group is the most important entity in any organization. 

One’s contribution to the group is the most important thing 

about his/her work. 

Working with a group is better than working alone. 

Survival of the group is very important in an organization. 

One should take an active part in all group affairs. 

Work ethic Only those who depend on themselves get ahead in life. 

To be superior a person must stand alone. 

By working hard a person can overcome every obstacle that 

life presents. 
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